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This extract from Van Meerhoff s journal of 1661 is from the

official “ Dagregister ” and is the first known reference to what has

now become Grey’s Pass. It reads :

—
“ Den 1 1 dito weer opgepackt

al Noort gegaan sijnde tot op het Casteel Meerhoff aen ; is een

ronde berch, leggende op het vaste geberchte gelijck een Casteel

ende is heel kenbaer, kan wel 17 a 18 miljen gesien worden eer men
daer aencompt, marcheerden tot aen een valey aen de Z.W. hoeck

van t selva Casteel ende hebben aldaer gerust, gemarcheert 2 mijlen.

Onder de voornoomde berch sijn 4 a 5 schoone fonteynen, bij

deselve fonteynen staen veel Soaquas huysen, daer sij uijt-ende

intrecken, op een musquetschot aen de noortsijde van dit casteel is

een bequaem plaets om over het geberchte te comen nae de

Oliphants. r.”

Overpage the journal continues: “daer wij de eerste reijs

over-gingen in ’t jaar 1660.”

(Translation.) The 11th (Feb.), 1661. “We repacked and

travelled north to the Castle Meerhoff. This is a round mountain

lying on the mountain range like a castle and is easily recognised.

It can be seen for 17 or 18 miles (Dutch) before one arrives there.

We marched to a valley at the S.W. corner of the aforesaid castle

and have rested there having advanced 2 (Dutch) miles. Below

the said mountain are 4 or 5 fresh springs. Beside these springs

are many Bushmen’s huts from which they go and come. A
musket shot on the north side of this castle is a suitable place to

cross the mountain range and reach the Oliphants River where we
crossed in the year 1660.
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FOREWORD.

It may well be that in all patriotism there lies an

element of parochialism, yet to every man it has been

given to feel that the history of his homeland is the

most interesting of all, and part of each country’s

history is the story that her highways can tell. A
South African may follow the Hudson and the Mohawk
Gap, cross the Brenner where the Cimbri and the

Teutones came, or journey on the old Roman roads

that go by Chester and by York, but these, for him,

will be the pastimes of an exile. He will return to

a homeland whose routes, if not her roads, are as aged,

if not as old, as these. Hers is a tale of wandering

Bushmen, of nomadic cattle-owning Hottentot clans,

of explorers who ventured into the unknown. The

Company’s cattle trader and the farmer followed the

explorer along routes that had awaited man’s coming

since the dawn time. There followed the road-

maker and the bridge-builder whom mankind will

bless until the airways come. Only a small portion

of their story is told here. No living feet have trod

the paths that led to Camdeboo, and the early tracks

that took men to the Tyen are lost, but can by searching

yet be found. The tale is almost unknown and

untold. But some unskilled hand must first turn the

rough soil before there can be a garden. If from a

reading of these pages the impulse is conveyed to some



South African, perhaps as yet unborn, to tell the story

of South Africa’s highways as it must yet be told, then

the rough but loving labour spent on them will not

have been in vain.

Portions of Chapters IV.-VII. have appeared in the

Cape Times in 1926 and 1927 in articles entitled

“ Footsteps of the Early Explorers,” and it is by the

courtesy of the Editor that they are here reproduced.

Thanks are expressed to Mr. C. Graham Botha, of the

Cape Archives, for permission to reproduce the

historical maps, to Miss K. Jeffreys, B.A., and Miss

G. F. Kincaid, of the Archives Staff, for many

courtesies, to Mr. H. Kyle, of the Surveyor General’s

Office, for so ably charting maps, and, last but not

least, to Dr. J. L. M. Franken, of Stellenbosch

University, for revising proofs and for giving many
useful historical points from his great store of the

historical lore of the Cape Archives.
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Jan Wintervogel, “ lustige bosloper,”
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and Olof Bergh of Gothenburg,

Pathfinders,

AND OF

Andrew Geddes Bain,

John Montagu,
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and to

Sir Frederic de Waal, First Administrator of the
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“ When a road is once built, it is a strange thing

how it collects traffic, how every year it goes on, more

and more people are found to walk thereon, and others

are raised up to repair it and perpetuate it and keep

it alive; so that perhaps even this road of ours may

from reparation to reparation continue to exist and be

useful hundreds and hundreds of years after we are

mingled in the dust.’’

Robert Louis Stevenson

(Address to Chiefs on the Opening of

the Road of Gratitude, Oct., 1894).

Roads go on

While we forget, and are

Forgotten like a star

That shoots and is gone.

Whatever the roads bring

To me or take from me.

They keep me company

With their pattering.

Crowding the solitude

Of the loops over the downs,

Hushing the roar of towns

And their brief multitude.

Edward Thomas.
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CHAPTER I.

THE TABLE VALLEY.

“ The valleys in mountainous countries determine the routes in

advance : the passes attract the roads from afar.
’

Lucien Lebvre : History of Civilisation.

In the book of Purchas his Pilgrimes, or, Hakluytus

Posthumus, there is a little-known reference to the

Cape which reads :
“ Upon the top of this promontory

Nature hath as it were found herself a delightful bower,

here to sit and contemplate the great seas which from

the south, east and west beat upon this shore, and

therefore hath here formed a great plaine, pleasant in

situation, which with the fragrant herbes, variety of

flowers and flourishing verdure of all things seems a

terrestial Paradise. It is called the table of the Cape.”

When the Reverend Samuel Purchas writing in

1611 gave this description of the Cape in his account

of “ Capharia,” nearly half a century had still to pass

before the little Dromedaris, bearing Jan van Riebeeck

with his soldier settlers, was to sail hesitatingly around

the Lion’s Rump and cautiously anchor at the boating

place opposite the Fresh River where now his statue

l

B



2 Old Cape Highways

stands ;
yet even then the conformation of the Penin-

sula was well known from the reports of seamen,

although except for the coastline it appears to have

been totally unmapped.

For a century that noble and heroic viceroy Dom
Francisco D’Almeda, who died somewhere near the

Salt River at the hands of the Hottentots, had been

quietly sleeping at the mountain foot, and for just ten

more the south-east wind had laid his cloth across the

flat-topped land since Diaz, far out m the South

Atlantic, had found his watery grave. As early as

1503 Antonio de Saldanha in the pride of his young

manhood had invaded “ Nature’s delightful bower
”

by way of the great cleft in the mountain side we call

the Gorge ; and from the table he had seen the False

Cape and noted upon the flats the Zeekoe and Princess

VIeis, which he mistook for the mouth of a large river

emptying itself into the False Bay.

How still must this fair valley have appeared to

a watcher from the table three thousand feet above !

You picture the horseshoe sweep of the great bay

lined by lofty sand dunes, cleft only to allow exit for

the waters of the Fresh and the Salt Rivers : beyond

the dunes is marshy ground fed by the former stream,

and, where now is Church Square, a pool in which

hippopotami play : above this the rising ground

covered with protea rises to the mountain foot. It

is questionable if the valley was always occupied in

the days before Van Riebeeck. It is possible that,

except for some wandering strandloper, only in spring
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would human forms be seen, for then the Goringhaiqua

tribe of Hottentots across the flats were accustomed

to feed their cattle on the lush pastures of the Valley.

But year by year some anchored caravel like a tiny

walnut-shell would sway gently to the waves near the

beach, and the tents of scurvy-ridden sailors, resting

after a long voyage, would show like pebbles against

the green above the white-lined shore. The valley

rested like some virgin that one day was to bring forth

a nation ; its fame passed from mouth to mouth ; it

welcomed the weary seafarer with verdure and fresh

water and flesh of fish and fowl, and here, under sunny

skies, “ two kine could be purchased for two rustle

knives.”

Probably we shall never know whether the story of

Herodotus is true which tells of certain Phoenicians

who were sent by Necho, King of Egypt, sailed down

the Red Sea, and three years later returned along the

familiar shores of the Mediterranean Sea after passing

the Pillars of Hercules. For our part, unlike Herodotus,

we like to think it true and to picture that 2,000 years

before Da Gama sailed the seas our valley may have

been one of the landing spots “ upon the coast of

Libya ” where they sowed corn and waited until it

was fit to reap.

It is an interesting but not very profitable pastime

to try to form some idea of what the ancients thought

of this southern end of Africa. The maps they have

left us leave us unsatisfied. Hecataeus of Miletus

(500 B.C.) shows us a crescent-shaped or sickle-shaped
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Africa whose southern shores are washed by the

Southern Ocean, whence rises the River Nile. The

horns of the crescent extend from the neighbourhood

of what is now called Cape Guardafui to Thingis

(Tangiers), near the Columns of Hercules. Herodotus

(440 B.C.) depicts a Libya of similar shape, but makes

the Nile rise far to the west, south of the Atlas Moun-

tains. His northern coast along the Mediterranean

seaboard is approximately correct, but the southern is

a dotted line between the Atlantic and the Erythraean

Sea, the latter name being applied to the northern

part of our Indian Ocean. Here lived the Macrobian

Aethiopians, that race of burnt-faced men mentioned

in the Iliad “whom the Gods themselves visit and par-

take of their feasts.” Strabo s map (a.D. 18) takes us

no further, but that of Ptolemy (a.D. 150) is interesting.

The eastern coast of Africa opposite the Lunae Montes,

whence rises the Nile, is carried eastward in a dotted

line to join with a non-existent southern extension of

Asia at the 130th meridian. This vast land which

makes of the Indian Ocean a land-locked sea is Terra

Incognita, and its inhabitants are man-eaters and fish-

eaters. The peripli of the old Roman traders, and

maps such as the Peutinger tables which preserve for

us the course of the old Roman roads, tell us nothing

of Africa, and the mappae mundi of the Early Christian

period, drawn by monks and with Jerusalem as the

world s centre (in accordance with Ezekiel v. 5 :
“ Thus

saith the Lord Jehovah, This is Jerusalem ; I have

placed her in the midst of the nations and of the
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countries round about her ’’), carry us no further.

There is, however, preserved in the Hereford Cathedral

a map of this type, known as Richard of Haldingham’s

Map, which dates from the thirteenth century and

shows an Africa with a Nile arising from two lakes

and a curious Niger which finds no outlet to the sea.

The southern coast of Africa is peopled by naked

savages carrying spears, by headless men, and by a

figure that is intended for either a dog-faced man on

all fours or a baboon. Side by side with the mappae

mundi there was at this time springing up a new class

of map which originated with the maritime peoples of

southern Europe ; these were coast charts designed for

the use of mariners and pilots, and were known as

portolani. No legends or monsters found place upon

these portolani : they are as prosaic as a modem motor

route map, and give sailing directions, carefully drawn

coast-lines and the names of ports. Of all the

portolani that have been preserved, the one now in

Florence, known as the Laurentian portolano of 1351,

is the most interesting to a South African, for it shows

an Africa unmistakably surrounded by water and is

even more strikingly suggestive of the possibility of

circumnavigating Africa than the Marino Sanuto map
of forty-five years before.

Who can look at these old maps that have come

down to us through the centuries without wishing

that he could know more? Can it be that he who
drew this map of Southern Africa with its nearly

correct outline more than a century before Bartholomew
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Diaz sailed south from Lisbon was using a knowledge

that had been lost to the world, or was it a mere

cartographer’s guess ? It is to be feared that we shall

never know ; the dry facts that Bartholomew Diaz

left Portugal in 1486 and erected pardaos at Pedestal

Point (Angra Pequena) near Walfish Bay and on

St. Croix in Algoa Bay must content us. The written

history of the Cape Province corner of our great land

begins on that eventful day, Tuesday, November 7th,

1497, when to the log book of the San Raphael under

Paulo da Gama, brother of Vasco, there was written

this entry by an unknown scribe—by Joao de Sa, clerk

of the San Raphael, or by the soldier Alvaro Velho,

who shall now say ?—
“ On Tuesday we returned to the land, which we

found to be low, with a broad bay opening into it.

The Captain-Major sent Pero d’Alenquer in a boat to

take soundings and to search for good anchoring-ground.

The bay was found to be very clean and to afford

shelter against all winds except those from the N.W.

It extended east and west, and we named it Santa

Helena. On Wednesday we cast anchor in this bay,

and we remained there eight days cleaning the ships,

mending the sails and taking in wood.
‘ The river Samtiagua (S. Thiago) enters the bay

four leagues to the S.E. of the anchorage. It comes

from the interior (Sertao), is about a stone’s throw

across at the mouth and from two to three fathoms

in depth at all states of the tide.”

The unknown writer of the roteiro is here describing

the St. Helena Bay, and the Samtiagua River (Santiago)
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is our Berg River. The roteiro does not state the

fact, but from Barros we learn that the Captain-Major,

who was Vasco da Gama, landed for the purpose of

observing the latitude.

The log book continues with an account of the

tawny-coloured natives from whom the Portuguese

purchase for copper farthings (ceitils) the foxtails

attached to handles with which these natives fan their

faces. Their dogs, we are told, resemble those of

Portugal and bark like them.

On 16th November they left, and by the 22nd

they had succeeded in doubling the Cape of Good

Hope, to which Pero d’Alenquer, who had passed here

with Bartholomew Diaz eleven years before, “ thought

the distance about 30 leagues (from St. Helena Bay),

but he was not certain.”

There is a reference to False Bay : “To the south

of this Cape of Good Hope, and close to it, a vast bay,

six leagues broad at its mouth, enters about six leagues

into the land.” Ravenstein, who translated the

roteiro , tells us that on the map of Henricus Mantellus

Germanus (1489) which illustrates the voyage of Diaz

it is named Golfo dentro delle Serre (G . dentro das

Serras), the gulf within the mountain ranges.

Before these two voyages all is twilight, and we

are left to picture the valley for centuries as the un-

disturbed and favoured haunt of the Bushman clans

whose saga has been sung by Stow, and afterwards in

occupation by the conquering Hottentot ; but of their

hates and loves and strivings below our flat table we
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now know nothing. Our valley, however, even in

the years which preceded Van Riebeeck’s arrival, was

not always peaceful : it saw other fights between

visiting sailor and thieving Hottentot than that which

in 1510 strewed sixty-five of D’Almeida’s company

along the Liesbeek between the river mouth and

Mowbray : it saw Newgate criminals condemned to

a lonely fate, landed and left upon its shore, and only

a few years after Purchas wrote it saw what proved a

comedy although to the actors one must presume it

was the most serious of undertakings. In the year

1620 two English Captains, Andrew Shillinge and

Humphrey Fitzherbert, with four ships, entered the

Bay and found at anchor nine large ships of the Dutch

East India Company whose officers told them that

they had inspected the surrounding country and that

it was the intention of the Company to form a settle-

ment there. The two Englishmen decided to fore-

stall this intention, and hoisted the flag of St. George

upon the Lion’s Rump, declaring the surrounding

country subject to the English King, James I. Theal

records that the Dutch Captain, Jan Cornelius Kunst

of Schiedam, was present and raised no objection.

The reasons they advanced for their proclamation are

interesting. They considered that a serviceable

plantation could be formed requiring only a few men
for its upkeep, that the soil was fruitful and the climate

pleasant, that the natives were willing and likely to

become servants of God, and that the whale fishing

would be a source of profit ; and, lastly, that it was
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more fitting for the Dutch when ashore to be subjects

of the English king than for Englishmen to subject

themselves to the Dutch or anyone else.

There is a charming naivete in the reasons these

two sturdy Englishmen give for their action, and that

they should have buried thereafter a packet of dis-

patches beneath a stone in the valley on which the

letters O.V.C. were inscribed, which, unknown to

them, denoted occupation by the Dutch Company,

is the climax to the story. At any rate they sailed

away leaving the valley unoccupied, and the directors

of the English company took no action to confirm their

proclamation, leaving it to the future to decide the

ownership of this fair land, and little knowing that

three centuries later Dutchmen and Englishmen were

to find that it belonged to neither but was the common

heritage of both and that each was to be the richer

for the presence of the other.

Van Riebeeck in his journal tells us that m
examining the forest trees in the kloof behind New-

lands he found carved on some the dates 1604, 1620

and 1622, and we know that the officers on the nine

Dutch ships found in Table Bay by Shilhnge and

Fitzherbert had examined the surrounding country.

These two captains report that the Dutch had “ made

a road ” for 40 miles inland. They had explored,

but it is improbable that a road had been made, and

we may take it that as yet there were no roads : routes

there must have been, for who more skilful than a

pastoral people like the Hottentots in finding the
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easiest passages across the mountain barriers for their

cattle? It is believed that this strange people had

found their way south only a few centuries before Van

Riebeeck came, ousting, but never absorbing, the

Bushmen, with whom they were at constant war.

They had in waves of immigration occupied the more

fertile valleys and river banks of the western coast line

south of the Orange River until at length they reached

the great barrier of Table Mountain ; thence they

flowed east along the coast area until they came in

contact with the Bantu tribes who were themselves

migrating west. Even to-day there is but one natural

eastern exit from the Cape district : it is across the

Hottentot Holland Range at Sir Lowry’s Pass—the

old Hottentot Holland Kloof. It was this route they

used, They called it by a name which meant “ The
Pass of the Elands,” and we may suppose that here

was once a trail favoured by the herds of game which

came from the higher land at Elgin to feed upon the

rich pastures of the Lourens River Valley in Hottentot

Holland. Though there were routes then, we are prob-

ably justified in believing there were no roads. Cart

tracks, however, had left their grooves upon the sandy

shores of Table Bay four years before Van Riebeeck’s

settlement of 1652 was established. The Haarlem

was wrecked in 1648 at a spot which appears to have

been some miles beyond the “ Oude Mond,” or over-

flow of the Diep River at Riet Vlei beyond Milnerton.

This mouth is sometimes erroneously spoken of as the

Old Salt River Mouth. The survivors, finding
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themselves on a sandy, windswept and inhospitable

strand, took shelter in the Table Valley. Proot and

Jansen report that “ the soil in the valley is very good,”

and they planted vegetable seeds which came to

fruition before their rescue five months later.

When Van Riebeeck was appointed as First Com-

mander of the Settlement, he stated in a report to the

Seventeen that he had spent three weeks ashore while

Geleynsen’s fleet was salvaging the Haarlem, and that

the goods were brought along the beach by carts to

the mouth of the Salt River, where presumably they

were transhipped to the fleet anchored near the mouth

of the Fresh River, which is now a storm drain

beneath Adderley Street. Thirty-three years after

Fitzherbert and Shillinge left, Van Riebeeck ’s fort had

arisen in the Table Valley.

It was from the valley that those arteries sprang

which since 1652 have served to pulse the life blood

of our country from a central heart, and this heart

was the fort upon what is now the Parade. From it,

and from a few barn-like houses which lined the Zee,

the Heere, Reyger and Olifant Straats (The Strand,

Castle, Shortmarket and Longmarket Streets of to-day)

the pulse-beat came. So from the Fort Good Hope

we find that “ waggon path to the forest ” (wagen pad

na t bos) which rounded the Windberg or Devil’s Hill

which the two English captains had once named
‘

‘ The

Charles Mount.” It passed the “ Rondedoornbosch
”

to find its way along what is to-day the Newlands

Avenue to the kloofs above Paradise and Kirstenbosch.
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From thence, and from the neighbouring kloofs, the

Company’s servants cut and dragged the timbers for

palisade and jetty and primitive houses of the town.

It is the father of South African highways. Specula-

tion as to the course taken by this early road has given

place to investigation, and it is now beyond doubt that

when we travel the Main Road to the subuibs to-day

by Sir Lowry Road, Observatory and Rosebank, we

are—as far as the hillock at Rondebosch, now domin-

ated by the Church of St. Paul—upon the very waggon

road of Van Riebeeck’s wood-cutters. The first de-

finite mention of this road is made in the Commander’s

Journal on 11th September, 1655, in an entry which

states that all the garrison had been sent to the forest

to haul beams and planks along the waggon road, but

there are entries which imply its existence since 1653.
1

It was natural to believe that the wagen pad took

a course high upon the slopes of the Wmdberg, and

that all traces of it have been lost through Woodstock.

This assumption is strengthened by the fact that traces

of an early public road are still preserved upon the

mountain sides above Mowbray, Rosebank and Ronde-

bosch. This may with ease be traced in Cecil Road

1
Journal, 26th May, 1653, and 5th July, 1653. The extension of the road to

the Paradise Ravine, or perhaps the Kirstenbosch Forest, “ As full of timber as the

large and small Forests outside of Haarlem,” is mentioned 1st and 2nd August, 1653.

By 1666 this road was carried from Kirstenbosch over Constantia Nek. In the

instructions left by Governor Wagenaar for his successor Van Quaelberg (Memorien

en Instruction, 1657-1685, Vol. 700, p. 188) it is stated that the kloofs at Kirstenbosch

and the Boscheuvel had been worked out, that a fine kloof full of suitable timber

had been found in the Hout Bay Valley behind the Table Mountain (in all probability

Orange Kloof), and that Lieut. Schut with a party of soldiers had been ordered to

make a suitable and easy road for the wagons (een bequaam end breede en seer vermake-

lijke wegli) to the new-found kloof. This road was improved across the Nek in

February, 1693, by order of Simon van der Stel.
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at Mowbray, which continued across the upper portion

of the Rosebank Agricultural Show Grounds (closed

when Cecil Rhodes bought Groote Schuur and what

is now the Rhodes Estate). Thence the old path

continued by Lovers’ Walk to Groote Schuur.

Every scrap of evidence which can be gathered from

the early maps points to the fact that the assumption

that this is the wagen pad is wrong, and that on the

contrary the early woodcutters preferred the lower

ground for their toilsome journeys, and that when we

use the Main Road to-day we use their track.

It would perhaps prove tedious to give in detail

the proofs by which this conclusion is arrived at, but

a few bare facts may be briefly stated. The earliest

map in the Cape Archives which shows a road around

the Windberg, No. 804 (37), dates from 1656.
1

It

was made the year before grants were given to Steven

Bothma’s (Jansen’s) company upon the west or

mountain side of the Liesbeek. This colony was

called the Dutch garden, and lay along the river bank

in the Mowbray-Rosebank area. In 1657 Herman

Remajenne with his company of five settled in the

Groeneveld or Herman’s Colony upon the Flats side

of the river in the Rondebosch-Claremont area. Their

farms are of course not depicted upon this map. The

road is traced as a wide curve around the base of the

Devil’s Peak, and goes to the “ doornbosjes ende

1 A reproduction of an almost identical map of date 1656 from the Hague
Archive will be found on page 26 of Godee-Molsbergen and Joh. Visscher’s Zuid
Africa's Geschiedenis in Beeld. It differs from Map 804 (37), Cape Archives, in

that the road is labelled definitely “ wagen padt na’t bos,” and shows no loop.
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coomlandt,” which became Rustenburg in later days.

Beyond this it divides for a short space to meet again ,

and passes to the mountain kloofs.

In Map 808 (4 1),
1 which dates probably from 1660,

we are taken a step further. The road which is here

definitely stated to be the “ wagen padt ” curves

around the mountain base and passes through the

grounds of Rustenburg, which then extended to the

banks of the Liesbeek. They are called the Com-

pany’s Orchard (Comps, boogard). A little beyond

Rustenberg it turns away from the Liesbeek to climb

the mountain slopes and pass “ the Company’s old

fifty morgen ” on the site of Groote Schuur. From

thence it is continued to a mountain kloof which

in all probability is the Paradise Ravine.

From a study of these and other maps it becomes

evident that the “ wagen pad na ’t bos ” followed the

course taken by our present Main Road to Rondebosch.

It curved up the hillside to Groote Schuur as to-day

by Church Street and the Groote Schuur Avenue.

From thence it passed behind the Klein Schuur.

This portion is now closed to the public,
2
but it exists

1
In the Inventaris der Verzamelina Kaarten (Rykes Archief) this map is marked

as having arrived in Holland in 1 660 (?). It is definitely later than 1658, since the

farm of Hans Ras (who arrived March, 1658) is marked upon the Flats side of the

Liesbeek opposite Rustenburg.
2 Closed by Resolution of the Governor in Council on 4th April, 1804, Groote

Schuur was then the private property of the ex-Fiscal W. S. van Ryneveld, who
made application and offered a portion of the ground of Klein Schuur as an alternative

route for the public to reach the Newlands Avenue. This offer was accepted, and
the road is now known as Klipper Road. The closed portion through the grounds
of Groote and Klein Schuur is shown upon the diagram which accompanies the

Resolution in Council, and is marked “ weg over de Schuur naar de Brouwery zynde
overal vol Klippen en Seer Slegt ” (road across the Schuur to the Brewery, stony
and in bad condition).
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and can be traced to enter the Newlands Avenue,

above which paths led to the wooded Anneberg and

Paradise Ravines. Eventually it was carried on to

Kirstenbosch, where in 1658 Leendert Cornelissen,

first of free sawyers, carried on his trade.

After 1657, as the farms of the free burghers

spread along the Liesbeek banks, it became necessary

to extend this road beyond the hillock at Rondebosch,

to cross the river by a drift beside an “ uitspanplaats
”

at Westerford, but it continued to follow the river’s

course upon the farther side by a track which is now

the Protea Road. We get a glimpse of the upkeep

of this road in the Journal of 1664. Commander

Zachanas Wagenaer states that, a large portion of the

public road passing the Company’s orchard in the

country having been made fit for traffic by the Com-
pany’s servants and slaves, it was left to some of the

Free Burghers to keep it in repair, but this they failed

to do in spite of the fact that they were its chief users.

He issued an order that the “ deep and muddy road

between the bridge at Hans Rasch (sic) and the new

lands of the Company at Rondebosch ” shall be

attended to, and he mentioned by name the freemen

who personally* or with their servants, should carry out

the work.

In 1657 the heavy carts, cutting their tracks from

the fort over the rise of the hill, through the protea-

covered veld, began to make their way for other

purposes than obtaining timber, through the heavy

sands of Mowbray and Rondebosch to below the
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Schuur along the road we use to-day. These carts

carried the spades, ploughs and instruments of hus-

bandry on these outward journeys, and afterwards the

families of these first farmers. A season later they

brought to town the pulse, beans, rye, wheat and

barley which the Free Burghers were authorized to

grow, “ subject,’’ says the old grant to Jacob Cloeten

of 10th October, 1657, “to the payment of such

taxes and dues as well as to allow such high roads

henceforth throughout these lands as may be resolved

upon by the Authority in this country or may here-

after be ordained in the interests of the Honourable

Company.”

All the life of the early settlement was centred

along the crescent curve of the Liesbeek, and it is

instructive to note how to this day the earliest high-

roads of the southern suburbs conform to the require-

ments of the riparian farms along its upper reaches.

The persistence of the Main Road’s course through

the years may be best studied in the military maps

prepared for General Baird in 1806. There were no

suburbs in our modern sense of the term at this time,

but a few country houses and old farms were upon the

roadside.

The Main Road takes a bold curve by Roodebloem

around the mountain foot, and passes the “ Drie

Koppen ” at Mowbray. This was a “ wine house
”

at the corner of the Main Road and the road which

led to the farm “ Welgelegen,” now called Rhodes

Avenue. The name commemorates three decapitated
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slaves who were executed for a murder, but in General

Baird’s day this inn was erroneously spoken of by the

English as “ The Three Cups.” A public house still

occupies this site at Mowbray. The road then passed

the Ecksteen Farm, which a century ago abutted on

the high road, where the Rosebank Match Factory

is now. It divided, as it had done for one hundred

and fifty years, at the foot of the hillock at Rondebosch

opposite Eklenberg. It formed a loop around this

hillock as in 1656, and as it does to-day. On the

right hand it led by Church Street and the Groote

Schuur Avenue to Groote Schuur, and thence behind

the Klein Schuur into Newlands Avenue, past Dirk

van Reenen’s Brewery, the Newlands headquarters,

and so to the Van Breda farm Boshof or on to

Kirstenbosch.

Below the hillock to the left, it continued to a bridge

(the West Ford) and by the Protea Road, past the

Vineyard (which once sheltered Lady Anne Barnard)

and on to Van Riebeeck’s farm Bosch Heuvel, now

Bishopscourt. If, at the parting of the ways beyond

the bridge, the traveller continued south, he was upon

the “ Great Road to the Simon’s Bay.”



CHAPTER II.

“DWARS OVER DE VLAKTE."

“ Over Salt and Fresh River straight across the Flats to the

tail of the Tygerberg. ( Gabbema's Journal, Oct. 20, 1657.)

The three main lines of exit from the Cape remain

to-day as they were from the earliest times fixed by

the geographical contour of the country across the

Cape Flats. They were, and still are :

(1) Northward. The route by Riet Vlei, now the

Koeberg Road, across the low “ col ” which separates

the Tygerberg from Oliphants Kop and along the

Diep River, or, as an alternative, behind the

Blaauwberg.

(2) Northeastward. The highway through the

present village of Maitland, which now follows the

main line to the east of Tygerberg, skirts Klapmuts

hill and enters the valley of the Berg River.

(3) Eastward. The route across the flats which

crosses the Eerste River and leads to the foot of the

Hottentots Hollands or Sir Lowry Pass—the Eastern

Highway.

It is not easy for the modern road-user to realize

the difficulties which confronted the early traveller

across the isthmus of wind-swept sand and scrubby

18
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veld which constitute the “ Kaapsche Dmnen ” unless

he pictures to himself the task of taking a waggon

straight across the sand dunes and marshy ground to

Somerset West, ignoring all the present roads. The

earliest explorers used pack-oxen on their expeditions

from the fort ; then followed the ox-waggon, the pace

limited to some three or four miles per hour, with

an “ outspan ” at the end of each four-hour “ skoff.”

In later years it was the custom to drive over the

deeply-cut sand-tracks behind four or six horses or

mules, and it was in this manner that the smart

curricles of a century ago took the visitor to Stellen-

bosch, and the post waggon of Lord Charles Somerset’s

time, which was advertised to leave the Stadhuis on

Wednesdays and Saturdays at 5 a.m., and to meet the

returning coach from Stellenbosch at the house of

Isaak Redlinghuis at Kuils River, where it stayed one

hour. But let it not be imagined that the Cape Flats

are merely a barren waste of wind-swept dunes : to

see them and to know them in September, carpeted

with gaudy flowers and fragrant with the breezes from

False Bay, is to love them, for they have a wild beauty

which is their own ; in their wild loneliness one may

still wander at will, studying nature untamed, for even

to-day there are many square miles of the Flats that

are seldom visited and used only by grazing cattle

and the ubiquitous “ houtkapper ” or the collectors

of the berry-wax which is obtained by boiling the

seeds of the Myrica cordifolia. For the lover of bird

life the Flats are a delight. If we except a route
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parallel to the coast around the Bay to Groene Kloof

and Saldanha Bay, it is probable that the Koeberg

route is the first highway inland trodden by Van

Riebeeck’s Europeans.

The Northern Highway.

Serving in the garrison of the Fort Good Hope

under Van Riebeeck was a soldier adventurer named

Jan Wintervogel, who, states the Commander ,

1 had

been an explorer in the service of the Netherlands

West Indian Company in Brazil and had helped to

discover the silver mine of Chiera and seen the waters

of the Great South Sea.

How he came into the East India Company’s service

we do not know, but this world wanderer was to be

the first of South Africa’s inland explorers. Seven

soldiers volunteered to accompany him.

Van Riebeeck’s reason for choosing Adelborst

(Corporal) Wintervogel as leader of this, the first

expedition into the interior, is simple ; he says he was
“ een lustige bosloper,” which we may freely translate

as “a cheery foot-slogger.” One pictures the

members of this little band, first of voortrekkers,

picking their way along the sandy shores of the Riet

Vlei, then called the Zout Pan, after crossing the Salt

River. They were seven, and they carried with them

provisions for three weeks, together with six pounds

of tobacco, six of copper bars and some beads as

1
Journal, 15 Marteo A0

1655 :
“ Onder ’t gesagh van den adelborst Jan Winter-

vogel, gewesen Captn. van de Bresilianen in Brasil, daer hij dat landt tot aen de
Z. zee deurwandelt ende mede helpen opvinden heeft de silverminen van Chiera.”



The three routes across the Fiats from a map of 1695.

1 . Northern route past the Zout Pan (Riet Vlei) behind Blaauwberg (A) to Groene Kloof.

2. North-Eastern route around Klapmuts Hill (C) to the Berg River below (D) the

Paarlberg.

3. Eastward to the foot of the Hottentots Holland Kloof

:

A. Blaauwberg. D. Paarlberg. X. Rivier van de Kuylen.

B. Tyger Vlei (Parow). E. Zeekoien Vlei. Y. Eerste Rivier.

C. Klapmutsberg. F. “ Hennink Huysen’s ’’
Z. Tweede Rivier (Laurens

(Meerlust). R.).

Note that Route 3 passed Parow and between Meerlust and Zookoe Vlei as it does to

the present day.
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samples of the goods to be obtained at the fort in

exchange for cattle. Probably, since it was March,

they had little difficulty in crossing the Diep River,

which flows into Riet Vlei and is now spanned by a

bridge near Vissers Hok. Over the low col beyond

Ohphants Kop they saw those sweeping downs which

are bounded on the north by the Paardeberg and

Riebeeck Kasteel, which were as yet unnamed. They

encountered a party of Bushmen, who threatened

them with their arrows, but eventually accepted

Wintervogel’s peace-offering of tobacco. This first ex-

pedition to explore the interior of South Africa reached

the district where ninety years later the Widow
Westerhuizen was to sell her farm to the Company

for the erection of a church, then known as the Zwart-

land Kerk, on the site of the village of Malmesbury.

The party returned on 3rd April, 1655, having lost

one of its eight, named Jan de Vos, who had died

after eating bitter almonds, first of the many path-

finders who gave their lives in finding the routes we

use to-day. The resonant but quaintly-spelt seven-

teenth-century Dutch which records the first encounter

between Europeans and Bushmen falls pleasantly on

the ear ; they reported that they
‘

‘ aldaer gevonden

hadden siecker natie van seer cleijne stature ende arm

van leven, heel wilt, sonder eenige huysjes, vee ofter

ijts ter werelt, gecleet wesende met vellekins alse deze

Hottentots ende mede bijna soo spreekende.” They

had found a tribe of small stature, poor and very wild,

without houses or cattle or other possessions, clad in
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skins like the Hottentots and using a speech much

like theirs. Evidently they quite realized they had

met a non-pastoral people distinct from the Hottentots,

they called them the “ Sonqua.’

The North-Eastern Highway.

The second highway—that to the Berg River

Valley—was first traversed in 1657 by a party from

the fort under that Abraham Gabbema, who first saw

and named the Paarl Rocks. Gabbema, “ fiscus ende

landtschoudt,” was appointed leader of sixteen Nether-

landers and three Hottentots whose duty it was to

explore the country and obtain cattle by barter ; they

took with them nine pack-oxen to carry provisions

and the copper bars, tobacco and pipes with which

trade was done. Amongst the orders issued by Van

Riebeeck to Gabbema is an instruction that as a

protection each night a strong kraal of branches should

be built, as was the custom amongst the Hottentots.
1

It is of interest to picture the departure from the

Fort of this, the most important expedition which

Van Riebeeck had as yet sent inland.

Of the Europeans seven are servants of the Com-
pany and nine are Free Burghers ; Pieter Potter of

Amsterdam is surveyor and is instructed to make a

map of the country they pass through ; Corporal

Elias Giers of Stockholm is there, he who in the

following year is to explore the Peninsula almost to

1
Elen goede vaste crael offte beschansingh van takken (gelijck de Hottentoos).
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Cape Point,
1 and a little later is to drown with his

horse in the Verse River (Liesbeek). Of the Free

Burghers, one is Hendrickz Boom of Amsterdam, the

first gardener, whose dwelling house is at the foot of

the Company’s Garden near the water corn-mill.

Herman Remajenne of Cologne has come in from his

farm in the Groeneveld beyond the Liesbeek, and

with him his two comrades, Warner Cornells and

Hans Pietersen, to join in the adventurous journey and

perhaps obtain some cattle.

Wouter Cornelis Mostert of Utrecht, arquebusier,

Company’s servant, freeman, mason, bricklayer, farmer

and burgher councillor, has left his wife, Hester Weyers

of Lier, at their little farm, situated just where the

Liesbeek and the Black River meet near the bridge

at Maitland. One pictures him as the best type of

yeoman that Holland produced. He will fifteen years

later ride along this route again as leader of one of the

earliest commandos—to punish Gonnema at the

Bushman’s Rock by Tulbagh Kloof.

Gabbema left on the evening of 1 9th October, 1 657,

and he and his party stayed that night at the house of

one of the free burghers. This belonged to Jan

Reyniersz, a farmer of six months’ standing who, with

Wouter Mostert, had obtained the grant of land

on the Liesbeek. The entry in Gabbema’s journal

for the following day states that they went “ over the

Salt and Fresh River straight across the flats to the

1 “ Bijna op d’alderuytterste uytstekende hoek van der caep, digt aen de zeecant,

even binnen de noortkolcq van de baij False offte zuijthoek van ’t Caepse Schor-

berglant ” (Journal, 5 August, 1659).
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tail of the Leopards Mountain.”
1

Later expeditions

speak of the tail of the Leopards Mountain as their

guiding point across the flats, and Potter’s map shews

they crossed the Tygerberg
2 on its lower slopes towards

the eastern end above Bellville, where in later years a

cattle post at Stikland was to be formed and from

which a magnificent view of Simonsberg and the

Drakenstein and Paarlberg is obtained ; lying N.E. as

an outpost of Simonsberg is a conical hill which to

their eyes appeared like a cap then worn by the sailors

of Holland. They called it Clapmusbergh (Klapmuts)3
,

and on the day following they marched in that direction.

The entry for 22nd October tells us of their arrival

in the Berg River Valley beneath the granite domes of

the Paarlberg, “ Direction E.N.E. and about 4 p.m.

came to the river which was named by us the Great

Berg River, we stayed here and remained the night,

at midday we passed the kloof between the Diamond and

Pearl Mountain and on the far side of Klapmuts Hill.
4”

1 “ 20 Okt. Over Zoute en Verse Rivier dwars over de vlakte tot de staart

van de Luipaertsberg ” (Gabbema’s Journal).

2 The clergyman Francois Valentijn, who was at the Cape at intervals from
1 685 to 1 7 1 4 states that the Tijgerberg was so called, not because tigers were frequently

found there but because of certain spots with which the hillsides were pitted. He
adds that these dark or brown spots differentiate the Tygerberg from all other hills

and attributes them to the slot of harts which has enriched the ground. This
derivation of the name has been doubted, but the dark spots, whatever their origin,

may be still seen in certain lights upon the hillsides in spite of the fact that they

have to a great extent been under cultivation. The same spots are to this day
easily seen upon all sides of Klapmuts Hill when in full sunlight and upon the slopes

of Simonsberg below Kanonkop across the valley from Klapmuts.
a A Klapmuts was a cap with flaps (klappen) which on windy days were tied

beneath the chin.
4 “ 22 Okt. Richting N. O. ten 0. en 0. N. 0. Ende quamen omtrent

savents te 4 uyren aen voorz. rivier, die bij ons genoempt wierd de groete bergh-

revier, alwaer ons toenerder sloegen ende den nacht verblijven, passerende des

middags de cloef legende tusschen den Diamant ende Peerlberg ende aen d'andere

sijde de Clapmusbergh ” (Gabbema’s Journal).
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The historian Theal, in a beautiful passage, has

told us of their stay in the Berg Valley. He says :

“ They were now in one of the fairest of all South

African vales. To the west lay a long isolated moun-

tain, its face covered with verdure and here and there

furrowed by little streamlets which ran down to the

river below. Its top was crowned with domes of

bare grey granite, and as the rising sun poured a

flood of light upon them they sparkled like gigantic

gems, so that the travellers named them the Paarl

and the Diamant. In the evening, when the valley

lay in deepening shadow, the range on the east was

lit up with tints more charming than pen or pencil

can describe, for nowhere is the glow of light upon

rock more varied and more beautiful. Between the

mountains the surface of the ground was dotted over

with trees, and in the month of October it was carpeted

with grass and flowers. Wild animals shared with

man the possession of this lovely domain. In the

river great numbers of hippopotami were seen ; on

the mountain sides herds of zebras were browsing ;

and trampling down the grass, which in places was so

tall that Gabbema described it as fit to make hay of,

were many rhinoceroses.”

There were little kraals of Hottentots all along the

Berg River, but the people were not disposed to barter

away their cattle. Gabbema and his party moved

about amongst them for more than a week, but only

succeeded in obtaining ten oxen and forty-five sheep,

with which they returned to the Fort. And so
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gradually geographical knowledge was being gained,

and Monomotapa and the veritable Ophir where

Solomon got his gold were moved further back on the

charts.

The party did not return by the same route.

Leaving the Berg River on 3rd November, “ in sun-

shiny weather with a mild westerly wind,” they went

towards the Paardeberg and found a river which, be-

cause it was full of reeds, they called
“

’t Hollandtse

Rietbeecq.” This they followed for about four (Dutch)

miles until they came to a kloof through which

the river ran, and from which they saw the Fort to

south-west by south of them. This they reached

on 4th November, travelling across the flats “ past

the Saltpans.” In other words, they found the Diep

River
1
flowing south from the slopes of the Paardeberg

beyond Abbotsdale, and returned through the kloof by

Vissers Hok on the Koeberg Route.

The distance to the Berg River from the fort was

reckoned as eighteen hours or nine Dutch miles of

2,000 Rynland roods per mile, approximately thirty-

five English miles.

The Eastern Route.

It is a curious fact that the usual approach to the

foot of Sir Lowry Pass—the Hottentots Holland

route—appears from the earliest days to have been

1 Map 806 (39), Cape Archives, 1637-1658. The Diep River flowing south

from the hills which now shelter Malmesbury is marked (J)
“ Hollanse Rietbeecq

or river growing full of Dutch reeds.” N. marks the white sand dune which

beautifies the valley at Fish Hoek.
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the rather circuitous one that passes through Parow,

round the eastern slope of the Tygerberg and across

the Kuds River, as it does at present One would

have expected a shorter cut diagonally across the flats

to have early become a highroad and to have been the

usual route ; probably the shifting sand-dunes and

the extensive water-pans which are found in winter

account for this. It is indeed only of late years that

a hard road has been continued beyond Klipfontein

on the Mowbray Flats ; this prolongation of the Duin-

fontein Road now meets the road to Somerset West

near the Eerste River bridge and is the long-desired

short cut to the foot of the Pass. It is true that from

the earliest times diagonal short cuts through the

dunes have been used by those on horseback. Even

as late as 1838 one of these sand tracks across the

Flats was followed by Sir George Napier, who was

accompanied by Major Michell, Surveyor-General of

the Colony, and by the traveller Bunbury. It was

customary then to stop at Myburg’s Farm near the

Eerste River (Meerlust) after toiling through the sand

and before ascending to the higher and more easily

traversed ground beyond, but for wheeled traffic the

usual route ran parallel to and a little to the east of

the road we use to-day. There is in the Cape Archives

the copy of a map 1 made in 1695—the original is in

the Hague Archives—which shows the Cape Pen insula,

the Flats, and the then recently established colony of

1 Map 809 (42) Cape Archives. For a photographic reproduction of the original

in the State Archives, The Hague, see Godee-Molsbergen and Joh. Visscher**

Z. As Geschiedenis in Beeld, p. 40.
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Stellenbosch. The course of the sand tracks across

the Flats on this early map repays study.

After crossing the Salt River the road passes

“ Tyger Valley,” which is our Parow, crosses the

“ Rivier van de Kuylen,” and turns as it does to-day

to the eastward. A side branch to the left before the

Kuils River is crossed leads by Klapmuts to Hottentot

Kraals in the Paarl Valley. After the eastward bend

two branch roads are seen, both leading to Stellen-

bosch ; they are the roads now known as the Vlotten-

berg and Eerste River roads to Stellenbosch, for the

Hazendal route by the Bottelarij was not then in use.

Crossing the Eerste River where we cross it to this

day, the track on this old map skirts the slopes of the

Helderberg, leaving a lake upon the right hand. It

is marked Zeekoien Vlei, and is the vlei (now dry

and cultivated each summer) which lies beside our

present highway near the farm of Zeekoe Vlei, which

Lady Anne Barnard in 1798 describes as famous for

the springer. Motorists who have stayed for tea or

strawberries and cream at a thatched cottage on the

road side before reaching Firgrove Crossing will have

seen the old farmstead hidden in the trees close by

this vlei.

The road then enters the valley where now is

Somerset West. The land is here marked “ Comps.

Veeweyeryen,” the Company’s grazing ground. Cross-

ing the Lourens River (here called Tweede River),

it crosses the Scapenbergh (Sheephills) and ends

blindly at the foot of the Hottentots Holland range.
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No pass is shown, but it is marked “ Pad na ’t Soesy-

nalandt
”—showing that there was at least a bridle-

path or footpath over the mountains at this time. It

is meant to indicate that it led to the kraals of Soesoa,

the Chianoqua Chief of the Caledon and Danger

Point area. As a matter of fact, waggons had already

crossed this kloof.

The farm Tyger Valley has always been a land-

mark on the road across the Flats, as was the Tiger

Vlei itself to the first explorers from the Fort. Hiding

behind the railway station at Parow, there is to-day

a rather dilapidated farmhouse, iron-roofed and

obviously rebuilt, but with ancient outbuildings ora

the werf which speak of earlier and better days.

Beside it is a shallow pan now quite dry each summer,

all that remains of Tyger Vlei. The building is a

poor relation of those “ Historic Houses of the Cape
”

which figure in Miss Dorothea Fairbridge’s interesting

book. No stately avenues of oak or chestnut hide

the sun-baked wind-scarred walls of these out-

buildings, but they have withstood the south-east

winds of more than two centuries. It is the homestead

of the 60 morgen granted on 26th April, 1706, to

Hans Heinrich Hattingh,
1 whose hook-like H is to be

found on the petition in favour of the younger Van

der Stel. There is little that invites attention about

these old buildings to-day, yet if their cobble-stoned

1 Cape Freeholds, Vol. 2, F. 28. An adjoining 60 morgen (Rustenburg) was
granted to Cornelis Obis, 26th February, 1707. On 27th July, 1836, these with
four other farms came into the possession of the late Johan Heinrich Parow, after

whom the village is named.
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forecourt could speak it could tell us tales of the

passing and repassing between Stellenbosch and town

of the conspirators against the Governor, perhaps of

whispered conversations and nudgings and warning

winks, for H. H. H. was hardly to be trusted, being

deeply in the oppressor’s debt. It is to this spot

that that rather disreputable but withal attractive

character Adam Tas refers when he writes under date

20th June, 1705, of his return from Cape Town to

his farm at Stellenbosch : “To horse at eleven,

together with the sick-comforter Simonis for to set

forward on our way to Stellenbosch. Arrived in the

Tiger Valley, did something strengthen our heart with

a cup of wine. While there did come Mr. Van der

Heijden with a horse chaise, designing to drive to his

homestead . . . After some discourse rode on from

there, and so home toward evening, where found all

things well.” On 7th February, 1706, he was at

this halfway house again, and this time he mentions

Hattmgh by name :
“ Morning somewhat cloudy.

To horse at eight together with Mr. Appell
1
for to ride

to the Cape. Being come to the Kuilen, we light

for a moment. Arrived in the Tiger Valley we found

at Hans Hendrick’s (both) Hercules du Preez and

Daniel Hugot, the which gentlemen were come from the

Cape with word that there was yesterday a Zeelander,

outward bound, entered the roads. After a pipe of

1 Fernandus Appel. Farmed below Meerlust on the Eerste River. Signed
the memorial against Adriaan van der Stel ; was deported to Holland by the

Governor a year later and returned after Van der Stel’s recall and disgrace. Born
a Free Burgher at the Cape. Died 1717, five years before Tas.
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tobacco we set forward from there to the Rondebosje

and put in at Mr. Van der Heijden’s house.” Both

the Huguenots mentioned were in the conspiracy

against the young Governor, du Preez having signed

the “ some small instrument ” which was the memorial

or complaint against that avaricious octoroon, the

younger Van der Stel, and one imagines that they had

other and more important news for Tas than the

arrival of a Zeelander, outward bound. Just ten days

later (Thursday, 18th February, 1706) Tas hears that

H. H. H. has “ ratted ” by signing, under pressure

from the Landdrost Starrenburg, the testimonial in

the Governor’s favour, and the signing of Hattingh’s

grant to the farm by Van der Stel on 26th February

is suspiciously like a reward for favours received.

The characters of this period are so interesting, the

times so troubled, and the outcome of the quarrel so

tragic—first for the complaining burghers and later

for the Governor himself—that we may perhaps forget

that we write of places rather than of people and

accompany Adam Tas across the Flats again. We
meet him on a Sabbath morning in August, 1705, at

the house of his uncle Henning Huising, at the foot

of Strand Street. Little Thornback and his fort have

been gone these fifty years or more, and there is now

a stately castle built some distance from the old Fort

at a stated number of roods across the Burghers’

Exercise Ground, which we now call the Parade.

This castle dominates the town, little recking how in

later years it is to hide shamefacedly behind tin
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buildings and lean-to shanties. Living in the Castle

is the powerful and unpopular Governor, son of that

Simon who a generation before had founded the

settlement of Stellenbosch. However little sympathy

one may feel with the disgruntled butcher-contractor

Huising who has lost his contract, it is impossible not

to sympathize with the group of farmers who were

threatened with ruin owing to the monopolies on the

sale of meat, wine and corn, which the Governor was

enforcing to his personal gain and that of his satellites,

the group of officials around him. Tas is to return

this Sabbath day to his farm on the Eerste River.

One is inclined to picture him as a rubicund and ruddy

little gentleman, but it is doubtful if any picture exists

of the South African Samuel Pepys. It is only

known of him that he had a skilful pen and was

of some culture—was a bon vivant and liked by

his fellows. He may have been pre-occupied that

day, deep in the worries and anxieties which had

fallen to his lot since he with his friend Jacob van der

Heijden and his uncle Huising had taken a leading

part in the signing of the memorial and sending it to

the authorities in Batavia. If so, however, he gives

us no indication of it ; he spent the early morning

thus :
“ To Mr. Poulh’s in the morning with Mr.

Van der Heijden, and there drunk a small glass, and

from there in company to Mr. Pfeiffer’s, and there also

a mouthful of gin, and so to Mrs. Munkerus’, with

whom we drank a cup or two of coffee, and then to

my uncle Huising’s, with whom we eat a morsel of
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breakfast, with a glass of wine bestowed within on

top.” A thirsty soul, evidently, even if not anxious.

With his friend Van der Heijden, whose farm is

Welmoed on the Eerste River, and who later was to

suffer with him, Tas rides down the Keizersgracht

—

our Darling Street—laid down ten years before as the

main exit from the town—and so around the Castle.

His diary does not say so, but we may be sure the two

friends glance somewhat fearfully to the right, as they

approach the Castle, at the place of execution with

its wheels and gallows where now the Drill Hall stands,

for this is an ominous spot for conspirators. From

the turn around the Castle they follow the road to

Roodebloem. This farm, just off the mam road at

Salt River, had been sold the day previously to

Pfeiffer for 1550 florins. Here was, and is to this

day, the turning from the main road to Rondebosch

which led down to the drift across the Salt River.

It is now called the Salt River Road. The two

riders were, however, first going to Van der Heijden’s

farm, Welgelegen (which still retains its quaint old

mill tower and threshing floor, just off the De Waal

Drive at Rosebank), and so held on towards Ronde-

bosch
; and it was not until later in the day that they

returned and taking the “ Zout River ” drift crossed

the Flats by the track past Tyger Vlei and De Kuilen,

where “ we light from our horses.” De Kuilen, in

the present village of Kuils River, was then the grant

of Captain Olof Bergh ; it is the old farmstead we

pass upon the right when going through the village,
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and it had once been a Company’s cattle station.

Knowing Adam’s habits, we may be sure they alighted

here for a glass, but he does not on this occasion

specifically mention it. From there they followed

the track which is now the highway to Somerset West,

turning aside to reach Welmoed on the Vlottenberg

Road. This was the earlier route to Stellenbosch.

Had he, however, wished to see his friend Matthys

Greef of Nooitgedacht, and had he not been with

Van der Heijden, he might have gone on the route by

Bottelarij, passing on the way the site where ten years

later Hazendal was to be built by Christoffel Haaze-

winkel. The Bottelarij route to-day passes through

the ancient gateway of this farm. There is internal

evidence that the two friends did take a glass at the

Kuils River, and the day ended as it began, for after

he had parted with Van der Heijden at Welmoed
“ when I was come a little past Aarnouts1 my horse

fell to earth with me (or I with my horse), for all the

world as he had had his foot plucked from under him.

I falling with my left leg under the beast’s barrel, but

did pull my leg out so speedily as might be. Mean-

time a pistol was shot off out of the holster, and the

holster itself came loose. I did think to rise as

briskly as the horse, but, this not succeeding, the

beast did make a little forward and after a few steps

came to a stand that I did mount again and rode on.

Arriving home, did find all well.’’

The present hard road through Parow and Kuils

1 Amoud Tonz. Neighbour to Van der Heijden on the Eerste River.
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River as far as the Eerste River Bridge dates from

1845. We owe the preservation (not the inception)

of this road, and the building of many others, to a

visit of inspection paid by a Colonial Secretary to the

Robben Island Convict Station, at the request of the

Governor, Sir Charles Napier. The Hon. John

Montagu furnished a report on the unsatisfactory

conditions under which the convicts lived which even

to-day makes interesting reading. On the day of

his visit there were 183 convicts, of whom 116 were

coloured ; 8 were whites born in the Colony ; 59 were

Europeans, and of these 37 were soldiers. Each man

received a daily allowance of meat in the morning

and rice with bread at night. “ They cook these

and eat them when, where and how they best can
”

—

but were given neither platters, knives, forks, mess-

kids, pannikins, utensils for cooking or eating from,

nor fuel. “ There should be regular meals and

rations served to messes, not individuals,” reports

this ex-soldier, who had been a subaltern at the battle

of Waterloo. They had neither school nor minister,

and no code of regulations for the station. There

was no adequate medical attention, nor was a record

of punishments kept ; no vegetables were cultivated,

nor were any supplied to the convicts.

A hard road across the shifting sands had been

contemplated and periodically talked about for more

than a century. As early as 1724 an attempt was

made to fix the drifting sand. A gang of convicts

and seventy slaves were employed in planting knot
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grass and seeds of the wild olive, but nine years later

no improvement had followed, and further attempts

were abandoned in despair. A line of poles indicated

to the traveller the route to follow. It is curious to

note that this custom, a not uncommon one both in

Holland and in certain parts of England, survives to

this day, for a track across the sand dunes, now used

by cattle herds, is still so marked between the Klip-

fontein Road and the False Bay shore. In 1843

one—and only one—good road lay across the moun-

tains which had been the “ vaste gebergte ” of Van

Riebeeck’s journal. This was Sir Lowry’s Pass, then

seven years old. Bain’s Kloof was still to come, but

both Tulbagh Kloof and the Ohfants Pad, which

preceded the Fransch Hoek Pass, were in use. None,

however, could be approached from Cape Town with-

out travelling the miles of heavy sand Flats. “ To
call it a road,” writes the late Dean Newman, to whom
we owe Montagu’s Memoirs, “ was an absurdity ; it

was a desert track, frequently effaced over a long

stretch of level barren waste called the Downs, where

the sands did not wholly usurp the waste, as they

formerly did in the immediate outskirts of Cape Town.

For far-reaching miles these flats are covered with a

variety of brushwood, consisting in lower and more

sandy parts of protea shrubs and on the more stony

portions verging towards the uplands of Rhinoceros-

bush. In certain patches scattered here and there

is found a coarse vegetation of rank and pipy sand

grass and rustling tufts of rushes (Restio) dispute the
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ground with the wide-trailing Hottentot fig whose

succulent fingers spread a covering of life and verdure

over the very bosom of sterility. At times this

track was perfectly impassable—nay, undiscoverable ;

deep sands rendered it so heavy and difficult that a

wine waggon required eighteen or twenty oxen to move

it slowly through : when the strong S.E. wind pre-

vailed, it rushed and howled over the waste like a

hurricane, carrying before it clouds of hot sand which

blinded the eyes of the luckless traveller. The great

check to any attempt for improving this wilderness

on the very verge of Cape Town was the supposed

impossibility of arresting the sandy current. Yet

results have since proved that such a work was neither

impossible nor impracticable ; it only wanted a

resolute and master mmd to set it on foot.”

Montagu returned from Robben Island with the

determination that the convict system must be re-

formed, and to him we owe the system of road con-

struction by convict labour which is being to this

day carried on to the benefit of the country and the

convicts themselves—the system which has but lately

completed the remarkable Chapman’s Peak Road and

is at present in operation upon the extension across

the Bay to Blaauwberg Strand. There followed a

period of road construction and pass building which

has only been equalled in later years under the

administration of Sir Frederic de Waal—a period

during which the Hon. John Montagu came to be

looked upon as standing not only in loco parentis to
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each individual convict, but as a father of the roads

also, for his interest in each was both close and

personal. In a report from Sir Harry Smith to Lord

Grey upon the improvements in road communication

and upon the system of convict discipline under which

they were constructed, we find him saying, under

date 1849 :

“ Such, My Lord, are the results of the system of

convict discipline pursued in this Colony. Its

management has been left by me, as by my prede-

cessors, Sir G. Napier, Sir P. Maitland and Sir H.

Pottinger, entirely in the hands of Mr. Montagu, by

whom it was devised in 1843. Its success is no doubt

in great measure to be attributed to the interest which

he has constantly felt in the subject, and the manage-

ment of its details has always been left in the hands

of its author, but it is also clear that it is founded upon

sound principles applicable to the circumstances of the

Colony and possibly to those of other communities.”

Perhaps in this passage we have the germ of the

regrettable decision of the Secretary of State to send
“ ticket-of-leave ” men, “convicts on probation,” to

South Africa, which led to the Anti-Convict Agitation

of a year later.

In 1845 the Central Road Board reported the com-

pletion of a hard road across the Cape Downs to the

Eerste River. In addition to the Montagu Bridge

over the Salt River, a bridge of three arches with a

teak-wood platform had been erected over the Eerste

River twenty-four miles from Cape Town. The road
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cost £40,000, and within two years was in danger of

being impassable for traffic for miles of its length, so

quickly did it become lost in the sand. It was then

that it was raised in places to a height of sixteen feet

above the surrounding flats, and Mr. Montagu im-

ported Port Jackson trees and Australian myrtle,

which were planted along with hakea to bind the

drifting sand.

Beyond Maitland, between the fourth and sixth

milestones, two parallel screens, one 1056 feet long

and both twelve feet high, were placed along the

eastern side of the road. They were 484 yards apart,

and the intervening space was planted with Hottentot

fig. It is stated that Montagu could frequently be

seen to ride out to this spot at dawn to view the ravages

of the storm of the previous night. “Those who
knew that desolate track a few years back,” writes

Dean Newman in 1855, after Montagu’s death, “ can

testify that never did natural obstruction threaten to

baffle human skill and enterprise more than there : it

will be indeed an achievement if the moving sand can

be converted into a firm soil, and a region of dearth

and waste to one of fertility and usefulness.”

Gabbema’s path “ dwars over de vlakte ”
is to-day

an asphalted highway lined by houses, and promises

soon to form a continuous suburb beyond Maitland,

through Goodwood, Parow and Bellville, a dreary

stretch which offers little of interest except its history.

It is difficult to realize that it was once “ raised in

places to a height of sixteen feet,” for the surrounding
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flats have risen to its level. Just beyond Maitland

is a barren sand to the east which still sends a feeble

wisp of white across the road after a strong south-

easter to make us think of Montagu, but the forested

cemetery between the fifth and seventh milestones

must be very different from his day. At Parow the

old half-way house is lost behind the Station, and at

the eleventh milestone is still a rise which once was
“ soopjes hooghte,” where tired oxen rested while the

drivers drank. Port Jackson willows, the great-

grandchildren of those he imported, still make a golden

garden in October of an otherwise dreary way, and a

few of the slate milestones, which mark distance from

the Old Stadhuis in Greenmarket Square and not

from the present City Hall, have braved the winters of

some eighty years.



CHAPTER III.

OVER “THE MOUNTAIN RANGE OF AFRICA.”

Tulbagh Pass.

The mountain barrier which extends northward

from Cape Hangklip to the Witzenberg above Tulbagh

is pierced at only one spot by a deep ravine which

invites the traveller to an easy passage across the range.

This is the cleft which conducts the Klein Berg River

down from the Tulbagh basin to join the Great Berg

not far from Porterville Road Station. The motorist

to-day will find that he can cross the range by any of

four routes—Sir Lowry’s Pass, the Fransch Hoek Pass,

Bain’s Kloof and the Tulbagh Pass. The three

former are artificial passes built at great expense. The

Tulbagh Pass is nature’s gateway to the north-east,

and through it passes the main railway line to Kimberley

and Johannesburg.

The mountain barrier is composed of the Hottentots

Holland Range, the Drakenstem Range opposite Paarl,

the Obiqua Mountains at Wellington, and the Witzen-

bergen. North of Tulbagh the barrier forks like the

limbs of the letter “ Y.” The eastern limb is con-

tinued as the Cold Bokkeveld and Cederbergen ranges,

the western limb as the Cardouw and Oliphants River

Mountains. In the basin formed by these diverging

41
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limbs the Oliphants River is born and flows northward

past the village of Clanwdliam, 150 miles from Cape

Town. It follows that by whatever route the traveller

left the Cape District he must, unless he follows the

sandy coast belt north, sooner or later climb some

stupendous pass. Even though he reach the foot of

the Cardouw or Oliphants River Mountains, he will

find the Cardouw Pass—or, a little further north, the

Piekeniers Kloof—awaiting him. The latter is our

Grey’s Pass, between Eendekuil and Citrusdal. This

vast range was a serious problem to Johan van Riebeeck,

who always speaks of it as “ the mountain range of

Africa.” Beyond it there was something awaiting.

For him that something was the mythical Rio do

Infanta and the stone-built cities of Vigite Magna and

Cortado, Cammissa and Vallenta, which his maps

showed him. Moreover, cattle were difficult to

obtain from the nearer Hottentots, and did not the

little Hottentot maid Krotoa, whom he called Eva,

assure him of the trade in gold and ivory that could

be done with the Namaquas who lived in stone houses

and were white? There were many reasons for the

birth of that “ urge to the North ” which for three

centuries has stirred the sons of South Africa, and

several years were to pass before Pieter van Hoorn,

Councillor Extraordinary for India, would, after inter-

viewing Van Riebeeck’s successor, write to the Seven-

teen
1

:
“ The land journeys to the Great River Vigita

1 Kol. Arch., No. 3976 (Gode'e-Molsbergen) :
“ De lant rijse naer de groote

Revier Vigita Magna Ende groote stadt Monomotapa Ende verwachten negotien in

gout en tanden van daer m(E)ijne maer chimerique Consepten zijn.”
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Magna and the great city Monomotapa, and the

expected trade in gold and ivory there, are in my
opinion a chimera.”

Gabbema during his stay in the Paarl Valley had

crossed the Great Berg River to visit a kraal (“de

negerije”, he calls it) which was apparently several

miles beyond the present Noorder Paarl, but he does

not appear to have made any attempt to cross that

portion of the Drakenstein which composes the barrier

here. He was indeed at a most unsuitable spot to

attempt the deed, for in later years the only crossing

here was by the little known and little used pass known

as Du Toit’s Kloof, which is now abandoned. It was

not until the year after Gabbema’s journey that the

Tulbagh Pass was found, and we may read a little air

of triumph in the entry which Van Riebeeck made in

his journal on 21st March, 1658. He wrote :
“ The

men returned from this inland expedition, having

found a pass on the mountain range of Africa, against

which the Berg River is lying and through a kloof

of which it runs from far inland.” Just three weeks

before he had sent Sergeant Jan van Harwarden with

fifteen men and three weeks’ provisions on a journey

of exploration with copper bars and tobacco to trade

for cattle. The party “ took the road over the

Leopards Mountain towards the west, and passed the

night near a small river behind the mountain ”
; that

is, they did not follow Gabbema’s route, but took the

Koeberg route, probably a little to the east of Vissers

Hok, and found that small tributary of the Diep River
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which is known as the Stink River. It lies behind

Sir David Graaff’s farm, Grendel, and was twenty-

eight years later to be Simon van der Stel’s first halting

place on his famous journey to Namaqualand. Next

day they startled four lions “ which lay down about

1 00 yards from us in the underwood,” and the following

day they found a rhinoceros among their cattle, the

pack-oxen. On 1st March they kept the same course,

and having proceeded five hours, “ leaving the

Diamond and the Pearl Mountains on our right and

the Saddle Mountain (part of Riebeeck Kasteel) on

the left,” they came to the Great Berg River. Then

followed three days of wandering in what is now the

Waggonmakers Valley andWellington, where dysentery

overtook the party. This caused Van Harwarden to

send ahead the Surveyor, Pieter Potter, with three men

victualled for three days, who were to find a passage

through the impassable barrier which is always referred

to as “ the mountain range of Africa.”

Potter is that same surveyor who had marked out

the lands of Jacob Cloeten and other Free Burghers

on the Liesbeek, and who was with Gabbema. He

travelled for four hours after leaving the Sergeant,

and camped for the night. They saw seven wild

horses “ of a dapple grey colour, fat and beautiful,

but very wild and not easily to be caught.” Next

day they had passed Hermon and found a large river

(the Klein Berg River) “ which comes forth from the

mountain range, which is cut in two and with sides

like a huge wall.”
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I have always thought this pass to the Tulbagh

Valley a very beautiful one. I like to picture it gaudy

with September flowers, wind-swept or parched with

summer suns, waiting through the years for the white

man’s coming to serve his need for road and rail.

Doubtless it was used by Hottentots who trekked with

their cattle from the Tulbagh Valley in early spring

to pastures below the Mountain of the Tortoise, as

they named the Paarl Rocks. And now, on this day

in March, 1658, its walls re-echo for the first time to

European voices—but not for very long, for, although

they enter the Pass and climb along the river bank,

the walls become so precipitous that they turn back.

No paths were found along the river, Potter reported.

One feels sorry when one comes to the end of the

journal kept by Jan van Harwarden. He did not

accompany Potter, but remained in the Waggon-

makers Valley, and in consequence there is much that

is left untold in it. Just where did Pieter Potter turn

back? I imagine it was near the toll-house where

the pass bends so suddenly to the left. And why

does Potter make no mention of that isolated pillar

of sandstone which, like some mediaeval castle, guards

the entrance to the Pass ? It is the Bushman’s Rock.

Granted that they journeyed up the river bank, it can

be seen from there.

Eventually the party climbed the barrier some

miles north of the river and were, Theal tells us, the

first of white blood to look down upon the Tulbagh

Basin. Somewhere near this spot those who followed
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crossed the range by a track, remains of which may

still be seen about four miles beyond the Tulbagh Pass.

This track became the first pass to Roodezand, and is

still known locally as the Oude Kloof.

Thus our Tulbagh Pass or New Kloof was robbed

of its priority as the earliest route to the Land of

Waveren. Potter, though he knew it not, had found

nature’s gateway to the North, a first hesitating step

on that great road which will one day run from Cape

to Cairo. We owe these men a debt ; let us hear their

story to the end. They are wearily plodding home-

ward across the Cape Flats. One of their party,

Gerrit Beukeren, is dead ; a second member, Jan

Remens, has been mauled by a lion. “ March 20th.

Another man very ill : left two men behind with leave

to follow at leisure. But when we marched about an

hour we heard a shot. We then sent an ox and two

men back for the body in order to bring it home, but

before the animal could reach the place the man had

died and been buried. At night, with very misty

weather, we reached the fort.” They did not make

the journey in vain : fifty years later the younger

Van der Stel has opened up the Tulbagh Valley ; he

travels over the Oude Kloof, which has now become

the highway to the little Drostdy, and names the

mountain which towers above it the Witzenberg, in

honour of his friend the Burgomaster of Amsterdam.

Farms are granted nearly to Worcester, and the little

colony is served by the road over the mountain by

which he and Potter had come.
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In 1659 Van Riebeeck sent to Holland a map of

the country discovered by Gabbema and Van Harwar-

den, which is here reproduced.
1 The Gothic lettering

translated reads :

Q. The known mountain range of Africa.

KK. Great Berg River.

LL. First journey made by our people inland in

1658.

P. Last or second journey. Resting places

near water.

R. Intended trading station. Note : un-

necessary for us : 1659.

P. Leopards Mountain (i.e. Tygerberg).

S. There the journey by waggon (went) to

Oedasoa and Gonnomoa, Chiefs of the

Cochoquas.

These marks placed near the line of

march .
’

. each denotes a great kraal of

Hottentoos and Saldanhars where live

hundreds of men with cattle.

Note. The remaining letters are not placed here,

but are to be found as a reminder upon the

map of the preceding year.

T. Here the wild and beautiful coloured

horses were seen by the Company’s ser-

vants (Eygen volcq).

1 Kol. Arch., No. 847 : Caerte Aanwysende de Lantreysen in ’t lant gedaan.
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V. A newly found river along which lie many

kraals of Gonnomoa’s and Oedasoa’s Co-

choquas. In the surrounding land the

beautiful country named Hottentoos Hol-

land with many trees ; the said river is

believed to flow into the bay Fals. These

and other matters will be investigated.

At the site of Oedasoa’s Kraal upon the Diep River

near Vissers Hok is written :
“ Oedasoa’s kraals do

not remain at one place, but are always on the move

(altijt vleigende off reijsinde). At Gonnomoa’s Kraal,

placed in the neighbourhood of the Bottelanj near

Stellenbosch is written “ Gonnomoa’s kraals do not

(remain) at one place,” etc.

This early map, almost certainly the work of

Pieter Potter, is worthy of detailed examination ; its

general accuracy stirs our admiration for the correctness

of the draughtsman’s observations.

Gabbema’s route (LL) over the shoulder of the

Tygerberg (P) past Simonsberg below Klapmuts hill

is seen. From thence the banks of the Great Berg

River were reached below the granite domes of the

Paarlberg. The bend taken by the Great Berg River

beyond Wellington is erroneously increased so as to

make it appear to approach the Paardeberg or possibly

Riebeeck Kasteel, from both of which the Diep River

takes it source.

The route of Van Harwarden (P) is well depicted

and approximates to the Durbanville and Old Wind-
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mill route to the Noorder Paarl and Wellington of

to-day.

Past the Groenberg, which opposite Wellington

stands out prominently from the range, the route

proceeds, as it does to-day, to the junction of the

Great and Little Berg Rivers opposite Tulbagh Kloof.

Even the sources of the Little Berg—(1) from the

mountains behind the present site of Tulbagh, and

(2) from behind Artois and Wolseley through the

tributary known as the Boentjes River—are shown with

surprising accuracy. The union of these two branches

takes place near the site of Tulbagh Road Station upon

the main line, and at this spot (T) the zebras of such

striking colour were seen by “ the Company’s own

folk.’’ The farthest point seen by the surveyor in

the distance is the projecting mass of Mostert’s Hoek

to the east of the kloof through which the Michell’s

Pass now runs beside the Breede River. This river

was as yet unknown.

The letter R, which was to indicate the site of an

intended trading station, was omitted by the carto-

grapher. There is, however, a map of 1658 (Cape

Archives, No. 846) which though otherwise less com-

plete shows the letter R (Proiject tot een handel plaets)

at the junction of the Great and Little Berg Rivers.

It would appear that Van Riebeeck had this site

in mind when he wrote (ten days after Van Harwarden’s

return) to the Seventeen to the effect that the Com-
pany’s servants who had lately discovered the course

of the Great Berg River between the high mountain
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ranges of the Continent of Africa were of opinion that

a trading station should be established “ at the dis-

covered passage which all had to pass.” On
account of the expense involved, this trading post,

which would have occupied a site near the village of

Gouda (Porterville Road station) at the exit of Tulbagh

Pass, was not erected.

The letter S denotes the course taken by a trading

journey made by Van Harwarden eight months after

his return from the Tulbagh Kloof expedition. He
was accompanied by seventeen soldiers, by a waggon

drawn by six oxen, and by Eva of the Commander’s

household. Oedasoa was found encamped near

Vissers Hok on the Diep River at the N.W. end of

the Tygerberg. Gonnomoa, another Cochoqua chief,

who then happened to be in the hills which shelter

Stellenbosch, was visited, and the upper reaches of

the Eerste River were explored. Of Van Harwarden

it is known that he arrived at the Cape in 1653 as a

Corporal at 14 gulden per month. In 1658 he was

Sergeant at F. 32, but on the instructions of the Hon.

Cuneus was given the rank and pay of ensign. He
died in 1659, leaving a wife and three children. There

is a land grant extant signed by Van Riebeeck in 1659

granting to “ Johanna Boddys, widow of Jan van

Harwarden, in his lifetime Ensign of this Fort,” a plot

of ground near the entrance to the Company’s Garden,

and here Mrs. Van Harwarden established a first-class

ordinary or inn for high and low officials of the

arriving ships in place of the common tap-room which
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she had controlled when her husband had still to rise

in the Company’s service.

It seems strange that the natural passage found by

Potter should have been overlooked for about one

hundred years. Probably—as was certainly the case

with Mostert’s Hoek, now Michell’s Pass—it was at

first a mere bridle or cattle track along the river bed,

with occasional deviations on the slopes of either side.

Later waggons began to find their way along this track,

for we know that as late as 1810 the course of this

“ new way for carriages ” crossed and re-crossed the

bed of the river. There are no Road Board Minutes

to consult in searching for the early history of this

kloof, yet down the years interesting glimpses may be

obtained by those sufficiently interested in the accounts

that early travellers have left us. The Botanist

Thunberg, professor in the University of Upsala,

travelled through the Pass in 1772. He was on a

journey which took him into the—in those days

—

little-known country of Caffraria, and he approached

the kloof after visiting Saldanha Bay. “ On the right

side of the Groot Berg Rivier (or Great Mountain

River) was seen Riebeeck Castle, which is a high and

large solitary mountain, and to the left the Picket Berg.

On the 26th (of June) we crossed the river called Four

& Twenty River and came to the farm Arnham, 1

1 Amem, more correctly Arnhem after a town in Gelderland, is on the 60x 400
roods granted on 15th September, 1714, by De Chavonnes to Roelof Frans van
Hoetinge. The diagram is certified by the land surveyor Slotsboo. There was no
amendment of title until 191 1 , the Imperial Cold Storage & Supply Co. .Ltd., having

now a factory upon what was a portion of the farm.
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from thence to the Little Mountain River, and farther

through the Roodezand Kloof (Red Sand Valley) to

Wafersland or Roodezand. The cleft through which

we passed from the sandy plain that lies towards the

Cape, but gradually rises until it comes to Roodezand,

is one of the few chasms left by the long range of

mountains through which it is possible for a waggon to

pass, though perhaps not entirely without danger. In

some places it was so narrow that two waggons could

not pass each other. At such narrow passes as this

it is usual for the drivers to give several terribly loud

smacks with their long whip which are heard at a

distance of several miles, so that the waggon that

arrives first may get through unimpeded before

another enters it.”

Four years after Thunberg’s journey, his friend

Andrew Sparrman returned to Cape Town by way

of the kloof. Sparrman was Professor of Physics at

Stockholm and a Fellow of the Royal Academy of

Science of Sweden. He had seen, however, all the

South Africa kloofs he wished for on his journey from
“ Camdeboo in Graaff Reynet,” and was impatient to

board the Swedish ship that lay in Simon s Bay. He

tells us that he returned by way of Roodezand, “ a

track of land of the carrow kind laid out in vineyards.”

The names Roodezand and Land of Waveren were

still applied to the Tulbagh Valley then, but it is a

little difficult to believe that this fertile and lovely spot

was thought by him to be a karoo-like tract of land.

To him the pass was “ a long and tedious vale along
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which runs part of the Klein Berg River.” The

traveller Burchell saw the pass under different cir-

cumstances. He left Tulbagh on a rainy day in

April, 1811, and at the Tulbagh entrance paid the

“ trifling toll which is levied to defray the expense of

keeping this pass in repairs.”

This toll and repairs were farmed out to individuals

by the Government for a fixed annual sum. He
mentions the Oude Kloof carried over the summit of

the mountain : this had for a generation or more been

forgotten and the old name Roodezand Pass had been

applied to the pass along the Little Berg River instead.

Formerly, he says, the Oude Kloof had been the only

road used for waggons, but was only used now by

those who drove their cattle by that way to escape

the toll. He describes the New Kloof as “ a narrow

winding defile of about three miles in length, just

enough to allow a passage for the Little Berg River,

on each side of which the mountains rise up abrupt

and lofty. Their rocky sides are thickly clothed with

bushes and trees from their very summits down to the

water, “ presenting a beautiful and romantic picture,

adorned with their variety of foliage. Along the steep

and winding sides a road had been cut out, which follows

the course of the river at a height above it generally

between fifty and a hundred feet, in one part rising

much higher and in another descending to the bottom

and leading through the river, which at this time was

not more than three feet deep, although often so

swollen by the rains as to be for a day or two quite
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impassable.” But the rain poured down in such

torrents on that April day that Burchell to his sorrow

had no opportunity of viewing the scene about him,

and it was in June, two months later, that he made

the sketch reproduced in his volume. He had on

this occasion left Cape Town with an ox-waggon and

was accompanied by trusty Hottentots. He was

equipped for months of exploration beyond the Gariep

or Orange River. It took him four days to journey

to the entrance of the Kloof, travelling by the foot of

Tygerberg through Pampoen Kraal (now Durbanville)

and by Waggonmaker’s Valley. He makes no mention

of the Bushman’s Rock, although it seems he camped

in its neighbourhood the night before his ascent to

the Kloof. He tells us of the strong wind which

issued from the mouth of the gorge and disturbed his

night’s rest on the plain, and probably it was as his

oxen toiled next day up the long pass that he made

the picture. It is of course the mirror picture of

what he drew that we see here, for drawings were in

those days reproduced by engraving upon copper

plate, and the original right side of the picture

became the left side.

There is a tragic story attached to Tulbagh Kloof

—

a story which gives us some idea of the severity of

the judicial punishments of two centuries ago under

the Company’s rule. In the year 1738 “a certain

vagabond, Etienne Barbier, a sergeant,” having escaped

from the Castle while under arrest, appeared with a

dozen mounted followers in front of the Church at
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Drakenstein.
1 There he read a seditious document

to the congregation who were leaving church. He
then nailed the document to the church door. The
Government ordered his apprehension, and a com-

mando was proposed, but the heemraden of Stellen-

bosch for the sake of peace resolved to give the

followers of Barbier one month in which to secure

and return with their leader, for which they were

promised a free pardon. He was not captured until

the following year, when he was sentenced to be tied

to a cross, to be decapitated and quartered, his right

hand and head to be fixed to a pole at Tulbagh Kloof,

and the remainder to be exposed at different parts of

the district as a warning to offenders. The cruel

sentence was carried out at the place where the Drill

Hall now stands.

Three and sixty years later, in the year 1801, there

passed through the Kloof a youth of sixteen who was

junior clerk in the office of the Landdrost of Stellen-

bosch ; he earned, he tells us, five rix-dollars per

month in that capacity. He was the youngest of a

party consisting of the two commissioners, Mr. Truter

and Dr. Somerville, with the artist Samuel Daniel,

sent by Major-General Dundas to enquire of the

number of cattle owned by the Beriquas beyond the

Orange River. The youth was Petrus Borcherds,

who was later to become the beloved C.C. and R.M.

1 The original Drakenstein Church near Berg Henegouwen behind Simonsberg

had been destroyed. Barbier's escapade occurred at the Church which was erected

at Paarl in 1 720 where the burial vault of the Reverend Mr. Aling is to be seen to-day

(see “ The French Refugees at the Cape,” by C. Graham Botha, p. 31).
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of Cape Town, and who in his old age was to write

his book of memoirs from the picturesque cottage on

the main road on Wynberg Hill. In his memoirs he

tells us how at the entrance to the Kloof he saw the

pole still standing that once had borne poor Barbier’s

hand and head.

It is an interesting experience to approach the

entrance of the Kloof beyond Porterville Road Station

after the 75-mile run from Cape Town. There is

a forbidding solidity about the great range that makes

it appear impossible that here a railway track, a

river and a road find access to the “ Land of

Waveren.”

A mile beyond the station a large rock covering per-

haps half an acre of ground is passed. It has for two

centuries been known as the Bushman’s Rock. Flat-

topped and crenellated, it stands like some mediaeval

castle guarding the entrance to the pass, and doubtless

was once the favoured look-out for the pigmy Bushmen

ever on the watch for their mortal enemies, the Hotten-

tots. Soon after the rock is passed, the present road

ascends high above the river bed and railroad, and the

mountain walls converge as though to crush the three,

while down below, crossing and re-crossing the river,

is traced the old road which once was the “ new way

for carnages,’’ and here some silent sentinel of rock

must mark the spot at which three hundred years ago

Potter found his Farthest North.
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Hottentots Holland Pass.

The pass that is most easily reached from Cape

Town is Sir Lowry’s—the old Hottentots Holland

Pass. It is perhaps the most popular for this reason

and because it vies with Bain’s Kloof in the glorious

view that is obtained from its summit. In historical

interest it is perhaps only exceeded by that of the pass

to Roodezand. It is, moreover, an excellent example

of the fact that, while on the level a road tends to keep

the line in which our ancestors travelled it, in hilly

country it is made longer and more tortuous by their

descendants, who aim at an easier gradient. It is a

mistake merely to motor up the pass we use to-day,

which dates from 1838 : to appreciate fully the pass

the early traveller knew we must leave the car and climb

to the old track, which is easily seen to the left against

the rocky cliffs. Here may still be seen the deeply-

cut tracks made into the solid rock by the shoed

waggon-wheels of former days, and at the summit the

Poort or Porch from which the traveller got his last

view of the Cape and False Bay. It is not known with

any certainty who amongst white men was the first

to journey up this kloof, which was used by the

Hottentots as an exit from the Cape district and called

by them Gantouw (T’kanna Ouwe).

Only a few months after the expedition inland by

Jan Wintervogel, and two years before that of Gabbema,

a corporal named Muller was dispatched by Van

Riebeeck on an expedition eastward in search of cattle
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and trade. He was accompanied by eight whites and

by some Hottentots, amongst whom were some women

and that unsatisfactory character Harry or Herry.

Muller is usually regarded as having explored along

the coast line in the neighbourhood of Cape Hangklip ;

there are, however, passages in the journal of Muller’s

journey that I think convince one that he crossed the

mountains—if not over the kloof, at least very near it,

and probably above Gordon’s Bay. The point is not

of importance, nor indeed was Muller’s journey,

except that he preceded Pieter Potter in piercing the

“ Mountains of Africa.” It is difficult to make a

hero of exploration of Corporal Muller ; his journal

is amusing rather than instructive, and it shows him

to have been a poor leader of men, and the dupe of

the wily Herry, that cunning Hottentot who had been

taken to Batavia by an English ship and who conse-

quently understood “ wat Engels
”—sufficient English

at any rate to reply “ No sie ” (No, Sieur), when asked

if he had stolen some of the copper bars and pipes

which were missing from the packs.

It is surprising that among the poverty-stricken

beach-rangers found by Van Riebeeck upon the white-

duned shores of Table Bay there should be a sophisti-

cated savage who had sailed the seas. But for half

a century before Van Riebeeck’s landing the ships of

John Company had called at Table Bay. The
Honourable Company of Merchants of London Trading

into the East Indies had offices “ in the house of Sir

Christopher Clitherow hardbye Lime Street,” and had
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sent ships to Bantam since 1602, when their first

Captain James Lanchaster had founded a factory there.

At the north-western extremity of Java, a few miles

from the Dutch capital, Serang, there are to-day the

ruins of a former native town and a factory upon the

shores of a pleasant bay. This was the Bantam that

Herry knew. Under what circumstances he went, and

how he returned, we do not know, but that he had

learned little respect and no love at all for the white

man is evidenced by his after history.

The pace Muller’s party made was appallingly slow.

The plain truth is that they dawdled on the way.

Both the direction and the pace was set by Herry,

who appears to have assumed control of the party.

When, on the twenty-fifth day out, their food was

short, they hurried back to the Fort, covering the

distance in two days.

To anyone who plots out the compass directions

taken and the landmarks mentioned in the journal it

becomes evident that they were merely in the moun-

tains beyond the Steenbras River when the return

journey was commenced. Muller’s party left the

Fort on 7th September, 1655, and they travelled to

the redoubt Duynhoop at the Salt River Mouth, where

they spent the day. On the 9th they slept at Ronde-

bosch.

It would be interesting to know exactly what
“ het rondebosjen ” meant to Corporal Muller ; as

yet no farms of Free Burghers lay along the Liesbeeck

River ; there was as yet no orchard at Rustenburg,
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nor was it until May of the next year that the first

trial of barley, rice and oats was made, and a house of

sods erected at what was afterwards to be the Groote

Schuur. From that time the Commander, who

previously refers to his visits “ behind the Table

Mountain,” speaks of going out to Rondebosch, which

he spells variously Rondebosjen, Rondedoornbosjen

and Rondeboschen. The name is first used in

Muller’s journal. We may believe that somewhere

in the present district of Rondebosch and near a grove

of round thorn trees they spent the night, and here

they missed a sack of bread and bacon “ that the

Hottentots had stolen from us.” It is not until the

fifth day that a note is made that they had reached

the sand-dunes of False Bay.
1 The intervening days

had witnessed a quarrel between Muller and Herry,

during which Herry appears to have threatened the

Corporal stick in hand. The Hottentots had slaughter-

ed an ox in their cruel way, and the party had met

Corporal Symon Huybrechts, sent by Van Riebeeck,

whose questions show that he doubts their courage or

will to proceed.

Before they arrived at the first line of dunes a

curious incident occurred which Theal has described

as the only item of interest in an uneventful journey.

Somewhere between Rondebosch and their camping

spot on the sixth night (13th September) they had

1 Dagregister gehouden bij den Corporael William Muller 1655, Den I3en Sep.

:

“ Wij hebben denselven dagh gemassert tot in de duijnckes van de Baij Fals bij een
soete rivier alwaer wij den nacht blijven leggen."
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passed a large flat rock.
1 The Hottentot women

gathered some green branches, and, holding these in

their hands, fell prostrate upon the stone with their

faces to it, at the same time uttering the words
‘

‘ Hette

Hie.” When asked what this meant, they pointed up-

wards as if to signify that it was an offering to God. It

is known that the Hottentots associated rivers, moun-

tains and woods with the names of their great heroes.

Heitsi-Eibib, a hero of their mythology who saved the

traveller from being dragged in the depths of dark

pools by Ga-goreb, and who was propitiated by

flinging a stone to right and left at the entrances of

kloofs, may be the name they cried which has been

rendered to us by Muller as Hette Hie.

No further travelling was done until the ninth day,

when they left the sand-dunes and, passing E.N.E.

through a beautiful valley where water was found, they

swung to the right hand to arrive amongst “ the other

dunes
”—a course which will be obvious to those who

know the neighbourhood of De Beers’ Dynamite

Factory. Next day no progress was made, Herry

having gone on strike. There was delay along the

dunes and beach of what is now Somerset Strand, and

on 23rd September they found a river
‘

‘ which came

down from the mountain.” This appears to be the

Lourens River. They explored it and found a

Hottentot kraal along its banks. There was more

1 There is strong internal evidence in Muller's journal that the rock was part

of an outcrop of granite upon the Kenilworth Race Course ; this later became a

quarry, but one of its flat rocks still impinges on the race track at its northern end.
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delay, and it was not until the 27th that they arrived

“ under the mountains which were stoney.”
1

The scattered rocks on the mountain side are most

marked above Gordon’s Bay, and it is here that they

appear to have arrived. They remained here for

two days on account of the weather, and on 30th Sep-

tember they ascended the range. By 2nd October

they found it necessary, since the sea was out of sight,

to send two of the party to find the coast-line to the

west. The return journey was commenced after the

party had crossed the Steenbras River and found the

coast at Koegel Bay. On 4th October they returned

along the coast beneath the mountain they had climbed

on 30th September, and the next day they arrived at

the Fort.

The story of the first expedition eastward is not

an imposing one, but, such as it is, it tells of the first

crossing of the Hottentots Range by Europeans. It

is interesting to note that Hendrick Boom was one of

the party.

The course of the old pass over the mountain may

still be traced without much difficulty, and it will be

found that it lies in its entire length to the left of the

present road. As one approaches the railway crossing

at the foot of the Sir Lowry’s Pass, there is passed on

1
Dagregister gehouden bij den Corporael William Muller 1655. Den 27en do

:

wij quamen onder het geberghte, daer het clipachtig was : daer hebben wij dien

nacht onse residentie gehouden.

Den 28en ende 29en hebben wij niet connen marseeren door het quat weder

.

The first portion of this entry has been rendered by Mr. Leibbrandt as “we
arrived below the mountains and camped upon stony ground,” but it would appear
that the rocky nature of the mountain, not of Muller’s camping spot, is indicated.
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the left-hand side of the road the old residence Goede-

verwachtmg, now owned by Major Jardine and called

Applegarth. It hides its histoiy beneath tall oak-

trees. It was built in 1785 and is mentioned in the

pages of Latrobe’s journal. This Moravian missionary

stopped at Brink’s Inn, as it was then called (in 1813),

and it is still possible to find the spot on which he placed

his easel to make a sketch of the homestead with the

old pass in the background which illustrates his book.

In the grounds of Goedeverwachting may be seen

the course of the old road, which leaves the present

one near Sir Lowry’s Pass Station. It crosses the

grounds and the railway line about a hundred yards

to the left of the present railway crossing, and ascends

to an old rum which in 1 780 is marked as the road-

maker’s house and later became the toll. Here begins

the “ Roode Hooghte ” or Red Heights, a deep cutting

in the hill side which has now become a mere donga

or water sluit. At the summit of the Roode Hooghte

it again crosses the railway line and takes what Lichten-

stein describes as “an oblique direction against the

rugged wall of the mountain by a zig-zag road cut

with great art.” When the railway over Sir Lowry’s

Pass was made, a gate was, in accordance with the law,

placed across this long-unused road, and high on the

mountain side beneath the cliffs this gate still marks

the top of the Roode Hooghte. The old pass then

cuts slantingly up the cliff to the summit, and it is in

this portion that the waggon wheels have left their

deep impression in the solid rock. At the crest these
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grooves pass between two rock pillars forming the

porch or poort referred to by Lady Anne Barnard.

“ The path was very perpendicular,” she writes to

Melville, “ and the jutting rocks over which the waggon

was to be pulled were so large that we were astonished

how they were accomplished at all, particularly at one

part called the ‘ Porch.’ At length we reached the

summit, and the new Canaan opened to my eye,

hillock upon hillock, mountain behind mountain, as

far as the eye could reach.” She thought the pass

less terrible than Penmaenmawr in Wales, and speaks

of the English magazines which pictured it as tremen-

dous, referring probably to an illustration which had

appeared in the European Magazine of 1 796, two years

before her visit. Through the mountains of the

Canaan upon which she gazed from the “ Porch
”

threaded the highway to the east which led to the Com-

pany’s Baths, to Swellendam and on by Grootvaders

Bosch to Mossel Bay and Knysna—a road which,

as we shall see, was in part opened up by Corporal

Hieronimus Cruse from the Fort in 1669. We climb

in a goodly company when we ascend the Old Hotten-

tots Holland Kloof—if not with slow-footed Corporal

Muller in 1655, certainly with the energetic Cruse,

who in 1669 “ breaks camp with sun up and marches

over the mountains to the Palmijts River,” with

Commissioner Cnoll in search of health at the Hot

Baths, and, only a few years later, with Ferdmandus

Appel, who visits his cattle-stations beyond the Zwart-

berg, which once had belonged to his fallen enemy.
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the younger Van der Stel. What thoughts had this

middle-aged Cape-born burgher, fresh from his visit to

Holland, as from the summit of the Pass he gazed back

upon the fair land that was his heritage ?

Le Vaillant, the garrulous and boastful Frenchman

in his plumed hat, silk stockings and buckle shoes is

of our company ; the sedate Sparrman, Lichtenstein,

and the lightsome Lindsay on her way to the caves at

Danger Point ; with her, her youthful but rather

solemn husband, Andrew Barnard. Then Barrow,

and that lovable but tenderfoot traveller, Mr. Burchell

;

Lady Duff Gordon, too, only seventy years ago, with

her Malay coachman in his wide-brimmed hat of

straw. And soldiers too—soldiers like Lieut. Meier,

who goes to Swellendam “ lest the English come ” and

dies there when the magazine explodes, and Sir Harry

Smith on his way to the Kafir wars ; each has trod

its surface and passed upon the way.

And we, who pass unthinking, are not we upon a

journey too ? Life passes quickly ; may we not

spare a moment and linger on the way to hear their

voices that come down to us through the years ? For

indeed if we will hear them they have left us more

than wheel-tracks scored into the rocks of Elands Pass.

Just as the Liesbeek was regarded by Van Riebeeck

as the line of defence of the infant settlement, so

the line of the Hottentots Holland Range with the

Pass was to be regarded a century and a half later by

General Janssens, who paid several visits to examine

it. The time was 1804, and Britain’s intention to re-
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capture the Cape was freely bruited. It was thought

that, even though Cape Town were captured, its

possession would be an encumbrance to the enemy if

the pass could be held, since communication with the

interior would be cut off. Degrandpre and other

war experts agreed with this view. For this purpose

it was necessary that stores of ammunition and food

be collected at suitable situations beyond the pass, and

so Captain Paravmcini di Capelh (the Governor’s

aide-de-camp) was sent, and with him De Labat of the

Dragoons and Lieutenant Meier, a skilful and brave

officer of artillery. The fourth number of this party

was Lichtenstein, who was then acting as Surgeon-

Major to the Hottentot battalion at the Wynberg

Camp. His reason for making this warlike journey

is curious. He had lately returned from his famous

journey with Commissary De Mist through the Colony,

and was now collecting and drying plants gathered

during excursions to Camp’s Bay and Table Mountain.
“ The present season was of all others the most

favourable for this purpose. It was natural, therefore,

that I should now be desirous of extending my botanical

wanderings to the other side of the isthmus.” So

thus curiously assorted party made their way by Tiger

Vlei across the Flats and stopped at noon at Phillip

Myburg’s farm on the Eerste River. Meerlust’s

twin gables still peer through the trees at the passer-by

on the higher ground beyond the bridge. Here

Paravincini had long conversation with his host, who

knew the country well. Mr. Myburg had forty years
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before traced the Orange for a part of its course, and

Governor van der Graaff had laid down the drostdy

of Graaff Reinet according to a plan devised by him.

That evening they arrived at the farm of Captain

William Morkel, where they were entertained. This

was Onverwacht, an old Morkel estate still in the

possession of that family, on the outskirts of Somerset

West, beyond the Lourens River Bridge. Meier, who

came from a town in Holland noted for the lack of

intellect of its inhabitants, kept them all amused with

tales of rodomontade. “ These stories,” says Lich-

tenstein, “ Meier put into terms suited to the African

way of thinking. Nor did the narrator fail to humour

the astonishment with which he saw his auditors

impressed by throwing in occasionally with great

naivete some appropriate confession which so increased

their belief in the truth of what they heard, that at

last all doubt vanished, and good Madam Morkel

especially could not express her astonishment that

such extraordinary men existed in Europe, and often

applied to her husband to know if he ever could have

thought it.” In the morning they were guided by

their kindly host to the foot of the pass and ascended,

the mountain road, “ which here goes for a while

straight towards the top but for the latter part of the

way takes an oblique direction towards the rugged wall

of the mountain. Over this latter it is carried by a

zigzag road cut with great art.”

It was September, the month of flowers, and

Lichtenstein filled his arms with Erica Banksii and
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Protea mellifera and his soul with delight. “ Even

here,” he says, “ in these higher regions of the air all

nature seemed to enjoy this wildness, and things which

at my former visit appeared too insignificant and dead

had now, for the enchanting verdure of the leaves and

the beautiful hues of the flowers, acquired an in-

describable charm.” And so they too passed on to

the Palmiet River and out of our story—the brave

Meier to meet his death at Swellendam on the hillside

just behind the Church, where the magazine exploded ;

De Labat to fall in the wars in Spain ; Lichtenstein

to become Professor of Natural History in Berlin

and to die laden with years and honours in 1835.

Of Paravincini I know nothing more. Probably,

since he was Janssens’ aide, he was once again to

come to the foot of the pass on that fateful day, soon

after the Blaauwberg battle, when his chief surrendered

to General Beresford. This historic interview took

place at Goedeverwachting. In 1826 the S. A.

Commercial Advertiser contains a mention of this

homestead. It was still an inn, and mine host, one

Edward Hanbury, offers persons of respectability

accommodation, and travellers the use of oxen kept

in readiness to take waggons over the Kloof.

On the occasion of Sir George Napier’s journey over

the pass, he was accompanied by the traveller Bunbury

and by Major Michell, the Surveyor-General, and they

used the winding and comparatively easy ascent we

use to-day which had recently been completed by

Michell. This reconstruction of the pass was under-
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taken by Sir Lowry Cole (after whom it is named)

on his own responsibility, so impressed was he with

its great importance to the welfare of the Colony.

The undertaking was peremptorily stopped by the

authorities in England, and the Governor was threaten-

ed with a surcharge for commencing its construction.

This aroused great excitement amongst both townsmen

and farmers, who offered to guarantee him for all loss

if he would complete it. The construction cost

£3,000, and the toll receipts amounted to £365 per

annum, or 12 per cent, on the outlay. Bunbury tells

us that he was told by Michell of a farmer who stated

that the new pass saved him a waggon per year, and

this will occasion no surprise to those who have seen

the old pathway with its wheel-scored rocks.

Bain's Kloof.

Compared with the two kloofs mentioned, Bain’s

Kloof is but the child of yesterday. Its story, how-

ever, is not without interest, and tells of the final

conquest of the “ Mountain Range of Africa ” which

had proved so formidable a barrier to the early

traveller. In the year 1846 there was working at the

foot of Mostert’s Hoek—the present Michell’s Pass

—

a young engineer of roads. It was a time during

which much was being done to improve the means

of communication throughout the Colony : a Central

Road Board under the chairmanship of the Colonial

Secretary, the Hon. John Montagu, had been estab-

lished by Sir Charles Napier. This board sat in
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Cape Town and was in charge of all colonial main

roads ; in each district a divisional board composed

by the civil commissioner of the division and four

elected members had charge, under certain restric-

tions, of all branch roads.

In projecting and effectually carrying into operation

this scheme of two road boards, Mr. Montagu was

following the lead of Sir Robert Peel, who had in

England found that the highway rates were collected

by the local authorities of 16,000 different parishes,

and who had under an Act of William IV. compelled

the union of parishes into districts for all the purposes

of roads. “ What,” asked Sir Robert, “ can be more

defective than that, when the highway is a continuous

channel of communication passing between different

parishes, that same highway shall be under the control

of every different parish ?
”

The central and divisional road boards had in 1846

been established only a few years, and the Colony as

a whole was already beginning to feel the effect of

this wise measure. Near Cape Town the hard road

across the Flats had been completed with convict

labour under the system introduced by Montagu.

Michell’s Pass and the improvement of the roads

through the Warm Bokkeveld were in progress. The

mountain barrier, however, could be crossed only at

the Sir Lowry Pass, at the French Hoek Pass, which

had been engineered some twenty years before under

purely military supervision, and by the Tulbagh Kloof,

the two latter egresses lying forty miles apart. It
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is true that across the range opposite Paarl there

was still in use an old pass called Du Toit’s Kloof ;

it was, however, more a bridle track than a road suited

for wheeled traffic, and is to this day passable only

on horseback. It was used in 1831 by the traveller

Steedman, who calls it
“ De Toies Kloof,” but so

steep was it that he had to send his baggage by the

longer route through the New or Tulbagh Pass. Such

was the position in regard to the passes when to

Andrew Geddes Bam, busy at the foot of Michell’s

Pass, there came a tall clean-shaven gentleman mounted

upon a horse. He wore breeches tight at knee and

ankle, held down by straps which passed below his

riding boots, a grey top-hat and long riding-coat, its

high collar partially hidden by an enormous stock.

It is to his honour that Montagu often took such rides ;

a few years later he travelled 2,000 miles on a journey

of road inspection, and his remarks on the various

passes and schemes for their improvement are em-

bodied in a striking report which shows his deep

interest in them—a report for which he was publicly

thanked by the Road Board. Mr. Montagu asked

Bain to accompany him to Houw Hoek, and they rode

by way of Worcester and Villiersdorp. As they

passed down the valley, Bam pointed out to his chief

a gap in the mountains lying in the direction of

Wellington. Montagu stopped his horse, and, after

gazing some time towards it, said, “ Bain, that’s just

the line.” He suggested that an early opportunity

be taken to explore the place. They returned to
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Cape Town by Sir Lowry’s Pass, having covered a

round which was sixty years later to become famous

as the R.A.C. Graaff Cup Course, and Bain hastened

to Wellington to make inquiries. He found that,

although people had occasionally searched in some

parts of the kloof for runaway slaves, no one had ever

been through it ; it was “ zoomaar een spelonk, geen

mench kan daar deur.” Bam did not believe that

the kloof ended blindly like a cave. That evening

he sat on the stoep of Mr. Gird’s house at the Paarl,

and he saw across the gap behind Wellington the

mountain which towers above Mostert’s Hoek at

Michell’s Pass where his work awaited him. He

determined to return there through the gap instead

of going round by the Tulbagh Kloof. Accompanied

by Messrs. Retief, Malan and Du Toit of Wellington,

he started at four o’clock in the morning, ascended

the ravine behind the village, and then explored the

cleft through which the Witte River descends to the

eastward. It took them the entire day to reach the

foot of Michell’s Pass. Elated with his exploit, he

wrote to Montagu that he had discovered the north-

west passage and that he could make a road through

it, but that it would be an expensive undertaking.

To this Montagu replied :
“ Your letter quite delighted

me. Bain’s Poort will be our next job, so get Mostert’s

Hoek out of hand as soon as possible and we may get

to work on the other. Bell is as pleased as I am, and

it is quite refreshing to work with a man of your zeal
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and energy in the public service. You have certainly

not been idle since we departed.”

Shortly afterwards Mr. Bell, the Acting Civil

Engineer, accompanied Bain through the cleft again,

and with them the Rev. Mr. Dacres. About two-

thirds of the way down Barn’s Kloof, and on the far

side from Wellington, the road passes under a high

projecting ledge of rock that has the appearance of a

sounding-board such as is still occasionally seen in

churches over the pulpit, and in memory of that day

this ledge is still known as Dacres Pulpit. The

result of this inspection was that Bell reported favour-

ably to the Road Board, urged the usefulness of such

a road, but, like Bain, expressed the opinion that it

would be an expensive undertaking.

Two years later Bain had finished Michell’s Pass ;

it was opened on 1 st December, 1 848, and within eight

weeks he was facing the problem of this new task. It

was an undertaking which crowned the life-work of

this remarkable man, and stands for ever as his monu-

ment. The pass is ten miles in length, for six miles

it is carried along and over the face of the mountain

behind Wellington, this portion being scarped out of

the side of the hill, which is composed of decomposed

granite and clay slate. The gradient ascends here,

and with the dip of the strata on the eastern side the

work is quite different ; the road is carried through

huge masses of fixed and detached quartzose sand-

stone and descends for four miles or more, high above

the left bank of the Witte River, through scenery as
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romantic and as wild as any in the world. Half a

mile down the eastern slope Bain was confronted with

a projecting mass which had either to be blasted so

that a road could be carried through it or be passed

by building an enormous and lengthy retaining wall.

He chose the first alternative, and the road here passes

for twenty-five yards through a cutting of solid rock,

fifteen feet broad and twenty to sixty feet high. On

the day of the opening of the pass these rocks were

formally named the Montagu Rocks, and here an arch

was erected with the Montagu arms and the motto

“ Palmam qui meruit ferat.” The opening ceremony

was an important function attended by many leading

citizens of Cape Town, Paarl, Wellington and Tulbagh,

and the entire pass was traversed from Wellington to

the Darling Bridge over the Breede River on the

eastern side. Various points, such as the Montagu

Rocks, Dacres Pulpit, the Bell Rocks (the second

cutting on the eastern slope) and the Pilkinton Bridge,

were named, and when the party reached the foot of

the pass at Wolven Kloof, where the ruins of the

convict station are still seen, the pass as a whole was

named in honour of its builder, Mr. Bain. It had

been the intention of the Governor to open it in person

and at the same time to grant a remission of sentence

to many of the 300 convicts who had laboured there.

It happened, however, that he was indisposed, the

Hon. John Montagu was in England, and the honour

of opening the pass fell to the loved C.C. and R.M.
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of Cape Town, Petrus Bocherdus Borcherds, Chairman

of the Central Road Board in 1853, who, as already

mentioned, had in his youth passed through Tulbagh

Kloof and seen still standing the post which once had

borne the head and hand of Etienne Barbier.



CHAPTER IV.

THE EASTERN HIGHWAY.

I. To the Company’s Baths below the Black Mountain.

When in the year 1 798 Lady Anne Barnard, gazing

eastward from the summit of the Hottentots Holland

Kloof above the Poort, saw “ the new Canaan which

opens to the eye,” she was looking down upon a high-

way that was already old. Here, sheltered under

the low Groenland range now crossed at Elgin by the

Viljoen’s Pass to Villiersdorp, lay a route which

threaded its way over hill, river and valley to find exit

from the high land at Houw Hoek. The road led to

the Company’s hot baths, to the cattle stations of the

Zoetmelks Valley, to the drostdy at Swellendam and

the forests of the Grootvaders Bosch, and on by Mossel

Bay to the wooded districts of the Knysna, where for

many years the Company had stations from which the

cut timber was sent by sea and road. The route the

timber-laden waggons followed, which was in part

the route taken by the earliest explorers, is the route

we use to-day.

A very early account of a journey a short way along

this route is contained in the journal of a trading

expedition by Corporal Jerommus Croese to the

kraals of the Obiquas, and possibly of the Hessequas,

76
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on the River Zonder End in 1669. Eight years pre-

viously Sousoa, chief of the Chainouquas, had paid

a visit to Van Riebeeck’s fort from the Caledon district.

Sousoa was related to the chief of the Hessequas, and

a trade in cattle with this tribe had been carried on

through him, and, later, through his son.

Jeronimus or Hieronimus Croese is one of the

outstanding characters of the early settlement. A
man of action, with little patience for the niceties of

spelling, he wrote himself Croese or Crus. He came

from Bieleveld in Holland as a simple soldier, and

never saw his fatherland again. Content, I think, to

die in the land of his adoption after many years of

service in the settlement he loved, his bones have long

since formed the dust of Cape Town ; and if, as is

possible, he was buried within the Castle, they are

daily trodden underfoot by soldiers of the Union, and

that would, I think, have pleased the hard-bitten old

warrior most of all. In 1 663, with a party of which Van

Meerhoff was one, he had travelled far north along

the Oliphant’s River under the leadership of Jonas de

la Guerre in search of Vigite Magna, and only four

months previously he had gone by sea to Mossel Bay

and returned to the Fort overland bringing with him

news of a tribe called the Attaqua. In 1670 he was

sergeant in charge of the old post at Saldanha Bay,

opposite Schaapen Island, where there is now a whaling

station, and he was taken prisoner by the French under

Admiral De la Haye when they took forcible possession

of this small military outpost ; but he and his men
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were released when the fleet sailed away. He died

a captain in the Company’s service eighteen years

later, in the epidemic of 1697.

In 1669 Croese was still a corporal. Van Riebeeck

had left for Batavia seven years before, and the settle-

ment was under the command of Jacobus Borghorst,

by whose order the journey was made. The corporal’s

journal does not read like a tale of exploration ; he

marches straight for his objective, the kraals on the

River Zonder End. He is after cattle, and he gets

them ; such name places as he mentions he speaks

of as though they were already known. There are

few of the minute details as to direction that are found

in Van Meerhoff’s diary. It must be remembered

that thirteen years had passed since Muller had

crossed the Hottentot Holland Mountains, and as far

as the River Zonder End Croese was probably upon

a route already well explored. His party of sixteen

whites and some Hottentots left the fort on 4th January,

1669, and it is noteworthy that they approached the

Hottentots Holland Kloof by way of “ Tyger Valley.’’

On the third day they arrived at the Eerste River,

where they found more than twenty kraals under the

chieftains Gonnema, Oudesoa and Cuyper. Hearing

that it was their intention to make a cattle raid against

the followers of Soesoa over the mountains, “ the

which displeased me, and furthermore the Company

obtains annually many cattle from that nation,” he

called the chiefs together and extracted a promise

from the two former that this would not occur until
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they had laid their plan before the Commander at the

Fort. Cuyper alone refused, replying that he was

unwilling because he knew that His Honour would

never consent to it. At a later date, when Gonnerna

had stolen cattle from the whites at Riebeeck Kasteel

and fled to the entrance of the Tulbagh Kloof, it was

this Cuyper or Kuiper who guided Wouter Mostert’s

commando on its mission of punishment. His name

persists in Kuiper’s Kraal, a farm near Visser’s Hok.

There is something about th’s incident in the lives of

these Hottentot petty kings which reminds the reader

of the cattle-reiving Highland clans of the early

Stewart days.

On 7th January, Croese marched to the foot of the

Hottentots Holland Kloof, where the party repacked

and rested their pack-oxen. It was in the cool hours

of the morning following that they undertook the

climb. The entry for the three following days is

brief :

8th January. Broke Camp at sun up and march-

ed over the mountain to the Palmiet River,

12 miles.
1

9th January. Broke camp early and marched

to the River Dolphy, 18 miles.

10th January. Broke camp early and marched

to the river Sonder Endt, 15 miles.

It is evident from the distances given here, trans-

lated in English miles, that Croese did not follow the

1 Croese s actual entry reads :
“ Den 8de. Met het lamieren van den dagh

braeken op en marcheerden over het gebergte tot aan de Palmijts rivier, 4 mijl.”
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present route by Houw Hoek and Caledon to the

Zonder End : after the crossing at the Palmijts River

he appears to have struck north-east and arrived at the

banks of the Zonder End towards Villersdorp. He
was short of food, and moving four Dutch miles along

the river shot a hippo in a side stream. He gives no

compass directions, and so it is not possible to trace

him with accuracy ; but curving like a great fish hook

across his path from the Palmiet are the upper reaches

of the Bot River near its source, and this places for

us the “ river Dolphy ” which on a map of 1685 is

spelt “ Dolce.” On the banks of the Zonder End

he traded with Soesoa’s kraals, and next day with a

tribe of mixed Bushmen and Hottentot blood which

he calls the Obiquas, “ at a kraal on a broad river

under a low mountain surrounded by small sand-

dunes covered with bushes and scrub twenty-four

miles beyond the kraal of the Soeswas.” Here he

pitched his tent, and tried, having given their chiefs

presents of tobacco, beads and copper, to open trade.

He was not well received by these bastard Hottentots,

and his account of what followed is interesting. He
says that he had never, although he knew the Hottentots

to be a thievish lot, met a tribe so naughty. They

stole from him under his eyes the trading goods which

he laid before them, running off and teasing him some-

what (lachende en jouwende mij wat uit). His way

with them was stern. He returned with fine oxen

and cows, having killed four Obiquas and burned their

weapons. A few days later his party were back at
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their first camp on the Zonder End, by 22nd January

they had marched “ down the high mountain above

Hottentots Holland,” and at “ Tyger Valley ” they

remained a day to count their cattle. Croese returned

with 170 oxen and 51 sheep on 25th January, 1669,

and reached the Fort “ by God’s help ” by way of

“ t’Hoylant,” by which he means the Paarden Island.

On the journey made in November, 1707, by Jan

Hartogh
1 we travel somewhat farther along the eastern

highway. This journey was made during the governor-

ship of d’Ableing, nephew of W. A. van der Stel, who

had taken office five months before on the recall of

his uncle in disgrace to Holland. Adnaan van der

Stel, however, was still in the country. Hartogh was

the Company’s head gardener, and in 1 705 had accom-

panied the notorious Landdrost Starrenburg on a

similar expedition beyond Hottentots Holland. Pro-

1 Day journal kept on the cattle-trading journey for the Hon. Company with

the neighbouring Hottentots under command of the Master Gardener, Jan Hartogh

(Cape Archives: “ Scheep en Andere Journalen, 1707-1753, Vol. 2, No. 704).

The Copy in the Cape Archives is signed by Jan Hartogh and Corporal Pieter Wage-
naar, but was not written by them. It has not been translated into English, but

extracts have been printed in Dutch from the copy in the Hague Archives (Kol.

Arch. No. 4037), f. 904-909) by Dr. E. C. Godee-Molsbergen in
“ Reizen in Zuid-

Afrika ” (Linschoten-Vereeniging) Part ii., pp. 8, 9. There would appear to be

minor differences in the two texts. The Cape text gives “ Koutima ” for the

Palmiet River and not “ Houtema.” For “ Drooge Rivier door de Hottentots

geheeten (?) os stamma ” Dr. Godee-Molsbergen adds a footnote that the initial

letter is no longer decipherable. The Cape copy reads “ Os kamma ” without a

missing letter. The hot spring at Caledon is called “ Disporecamma,” not “ Dis-

portcamma.”
There are other place names of interest in this journal. The context shows

"Swarte Land along a dry river called Ouka ” to be near the Breede River, called

Sijnna by the Hottentots. Koukema was the name of the kraal belonging to the

brother of the “ Oude Heer ” (Old Gentleman). A large “ vlakte ”
is called

Gronnega, and the context shows the travellers to have been near the junction of

the Breede and Zonder End River when it is mentioned.

At a salt (zoute) river called Cisiqua eight Hottentot captains were met whose
names are given as Wildschut, Centien, Hansbroer, Brebart, Waterschaap, Haas,

Caswaris and Platneus (Flatnose).

H
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fessor Leo Fouche, in his book, The Diary of Adam
Tas, has produced irrefutable evidence that these

official cattle-buying expeditions had degenerated into

raids upon the kraals during which the unwilling

Hottentots were compelled by threats and even

violence to part with their cattle, and that they were

carried out for the private gain of the Governor and

his officials, and not for the Company. Of Starren-

burg’s journey in 1705 he writes: “This same

trading expedition gives us a further glimpse into the

Governor’s methods. Jan Hartogh, the Company’s

gardener, who is in point of fact Van der Stel’s overseer

at Vergelegen, accompanies the expedition, ostensibly

to take botanical observations. But the flora of the

district through which the party travelled had been

known for years as intimately as the flora of the

Peninsula. And from the correspondence between

Starrenburg and Van der Stel it is clear that throughout

the expedition Hartogh is scarcely ever in Starrenburg’s

company, but goes cattle-trading independently. The

conclusion, therefore, is that Hartogh accompanied the

party not for purposes of scientific observation but

simply to trade on Van der Stel’s behalf. Private

barter was strictly forbidden, so that in order to avoid

exciting suspicion Hartogh must join the expedition

in his capacity of ‘ botanist ’.”
It is interesting in

view of this to find this gardener openly appointed the

leader of a cattle-buying journey, but in November,

1707, the authorities in Holland had pronounced their

verdict, and Willem Adriaan van der Stel, whether
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the * great traduced ’ or the ‘ avaricious despot,’ had

run his course. It is a twice-told tale, and we

may leave the waves of human passion that swept

across the flats and stirred the inhabitants of Stellen-

bosch and Hottentots Holland to spend themselves

harmlessly at the foot of the Hottentots Holland Kloof

and follow this gardener, who gives us many place

names and who “ comes about eventide under the

kloof of the mountains which was called by the Hotten-

tots Gantouw, and by us the ‘ Elandspat.’
”

Next day they crossed the pass
‘

‘ and arrived at the

so-called ‘ Palmits Rivier,’ named by the Hottentots

Koutima or Snake River, lying two hours beyond the

Pass.” It is probable that the sinuous curves made

by the Palmiet on its course to the sea account for

this Hottentot name. If its entire course upon the

map be glanced at it reminds one forcibly of a snake.

They passed Knoflook’s kraal, “ which lies two

hours from the Palmiets River, and travelled to the

Bot River, called by the Hottentots Gouga.” From

the Bot River they had in three hours reached the

Zwarte River, which Hartogh says is called Doggha

Kamma (Da = dark ; Xa, adjectival ; Garni -= water)

by the Hottentots. When to-day we motor to

Caledon and, having crossed the Bot River on a

farm still called the Company’s Drift, have climbed

a long hill, the Lang Hooghte, to descend steeply four

miles further on at the Farm Boontjes Kraal, we find

that the road here divides. By turning abruptly to

the right and crossing a small stream we keep on the
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Caledon Road. This stream is the Zwarte River,

and the road to the left after crossing the railway line

at Mission Siding will take us to Genadendal or across

the Sergeant’s River to the Zonder End at the Com-
pany’s old cattle post, the Ziekenhuis. On the banks

of the Zwarte River at Boontjes Kraal this main road

has from the earliest times divided. At this farm

in 1815 the missionary Latrobe received a friendly

welcome from the then owner, a Mr. Klein. “ Here,”

he writes, “ the road to Gradensthal {sic) turns to the

left,” and here in 1707 Hartogh’s party had turned to

the left also. They stopped at the Sergeant’s River

(Geska), and here they met some Sousequas who were

on their way to Stellenbosch with honey, which, one

presumes, was to be traded with the burghers of that

new settlement. Hartogh’s party arrived at the

Zonder End to find encamped there three kraals of

Hessequas, from whom (after presents of tobacco had

been given and a hamel had been received) they

learned that the chief of the Hessequas, whom the

Dutch had called “ de Oude Heer,” had died three

months previously. His son, named Hacqua (Zebra),

had taken his place. Hartogh informs us that the

Hottentot name for the Zonder End was Kanna Kam
Kanna. He reached the Hessequas Kloof (Gaski

Kamka), which is passed on the road to Swellendam,

and mentions “ gaans Craal,” a place near Tyger Hoek,

where for many years there has been a farm of that

name. At the “ Drooge Rivier ” (Os Kamma), which

research has so far failed to place, they were met with
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joy by the local chief, who was pleased, Hartogh says,

that the Honourable Company and not the free burghers

(vrye luyden) were trading for cattle, for the latter

had treated the Hottentots shamefully, despoiling them

of their cattle and destroying their kraals. On the

return journey they crossed the “ Steenbokkennvier
”

(Dachama) and arrived at “ the Black Mountain

River ” where Caledon is now. Here they washed

in the “ warm waters called by the Hottentots the

Disporecamma,” which now supply the Caledon

Baths. Thence they came “ to the Swarte River on

our old road (op ons oude pat).”

The return journey was made by the Bot River,

Hout Hoek (sic), Knoflookraal, de Kloof van Hottentots

Hollant, de Kuylen, het Eyland (Paarden Island), Zout

Rivier, to ’t Kasteel de Goede Hoop. The party

returned with 220 oxen and 242 sheep.

All who visit the summit of the old Hottentots

Holland Pass are struck by the appearance of the

weather-worn rocks in the long stone corridor above

the poort and by the isolated rock-pillars upon the

gentle slopes beyond ; and in the account of Junior

Merchant and Storekeeper Willem van Putten’s visit

to the hot springs in 1710 there is an interesting little

paragraph about them. This Van Putten had been

one of the lesser officials of the Van der Stel regime,

and had been sent to arrest Adam Tas. Bogaert says

or him that he was known amongst the burghers as

the Metal-Pedlar because he bought the Company’s

iron at his own price. There is friendly mention of
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him in Tas’s Journal (June, 1705) in connection with

the return of some books that had been lent him. He
became a member of the Councils of Policy and of

Justice, and in 1711, when still acting fiscal, was sent

with the head gardener, Jan Hartogh, to examine the

wooded kloofs along the left bank of the Zonder End

River. Their report was to the effect that they had

found there sufficient timber to supply the needs of

the colonists. The diary of this trip to what are now

the Caledon Baths, and that of Commissary Cnoll,

were found at the Algemeen Rijksarchief at the Hague

in 1921 by Mr. C. Graham Botha of the Cape Archives,

who has edited them in the interesting Collectanea

published in 1924 by the Van Riebeeck Society.

Van Putten’s journal is undated, but Mr. Botha is

able to attribute it to 1709 or 1710 owing to the fact

that it was during those years that one of the party.

Captain Van der Laan, was at the Cape. This party

also crossed the flats by Salt River and Tyger Valley

“in a light waggonette drawn by six fresh horses
”

and stopped at the Kuilen for refreshment. On the

following morning they ascended the pass, and on the

summit “ we seated ourselves for a well-earned rest,

in what we called our little Castle of Rypermonde,

whence we watched with deep commiseration the

laboured ascent of the animals, conveying baggage and

waggons to the top of the mountains. On turning

our eyes in the opposite direction we amused ourselves

with admiring the very weird figures, which could be

distinguished as if carved in the huge rocks that stood
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upright. It happened that the whole party looked

at the same rock at once. This rock resembled a

quarrelsome old woman, as we all immediately recog-

nized. No doubt the heathen would regard this as

a bad omen, certainly as a hindrance to their plans.

We then noted the likeness of animals, lions, griffin,

baboons, cats, etc., and also of people, such as

Erasmus with his square cap and long coat as he is

depicted in Rotterdam in metal on the Market Square ;

crowned kings on horseback—why, one could even

pick out the first twelve emperors of Rome just as I

have seen busts of them done in ground marble.

When we had refreshed ourselves anew, we set out

with more courage and commenced the descent of the

high mountain along a fairly easy track for a horseman,

but somewhat difficult for a waggon on account of its

sandiness ... to the Palmiet River, having ridden

about two hours on horseback.”

It is possible, almost with certainty, to identify

Van Putten’s Castle of Rypermonde near the summit

of the pass
,

1
in a mound of sandstone between a deep

cutting on the north and the wheel-scored disused

roadway on the south. A view of the ascending

waggons would be obtained here as he describes ; to

the south side and against the skyline the old woman
with hooked nose and a prominent right eye and

angry mouth still stares stonily in the direction of the

Helderberg
; on the northern side a seated cat with

1 Perhaps named after Rupelmonde, a village in the province of Antwerp at the

meeting of the rivulet Rupel with the Scheldt. A prominent rock upon Dassen
Island was given the name Rupermonde as early as 1657.
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arched back and erect ears leans over as though

watching for the waggons that come no more ; below

her is a griffin, and not far off a hare with ears erect

has been waiting through the years for an excuse to

run away.

From the summit of the old pass the road may

still be traced down a gentle slope till at the Steenbras

Railway Siding it meets the modern one, which has

climbed the mountain along the pass made by Sir

Lowry Cole. Thence the old and new combine,

following an old highway across the Soopies and the

Brand Vlakte to descend the Palmiet River. Motorists,

and particularly those who motored more than seven

years ago, will retain vivid recollections of a deep

crossing at a small stream, which lower down becomes

the Steenbras River, a mile or less beyond the Railway

Siding and amongst the trees of the demarcated forest.

This streamlet, the infant Steenbras River, is now

crossed by a small culvert ; but in earlier motoring

days it could present a somewhat formidable water-

splash after heavy rain. Its passage was once con-

sidered even more dangerous for waggons, on account

of its muddy floor, than the drift across the Palmiet

further on. A traveller writing one hundred and

twenty years ago says of it that “ the ford has from

very old times borne the name of Grietjesgat,” and

adds that stones and trunks of trees without end had

been thrown into it with a view to making a firmer

bottom, but without avail, as the mud constantly

accumulated above them. The name occurs but once



The top of Hottentots Holland Pass from van Putten’s
“ Rypermonde.”

Olaf Bergh’s Cave looks down upon the homestead of Nethercourt
on the banks of the Zonder End.
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in the Reports of the Central Road Board (Government

Gazette, 22nd April, 1853) when it is stated that side

drains had prevented the damage previously occasioned

by the flooding of the road at Grietjesgat. This

old name, no longer applied to the ford, is preserved

in the government plantation Grietjesgat upon the

slopes just above it where the Steenbras River takes

its origin. Grabouw is built upon the slope of a

kloof or natural pass. So tree-embowered is this

little village with its ancient ford and outspan upon

the river bank beside the bridge that it is difficult to

picture it treeless and sun-scorched as Van Putten’s

party found it more than two hundred years ago. He

says that they waded across the river here, and so

shadeless was it on the eastern bank that they were

compelled to take shelter from the sun beneath the

waggon and a large umbrella.

Beyond the Palmiet River bridge the road ascends

to cross some higher land, leaving the road to Elgin

and to Villiersdorp on the left ; but it soon descends

again, and beyond Partrijs Laagte a small bridged

stream is reached. We are upon Knoflcoks Kraal,

now a portion of the Government’s demarcated forest

area and shut in by tall trees. It is difficult to picture

this little dell as it was once—an open protea-covered

veld, for generations the favoured site of Hottentot

Kraals, and a favoured camping site for the early

traveller from the Cape.

The name is found upon a map of 1682, No. 180

(17) m the Cape Archives, and is mentioned in 1689
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in the journal or dag-register of one of the most

interesting expeditions that ever left the Castle of

Good Hope. On 4th January of that year an ensign

of the Company’s service, named Isaak (Isaq) Schrijver

(whose name remains to us in the Field Cornetcy of

Schryvers Hoek) was ordered by Simon van der Stel

to take charge of a party which marched as far east-

ward as the Kareega River. He was accompanied

by twenty-one “ well armed heads,” and had two

baggage waggons with Hottentot drivers. They

journeyed by stages to De Kuijl, which was already

a cattle post of the Company at Kuils River, and on

through the Kloof to the Palmiet River, where Gra-

bouw is now. At Knoflock’s Kraal, which Schrijver

spells “ Knoflooks Coraal ” and “ Knoflock Koral,”

they found the Sousequa chief, Captain Dorha, with

his followers. They rested to mend a broken waggon,

and the place became the scene of a forgotten tragedy,

for one of Schrijver’s Hottentots, Eenhans, was bitten

by a snake, “ and in spite of all assistance and the

medicine advised by our doctor and by the Hottentots,”

says the journal, “ he died in six hours.”
1 The

1
Journal of Ensign Isak Schrijver on an Expedition to the Inquahase Hottentots

beginning 4th January, and ending 10th April, 1689:

“Saturday 8th. At sunrise we left the River Palmiet and after proceeding

for half-an-hour the axle and pole of one of the waggons was fractured. This

necessitated our remaining the night at Knoflooks Kraal to mend it. Capt. Dorha,

by us called Klaas, lay here with his horde of Souseque Hottentots. We borrowed
from him two pack-oxen to lighten our waggons. We have found this land suited

for corn-farming: the valleys contain becks and streamlets and the hillsides are

bedecked with shrubbery. At this place one of our own Hottentots, One Hand,
was bitten by a snake and died in six hours in spite of all assistance given by our-

selves and by Dorha’s Hottentots."

(The original copy is contained under April, 1 689, in the Day Journal of 1 689
in the Cape Archives.)
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fertility of the neighbourhood and its suitability for

farm land appear to have appealed strongly to Schrijver,

who throughout the three months’ journey has an eye

both for the useful and for the beautiful.

Twenty years after Schrijver ’s journey this spot

was passed by the asthmatical Commissary Cnoll on

his way to the hot springs below the Black Mountain

in search of relief. He “ drove through a small

spruit past a small Hottentot negro kraal called the

Knuffeloogs Coraal, containing about six huts.” It

surprises one to learn that at this early date there was

hardly a Hottentot who did not speak the Dutch

language, and that the inhabitants of this little kraal

owned 2,000 sheep and fifty or sixty head of cattle.

The process of degeneration was, however, already

beginning to make this unfortunate people different

from the cattle-loving loosely-organized clans that

Van Riebeeck’s settlers had met sixty years before, for

Cnoll’s journal mentions that they were always pre-

pared to exchange their cattle for strong drink.

As we stand upon the little bridge facing eastward

towards Caledon, the railway line winds amongst the

kloofs upon the hillside on our left across the farm

De Rust. On the right beyond the bridge is a farm

house on some elevated ground which looks down
upon the rivulet. It is the Toll House erected in

1848, when the road was made to run down the

valley instead of over the dangerous hill (Roode

Hoogte) as previously. In all probability it is upon

the ancient site of the Hottentot kraals. If we leave
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the road and follow the Knoflook’s Kraal river up

stream for a few hundred yards it is found to divide ;

the streamlet to the right is the Rheboks River, and

along its banks extending up the kloof are the original

sixty morgen of De Rust granted on 12th December,

1 759, by Rijk Tulbagh to Christiaan Cheynaum. This

strip is now crossed by the Caledon railway line. The

little valley is described as “ a certain cattle station in

the district of Drakenstein towards the Small Houw
Hoek,” and upon the diagram of this old grant

1
the

highroad at the bridge is marked “ De Groote weg

naar de Caab.” A small by-path from the high-

road at the bridge is shown, which followed the

Rheboks River up the valley past the old dwelling

house, werf and kraals and leads to the Klein Houw
Hoek and to the Bot River Valley which lies north of

Mount Lebanon, that great peak which towers above

the Great Houw Hoek Pass we use to-day. The

ground at the bridge is marked “ Knoflogs Kraal.”

The bifurcation of this little river near the site of

“ Cnoflogs Kraal ”
is well shown upon the map of

Land Surveyor and Chartmaker Carel David Wentzel,

who accompanied the expedition of Ensign August

Frederick Beutler in 1752 to Kafirland. Wentzel’s

map gives with some detail the course of the highway,

and it repays study, but it is necessary to note that

at this date Beutler was as far as Swellendam and

possibly as far as Mossel Bay upon a route which is

'Old Stellenbosch Folio 2,293; Deeds Office :

“ Sekere veepost onder de
distreckt van Drakenstein aan de Kleijn Houw Hoek."
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described as “ the usual public road.”
1 Haupt,

whose duty it was to bring “ all relative matters to

the pen,” and who kept the journal of the expedition,

gives daily distances and compass bearings during the

early days of travel, but mentions no place names

between the Palmiet River and the Bot.

At the eastern end of what is now the Government

plantation of Knoflook’s Kraal the railway line asso-

ciates itself with the old highway to twist and turn

through Poespas (Higgledy-piggledy) valley, a deviation

of 1848, and enter the long kloof which ends in the

pass of the great Houw Hoek. Only a few years

ago passengers by train to Caledon used to alight

at midday here to take a hurried meal, which is

now served at Bot River. The valley under tower-

ing Mount Lebanon is a delightful spot in which

to spend a quiet week-end ; it offers walks and views

and climbs that are known to too few. This valley

is nowadays passed hurriedly on the way to the fishing

spots at Hermanus or the glittering delights of the

palatial Sanatorium built at what was once the Hot

Springs below the Black Mountain at Caledon.

The outspan-place near the railway crossing a mile

beyond the rest-house is beside a brook which flows

down to the Bot River. It is suggestively named
Koffee Kraal Outspan, and here the modern road,

which follows the railway line through a narrow gorge,

leaves the ancient and now disused one, which ascended

the hillside on the right. This was the Great Houw
1 ‘ Den gemeenen en bekenden weg.”
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Hoek Pass, a cause of delay to the waggon of many

an early traveller, and of difficulty, too, in spelling.

It would be interesting to know with certainty the

origin of the name. Van Putten calls it Hout Hoek,

or Woody Corner, and slyly suggests that it was so

called because no wood was to be obtained there. To
many early travellers it was the Hou Hoek, or Halting

Corner, because of the delay caused by the “ rem-

skoen ” or ropes which held the waggons in check

down the long slope. Neither of these explanations is

satisfactory, and the original spelling remains. George

Frederick Wreede, the young German student who

was with Van Riebeeck in the D. E. I. Company’s

Service, has left us one of the earliest vocabularies of

Hottentot words. For the Dutch “ Kloven van

Bergen ” or Latin “ fissurae montium ” he gives the

Hottentot word “ A’ouw.” This root, signifying a

kloof or pass or cleft in the mountains, is still found

in the names of old passes used by Hottentots, Cardouw

behind Porterville, Tradouw beyond Swellendam,

Candouw above the Hex, and Gantouw (T’kanna

A’ouw), the Elands Kloof. If it exists, as seems

probable, in Houw Hoek, it would appear to be a

hybrid word meaning “ Kloof Corner.’’

Whatever the origin of the name, the kloof itself

lay waiting through the centuries to serve the needs

of the emigrating Hottentot hordes who, faced by

Table Mountain on their progress south, had turned

eastward and crossed Gantouw. Obeying the univer-

sal impulse of a cattle-owning people to follow the
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line that causes least difficulty to their herds, they

put the slopes of Houw Hoek to the service it renders

us to-day as a passage to the Bot.

The old Houw Hoek Pass left the present road at

the Koffie Kraal Outspan to ascend the hillside on the

right. Two tracks, in fact, can be traced with ease

upon the hillside. The one is the pass built in 1846

by Bain, and in use until the present road was accom-

panied by the railway line to Caledon1
; the other is

the rocky track scored by the wheels of Schrijver’s

waggons, and by Van Putten’s chaise, by Lichtenstein’s,

by Lady Anne Barnard’s, and by those of a host of

farmers through two hundred years. In places these

wheel tracks have scored the rocks as deeply as at the

Hottentots Holland Pass. As one approaches the

crest of the hill, a large rock upon the skyline comes

clearly into view upon the right. This solitary rock

struck the imagination of Lady Anne Barnard, who

thought it worthy of mention in her journal. She

mentions another on the descent,
2 which leads down to

the bridge across the Bot or Compagnie’s Drift, where

again the old and the present highways combine.

Here from the earliest days has been a ford across

the Bot or Botte River. The farm itself was first

a lone place under the Company’s and the Batavian

1 Report of Central Road Board (Government Gazette, Feb., 1847): “ The
new pass of the Houw Hoek was opened to the public in January last, to the great

joy of every person who had experienced the severe trials of the old.” It cost £4,21 1

.

2 “ We ascended the Houw Hoek and found it a tolerable road, but tedious.

As one gains the summit a fine rock presents itself, and on descending there is

another resembling a giant shooting at a passenger. Here we were obliged to get

out, the road became so bad, it was hardly exceeded by the Hottentot Kloof ” (Lady
Anne Barnard, May 7, 1 798).
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Government’s rule. It was not until 1818 that title

was granted to Servaas Daniel de Kok
;
possibly, like

Knoflook’s Kraal, it was once the favoured grazing-

ground of cattle belonging to the Hottentots, for the

Bot River is said to have been so named because

merchants from the Cape sent agents to purchase

butter there. This statement is, however, made by

Van Putten, who made his joke about Houw Hoek,

and it is not borne out by the spellings Botte and Both

which are found in the older journals.
1

Beyond the Bot River is a long and rather monoton-

ous ten-mile run over the Lange Hooghte to Boentjies

Kraal upon the Zwarte River ; it has been bared by

the plough, and is perhaps more useful if less beautiful

than it was in 1707 when Jan Hartogh saw it. It

was along this road that Vaillant saw “ a prodigious

number of Gazelles which the Colonists call Riebeek,”

one of which he shot, and he mentions seeing near

his camp “ Bontibocks, Bubalis, Zebras and Ostriches.”

By “ Bubalis ” he of course means the Hartebeest.

Boentjes Kraal was the site of a Hottentot Kraal, and

again one surmises that the grazing was good, for it

became one of the many cattle posts of the younger

Van der Stel beyond the Hottentots Holland Mountains

which the complaining burghers mention m the

1 A most interesting explanation of the name is contained in the account of the

journey of Martinus Bergh and Jan Tobias Rhemus to the Zonder End in 1725 for

the purpose of reporting on the timber contained in the wooded kloofs at Tyger

Hoek. They tell of the extreme difficulty of crossing “ the Botte River, so called

because on both sides one must enter as though with the brakes applied ” (de botte

revier zoo genaamt omdat men van beyde kanten als reinmende daar moet inrijden).

Attestatien, Vol. 840 (1724-5), Nos. 278-305 (original copy). Dr. J. A.

Engelbrecht of Stellenbosch University, informs the writer, however, that the

Hottentot name Gouga meant fat or butter.
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Memorial. The traveller Burchell, who was at the

farm in 1810, mentions that it derives its name from

the bean-shaped pebbles which still abound here and

which may be found with ease along the road and

by the river side. This derivation is not borne out

by Bergh and Rhemus, who in 1725 speak of “at the

Swarte River by a drift named Jan boontjes Craal.”

From the rising ground beyond this farm the Zwart-

berg, which shelters Caledon, is seen eight miles to

the eastward, and, like Vaillant in 1 781 , we are “ within

four or five leagues of the hot baths so much cried up

and visited by the inhabitants of the Cape.” “ This

spring of mineral waters, so generally esteemed,” he

writes, “
is about thirty leagues distance from the

Cape. Government has raised a very spacious and

convenient building for the use of these valetudinarians

who frequent these baths. Lodging, it is true, costs

nothing here, but the invalid is obliged to provide

necessaries, and these are not very easily procured in

this country. There are in this place two baths, one

for the Whites and the other for Blacks, and the moun-

tain called Tower of Babel is not far from this place,

whose heights Kolben has so greatly exaggerated. I

suppose tis nearly as high as Table Mountain. All

round the mountain the Company have got enclosures

where, under the inspection of an officer appointed for

that purpose, they fatten large herds of cattle with

which they victual their shipping.”

The scrub-covered hillside with its bare patch of soil

impregnated with reddish iron and manganese, where
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now the imposing Caledon Sanatorium is erected, ap-

pears to have had a reputation amongst the Hottentots

long before the European appeared. After its fame

had spread amongst the whites, it became the custom

for invalids with any and every sort of illness, acute

or chronic, to make visits there. They camped in

their waggons or erected tents, and each party dug for

itself a new bath from one of the springs upon the

hillside. This soon caused the area, as the stream was

followed up the mountain side, to become pitted with

the spade-work of successive visitors.

The manner in which the early visitor took his

bath is amusingly illustrated in the account of Com-
missary Cnoll’s course of treatment, and it becomes

evident as one reads that His Bronchitic Honour was

inclined to overdo his “ cure ”
:
“ When His Honour

stepped into the water for the second time, it was

amazing to the bystanders to hear how the waters

affected His Honour’s body. He was barely in for

as long as it takes to count 100, when a noise was

heard in his chest like the sound of a pot of stew or

starch boiling on a fire. After this His Honour

retired for a short time into a field tent, sweating from

head to foot, where he lay between two cotton blankets.

Shortly afterwards he began to cough continuously,

and for ten days he was troubled with the discomfort

of quantities of loose phlegm, mostly from his throat,

so that for the first five days he was barely in a condition

to find a means of sleeping for more than a short period

at a time. His Honour’s body was, on that account
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and through a daily application of waters, very much

fatigued at first. The bath was used very assiduously

and with great enjoyment every day by His Honour

and the entire company, and the Commissary’s ailment

daily diminished, while his bodily strength was gradu-

ally built up by his extraordinary appetite. After we

had made use of the bath for about fifteen days we all,

with His Honour, had reason to thank God that He
had in His divine mercy restored our health to us

once again.”

It has in the past been the custom to deride the

loquacious Vaillant, and it has been seriously doubted

by some whether he made some of the journeys he

describes or not ; but if an attempt be made to follow

his course from Cape Town to his shooting camp in

the Knysna Forest on that projecting triangle of ground

between the Keurboom and the Bitou River (which he

calls Wittedrift) it becomes obvious that he passed

through the country he so well describes, and for his

descriptions and his genuine love of and interest in

bird life we may forgive him much. True, he was

something of a braggart, and he exaggerated ; he

exaggerates when he describes the Company’s building

at the springs as a very spacious and convenient one.

It was in fact a thatched house of three rooms and a

kitchen built on the site of the bungalow behind the

present sanatorium. It was ill provided with kitchen

utensils, but it served. In addition the Company

built a small quadrangled house, in the lower room of

which there was a large bath over one of the springs.
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Around the walls sofas were arranged for those who

wished to perspire ; another small house enclosed a

spring with its roof and sides, and probably this is the

one used by coloured people to this day. A third

spring in Vaillant’s day was open and was used by the

slaves and Hottentots. As the popularity of the

waters increased, the buildings established by the

Company were found to be inadequate, and the

neighbouring farms were not always prepared to pro-

vide fresh vegetables and meat for the visitors. Occa-

sionally these had to be purchased from Hottentots

Holland. It was felt, too, that it would be an advan-

tage if the baths could be taken under the direction of

a physician. In 1805 a German Doctor named

Hassner who practised at the Paarl obtained a grant

of 55 morgen of the hillside on condition that he

erected suitable buildings and established a bath house

to the satisfaction of the Government. The grant

was signed by General Janssens. Hassner carried

out his part of the contract so satisfactorily that a visit

to Dr. Hassner ’s Hot Baths became the fashion, and

no visitor to the Cape omitted to stay there if time

permitted, just as in earlier days travellers and visitors

had stayed at the unadorned and natural spring.

Upon the diagram of Dr. Hassner’s grant, the positions

of the springs and of the Company’s buildings are

shown, and at the foot of the hill the high road from

Caledon to Swellendam running beside the Zwartberg

rivulet is marked “ Kaap wagen pad.”
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Writing some years after the reoccupation of the

Cape by Britain, Lichtenstein, who had left on the

departure of General Janssens, says rather pathetically

that it is a thing to be hoped for that the English would

encourage the establishment set up by Hassner. One

feels that he would be surprised and pleased if he could

know of the prosperous town of Caledon that to-day

lies at the foot of the Black Mountain—a town which

indicates the wealth of the great corn and sheep

district of which it is the centre, and is no longer

dependent upon the popularity of the hot springs

which gave it birth—or of the palatial buildings which

now occupy the site of the Company’s “ Badhuis
”

where in 1 707 Jan Hartogh’s party washed their clothes

in the warm waters of the “ disporecamma,” 1 and

where South Africans of both descents to-day are one.
1 The rivulet which takes off the warm water of the Caledon Spring is now known

as the Bads Rivier (Baths River) and flows to the Zwarte. It was known, says

Hartogh, to the Hottentots as Hacqua or Zebra River (Van Riebeeck spells this

haqua, Kolben hacqua. Ten Rijne acqua, Thunberg ahqua). In an interesting article

on Hottentot words showing an eastern origin, Mr. J. F. van Oordt has compared this

word with the old Sanskrit root acva, “ the swift fleet thing,” which later was applied

to the horse (L. equus) aqua (water). He gives also eighteen Hottentot and Nico-

barese or Andamanese similarities together with the following Mongolian :

Hottentot.

dabun salt

Mongolian. Hottentot,

dabas tsu difficult

Mongolian.

he'u

hari (Kali-hart) desert her goesa poor hoseng

ams mouth am Khoi-khoin ub hair uss

ous spring of

water

oss (men of men)
Khoib man hun

The horse, he says, is not indigenous to India, and this animal—as well as its

name—was brought to India from the Pamirs or some other Trans-Himalayan
country, probably from a Mongolian tribe.

In the Onge (Andamanese) we find the word or sound Aqua to quake, to go
swiftly ; aque belabe, to run. This would point to the fact that the use of aqua or

acva for “ swift ”
is very ancient, but the question that mainly concerns us is how

the Hottentots acquired this name for the horse. They must, in my opinion,

either have formed part of a Mongolian tribe which was acquainted with the animal
(the wild horse) or have obtained the word from some such tribe. Or we might
conclude that at some time or other the Hottentots lived in the neighbourhood of

the Pamirs or Trans-Himalaya (Notes on Philology, by J. F. van Oordt, in The State,

Vol. 4).
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II. To the Drostdy of Swellendam.

The Zwartberg or Black Mountain, which is not

to be confused with the great Zwartberg Range on the

edge of the Karoo, shelters Caledon and extends

northeastwards in the direction of the river Zonder

End. It forms a watershed, and upon the south-

eastern slopes of this the first portion of the road to

Swellendam traces a ribbon-like strip of fifteen miles.

Flung like some uncoiled rope upon the hillside, it

passes through an undulating country that does not

become picturesque until the banks of “ the river that

is without end ” are reached. It is a country of

swelling downs, bare, and, except for the slopes of the

Zwartberg on the left, beautiful now only when the

fields of this fertile district are green with the wheat

and barley that have made the district famous. That

our present highway is the “ usual public road
”

followed in 1752 by Ensign Beutler’s eleven waggons

and seventy-one men is rather interestingly proved by

a casual entry in the journal of that expedition.

Haupt, writing on the eleventh day of travel at “ the

Ziekenhuis,” the post of the Honourable Company,

states that they had arrived there after crossing on the

way the Zwarte, the Steenbokke and the Speelmans

Rivers, three small streams providing good drinking

water. His journal does not mention Boentjeskraal,

or that they passed the Warm Baths, but their route

depicted upon Wentzel’s map shows that they did.
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Wentzel included in his map only what he actually saw

from the road, and, although their track is shown

crossing the Steenbok and the Speelmans Rivers, their

complete course to the sea is left a blank. Both these

so-called rivers are in reality mere spruits upon the

side of the watershed, which unite a mile below the

road and become the Haartebeest River. This joins

the Klein and finds exit to the sea at the well known

Mond beyond the Riviera Hotel at Hermanus. But

to Ensign Beutler’s party they afforded water to

baggage animals and men, and Haupt had instructions

to note the rivers crossed ; thus we find these unim-

portant rivulets figuring large as rivers of South Africa

upon Wentzel’s map. We cross them on the highway,

the Steenbok on the farm Roode Bloem Kraal five

miles beyond Caledon, and the Speelmans at the farm

of the same name about three miles onward, where

the road to Bredasdorp branches off to the right.

That there was a farm house at the Steenbok River as

early as 1752 is shown by Haupt’s entry on his return

journey three months later.
1 Like so many of the

old farms here, it was in all probability a Company’s

cattle post, granted later as a loan place to a burgher.

Its title deed as a quitrent farm dates only from 1833.

Not the most ardent lover of South Africa can

consider the scenery beautiful along the following ten

or twelve miles which wind along bare hillsides and

scrub-denuded valleys. After passing Sandfontein,

1 " 31 Okt., 1752. Quamen heeden te camperen aan de Steenbokke revier

op de plaats van Wessel Wessels.”
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which takes its name from the white patch of sand which

marks its spring flowing from the side of Zwartberg

and which once was a noted landmark on the slope

of the Grauwe Heuvel, we travel for some miles along

the left bank of a dry river-bed called the Drogas

River. Soon the peaks of the Zonder End Range,

which have been gradually rising above the sky-line

since we left Caledon, are towering above us, showing

green slopes intersected with kloofs still clothed with

indigenous forest trees. At the foot of the range

the River Zonder End flows on the eastward course

that takes it to join the Breede near Swellendam.

Even in summer this pleasant stream shows a strip

of silver against the green of a valley that is beautiful,

and—though one hesitates to say so—a little un-

South-African in its verdure and its beauty
; but the

Old Mother that is Africa can show many new things,

and we may be grateful that she gives us here a little

portion of the best the Scottish Highlands can produce,

or even a scene that is a reminder of parts of Western

Canada. We are in a vale that was once known as

the Zoete Melks Valley—a name still preserved in the

ancient oak-shaded homestead across the river which

was once a Company’s cattle post. At the little

settlement of Zonder End (Langverwacht) the road

runs eastward with the river for several miles, and with

it curves at Tyger Hoek around the eastern end of

the Zonder End Range to take a northeastward course

to Swellendam. There is a little church on the

hillside above the river as one enters Zonder End,
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just twenty-five miles from Caledon and 100 from

Cape Town. It is worth the few moments’ walk

here to leave the road and from the hillside gaze down

across the river upon Ganze Kraal and the suspension

bridge by which this old Company’s post is ap-

proached. The farm is upon the side of a depression

thickly clothed with poplars and oaks through which

the Slang River, a small tributary of the Zonder End,

flows down from the mountain side. It is easy to

picture it as Olof Bergh and Ensign Schrijver saw it

in 1682, a marshy lake teeming with wild geese and

aquatic birds of all sorts. The kloofs behind Ganze

Kraal from which the Slang River takes its source are

clothed with indigenous wood, and their names remind

one of earlier days when they formed an important

source of timber supply to the settlement below the

Table at the Cape. 1 Here are Appels Bosch and

Martin’s Kloof, Oude Bosch and the Brood Kamer ;

1 The trees mentioned in the report of Landdrost Martinus Bergh and Ensign

Rhenius after their careful inspection of these Kloofs in 1 724 are :

1. geelhoute

2. assegaye

3. wit peeren

4. rood peeren

5. hard

6. wit elsen

7. rood elsen

8. ijzer houte

9. stink houte

10. beuken houte

1 1 . vlier houte

yellow-wood

assegai-wood

white pear

red pear

hard pear

white alder

red alder

ironwood

stinkwood

Cape beechwood
flywood

Podocarpus latifolius and elongatus

Curtisia faginea

Apodytes dimidiata

Acolopia Mundtii

Olinia cymosa

Platilophm trifoliatus

Cunonia capensis

Olea laurifolia

Odea bullata

Myrsine

Nuxia floribtmda

—
“ and others, by us unknown, of unusual height and thickness, very suitable for

carpenter's wood and waggon-making, which would be of great service to the

Honourable Company.”

Their journal is preceded by a report of the waggon road as far as Gansekraal,

of which several items are of interest. They recommend the reconstruction of

Hottentots Holland Pass; delay “of eight yes even fourteen days” sometimes
occurs at the Palmiet River after rain, and they recommend a bridge there. At
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one wonders what incidents in local history are hidden

in the names of two huge clefts in the mountain side

which still are spoken of as Groot Hendriks and Piet

Moolmans Bosch, but Plat Bosch (the Flat Spinney)

explains itself. The farms, too, that we pass through

at this interesting corner of the Zonder End Mountains

have retained the names the early explorers and cattle-

buyer gave them. Ganze Kraal, Langeverwacht, Tyger-

hoek, Appels Kraal—the site of a Hottentot Kraal

which became a cattle station of Ferdinandus Appel,

the friend of Adam Tas, and in 1818 was granted as

a farm on quitrent by Lord Charles Somerset. All

these were either loan places or cattle stations of the

Company ; only the Ziekenhuis hides its history

beneath its oaks and a modern name. Shortly before

the village of Zonder End is approached, the highway

cuts across the corner of a large farm called Nether-

court, whose homestead is upon the river bank and

“ Cnoflooks craals reviertje ” there is marshy and uneven ground, but it is passable

throughout the year. The steep and notorious Houw hoek is a climb of two hours,

and when the crest is reached the waggons must have their brakes applied so that

two hours are occupied in descending. This harms (dit krenkt) both waggons and
oxen as much as the Hottentots Holland Kloof. On the return journey waggons
must be unladen at the rocky sandy mountain, as the oxen are only able to climb

it thus. This route is unavoidable and cannot be altered.

Thence it took the waggons three-quarters of an hour to reach the " botte

Rivier,” and because the drift was so difficult they recommend either a bridge or

that the traveller go towards the sea, where a sandy drift existed. It was three

hours’ travel to the “ Zwarte Rivier ” at “ Jan boentjes craal ” (it must be noted that

beyond Boentjes Kraal they reached the Zonder End via the Sergeant River and
not by the hot springs). The waggon road runs for two hours “ having the Zwarte

River on the right hand, and crosses it at four miles (Dutch), when some steep hills

are met with.” Thence in six hours to the Sergeant’s River (so named because

hereabout a Sergeant was slain by a lion) and by the “ Quartel river ” in another

six to the “ Sonde Eynd.” The drift at “ Ganse Craal
’’

is the nearest one to the

forests, but when the river was crossed it took two hours up the steep hillsides with

empty waggons to arrive at the woody kloofs. Before proceeding to give an account

of the trees they assure Commander de la Fontaine, to whom they report, that they

have given a true account of the road.
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hidden from the road ; it is a little sad that the traveller

may nowadays enquire in vain for the Ziekenhuis

between Caledon and Zonder End, for it was once a

most important landmark in the Zoete Melks Valley,

and Nethercourt is the Ziekenhuis from which Haupt

wrote the entries m his journal quoted above. Here

upon the south bank of the River Zonder End is a

depression in which to-day a pretty homestead nestles.

The depression is backed by a rocky krantz which

runs at right angles to the river bank, and this krantz,

which is now partly hidden by tall poplar trees and

oaks, would offer a small barrier to be climbed by

anyone who journeyed eastward along the river bank.

Early exploring parties from the Fort, like that of

Hieronimus Cruse, found a small cave m the barrier

and used it as a place of refuge for any sick or injured

member of the party. The little cave became known

as the Ziekenhuis or Hospital ; and at a later date,

when the lush pasture-land which is protected by the

krantz from the south-east wind became a “ vee post
”

or cattle station of the D.E.I. Company, this name

was applied to the cattle post itself. The cave is

about eight feet in depth, and its floor slopes upwards

to a flat ledge admirably suited to serve as a bed and

to give shelter to an invalid. In addition to a low

entrance hole, Nature has provided a small window

or peep-hole from which the hidden occupant could

gaze westward. Until it was re-discovered on Union

Day, 1925, it appears to have been overlooked for

more than a century ; but it was visited as a place of
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historic interest in 1 804 by the traveller Henry Lichten-

stein when on a return journey from Swellendam to

Cape Town. It appears to have been well known

at that time, and Lichtenstein thought it of sufficient

interest to be mentioned in his journal. He writes

that he crossed the river from the farm Zoetmelks

Valley to examine some buildings that had been

erected by the postholder Theunissen on the other

bank, and a small cave which in former times had

been used by the Colonists as a place of rest for the

sick on a journey. On this account the name Zieken-

huis was given to it, which name it still retained at

the time of his visit. He adds that among the many

names inscribed in the stone he was able to recognize

those of several persons high in rank at the Cape

about the end of the seventeenth century, “ whose

descendants are now some of the prominent citizens

of the Cape, as, for instance, J. C. de Wet and Olof

Bergh, both of whom are particulary mentioned in

Kolben’s travels.” Owing to the details as to situation

fortunately given by Dr. Lichtenstein, the cave was

found without much difficulty when the search was

made, and its existence was brought to the notice of

the members of the National Society, who have taken

its preservation under their care. It is indeed worth

a little care. Its stones and its clay belong to him

who owns Nethercourt, but its message and its

memories belong to all South Africans—Dutch and

English, Jew and Gentile. It speaks of fortitude and

endeavour and of protection for the weak. Olof
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The Ziekenhuis. Olaf Bergh’s Cave at Nethercourt,
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Bergh sat in its narrow entrance looking down upon

the meadows beside the Zonder End ; the great

Lichtenstein did not disdain to stoop and enter it.

Though merely a little jackal-hole, it deserves a kindly

thought from those who follow after.

Olof Bergh was from Gothenburg, and arrived at

the Cape in 1679. He became the trusted friend of

the Van der Stels, father and son, and was at one time

the Captain of the Castle of Good Hope. He carved

his initials, 0. B., on a projecting ledge at the entrance

to the cave, and close by those of this son-in-law,

C. J. de Wet, may still be traced with ease in the

lichen-covered rock. Twelve other names were

decipherable, but the stone, which is a soft shale, is

becoming weather-worn. This is not the only South

African rock upon which Olof Bergh, who will for ever

rank as an early pathfinder, has carved his name. He
carved it in 1682 at Bergfontein, a spring now called

Klipfontein, in the Van Rhyn’s Dorp district near

Graafwater. In 1 724 Ensign Rhenius, who was upon

a cattle-buying expedition to Namaqualand, found

this carving, which still exists. He noted it in his

journal,
1 and a few days later he himself carved his

name in another cave, at Mierfontein, which lies hard

by an old highway to the North.

1
Journal of Ensign Rhenius, 1724 :

“ We marched by a weary sand-track up
a steep incline to the so-called Bergh Fountain, where the name of the Honourable
Capt. Olof Berg (sic) is engraved upon the rock, the which was before unknown to

our Hottentot guides. Found also there the name of the Honourable Capt. Slootsboo
(sic), dated 1712.”
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Vaillant in 1781 was at the Ziekenhuis, and he too

“ passed the River Steenbock, not far from which is

a beautiful seat belonging to a widow named Wissel.”

He tells us that the Ziekenhuis was now a repository

or hospital for sick cattle belonging to the Company,

and that it was used as an isolation station to prevent

the spread of infection amongst the Company’s herds.

For twenty miles beyond Tyger Hoek, which is to-day

the site of a little township, we follow the river’s

north-eastern course to Storms Vlei, a village of

thatched houses upon a hill. This hill seems planned

to guard the bridge across the Zonder End, which

leads to Bonnievale and Montagu or back to Cape

Town via Worcester. If from the hill at Storms Vlei

we look north-east towards Swellendam along the old

eastern highway, two long rock-crowned hills are seen

around which the highway makes a detour. On these

two hills, like soldiers on parade, are rows of aloes

—

not the aloes of commerce, but Aloe ferox, whose

spiked flowers point skyward like bayonets dipped in

fire. To the left of these two hills the Zonder End

flows through a beautiful kloof which unfortunately

cannot be seen from the highway. To the right,

beyond the aloe-crowned hills, the road is seen to

pass over a low “ Nek ” not unlike Constantia Nek,

guarded upon either side by a sugar loaf “ kop.”

This is the Hessequas Kloof—a name now forgotten,

but still preserved in the small streamlet we cross

upon the farm Hessequas Fontein. We have arrived

in country that was once the domain of the Hessequa
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Hottentots,
1
a tribe once rich in cattle, to which many

trading expeditions were sent from the little fort

below the Table. It is possible now to follow with

understanding the entries of their progress made in

the journal of Ensign Schrijver, whom we last saw

at Knoflook’s Kraal, and it is instructive to see how

the present highway has followed those paths of least

resistance which the early expeditions chose. They

had travelled by way of Houw Hoek across the Bot

River to the banks of the Zwart River at Boentjes

Kraal, and here, as Jan Hartogh was to do eighteen

years later, they turned to the left instead of going to

the warm springs upon the hill of the Zwartberg. By

11 a.m. on 11th January, 1689, they had crossed the

Sergeant’s River and arrived at the river Zonder End

in the neighbourhood of Langverwacht.

“ Wednesday, Jan. 12th, 1689,” writes Schrijver,

“ this morn at 7 we marched along the Zonder End

in wet and misty weather, with wind from the north-

west ; the ram increased and on that account we out-

spanned at 2, and after a halt of two hours the weather

calmed. We broke camp, making our course east

and east-north-east, and about 5 after midday turned

the bend of the aforesaid river about half-a-mile on

1 The importance of the Hessequa Hottentots appears to have been very great

to the early settlers. By Wilhelmus ten Rhyne (who was at the Cape in 1673 but

who published his Schediasma de Promontorio Bonae Spei in 1686) they are given

the place of honour :

De hujus Eparchiae Incolis Hottentottis

Nomen est in varias nationes divisas

1 . Quaram princeps ilia, quam Essequaes faciunt Natio, cum ex multitudine

turn corporis proceritate (semigigantes enim putaveris) et robore

fortissima ideoque a suis numquam impune lacessita.
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the hither side of Tyger-hoek, remaining within view

of the high and shrub-bedecked mountain. The wind

from east to south. Thursday, 13th ditto, at sunrise

we left the aforesaid river, directing our course easterly,

and have marched through scantily-covered hills and

poor country till we have passed the hills named the

Aloe Berg (tot dat wij de Aloe-berg gen(aam)t over-

kwaamen) and have gone around the Hessequas Kloof

E.N.E. to a small flats northward and have come again

to the aforesaid river.”
1

It would appear that in this

sentence lies the secret of the course of the old waggon

road to Swellendam, which beyond Hessequas Kloof

did not follow the course of the modern main road by

Leeuwe Rivier and across the Breede River Bridge on

Weegschaal which we now use. At eight miles beyond

Storms Vlei, at the end of the second aloe-crowned

hill, the road crosses a small spruit, once called the

Hessequas Kloof River, upon the farm Hessequas

Fontein, and the little kloof through which the spruit

runs is known locally as the Nauw or Narrow Kloof.

The Ensign’s northward turn brought his party to the

banks of the Zonder End upon a farm still called

Vaandrigs Drift (The Ensign’s Crossing), and here he

and the old waggon road which later followed his path

crossed first the Zonder End and then the Breede

River upon Potjes Kraal, for the early traveller preferred

to cross these rivers before they united.

1 Landtocht naar de Inquahase Hottentotten tot aan de Kareega Rivier, in 1689

(Journal van den edelen Vaandrig Isaq Schrijver : see Day Journal, April, 1689,

Cape Archives). *
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From Potjes Kraal this old highway led to Swellen-

dam across Voorhuis, Uitvlugt and that interesting

old farm Klip River (the birthplace of Ex-President

Reitz), which we still pass over before entering

Swellendam. The course of this early road may be

traced upon the grants of the farms mentioned, and

that Schrijver took this route is evidenced by his entry

for the following day :
“ Friday, 14th, at sunrise,

having left the Sonder End we have marched over a

similar flats to the breede river (sic), and having

passed over some low hills have come to a small

streamlet, we have found the way very stony and have

passed over the Klip River, when we found a great

flats called by us the Klipveld and about ten o’clock

this forenoon have come to the Backely River.” The
Ensign upon that January day of 1689 had marched

with his party along the foot of serried Langebergen

and passed close to the spot where half a century later

a drostdy was to be established, for his “ great flats

called by us the Klipveld ”
is now the commonage of

that picturesque and old-world village, Swellendam.

This commonage is to th’s day a large flat over which

it is impossible to gallop with a horse because of the

stony nature of the ground. Fifty years after the

Ensign’s journey scattered farmsteads surrounded by

limitless pastures which were to be had for the asking

were to be found along his route beside the Zonder

End and Breede River. Indeed, by 1745 the most

outlying farmstead from the Cape was to be found in

the valley of the Great Brak River sheltering under
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the great hillside over which we travel to reach George,

and in the neighbourhood of the Wilderness there

were Company’s servants, occupied not as farmers but

as woodcutters engaged in the Knysna Forests. These

scattered farmers were nominally under the juris-

diction of the Landdrost and Heemraden of Stellen-

bosch, and in 1745 Governor Swellengrebel appointed

Mr. J. T. Rhenius as first independent Landdrost of

the newly-formed district. Henceforward civil and

criminal cases could be tried without the necessity of

the long journey to Stellenbosch or the Cape, and in

order to marry it would no longer be necessary for the

contracting parties to journey further than the Drostdy,

for the Landdrost was also a marriage officer. Upon

the banks of the Cornlands River, which flows down

to the Breede, a thatched and gabled magistracy

was built, and opposite it two long barn-like houses

which served as an office, as a prison and as a residence

for the warder or turnkey. The Cornlands takes its

origin from kloofs below a dome-like peak of the

Langeberg which when seen from beyond Storms Vlei

has much the shape of the Hapsburg Crown upon the

Austrian stamps of pre-war days. This dome

serves as a landmark which places Swellendam as it

is approached along the old highway. The Drostdy,

which is still a beautiful relic of old time Swellendam,

became the vital centre of the district ; its walls have

sheltered many distinguished guests, and one is

inclined to think the spirits of Le Vaillant and of

La Trobe, the gentle Sister Schmidt of Latrobe’s
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journal and the lightsome Lady Anne, must wander

on summer nights through the oak-shaded gardens of

this old building. It would be interesting to picture

the Swellendam that Le Vaillant saw, but of it he tells

us little or nothing, we only know that he stayed with

the Landdrost, Mr. Ryneveld, whom he calls the

bailiff of the place, and that he procured provisions

and a new waggon and the famous cock which was to

be the alarum clock of his camp. It is strange to

think that here in this secluded vale ripples of the wave

of discontent that in Vaillant’s day was sweeping over

France were to be found. Eight years after his stay

there, French revolutionaries were preaching the

gospel of liberty, and enforcing the gospel of equality

by chopping off the heads of those who overtopped

the crowd, and four years later Swellendam was to

expel its Landdrost, elect a miniature National

Assembly, and proclaim itself a free republic. It is

true that the outbreak was due to the dissatisfaction

felt against the last two governors appointed by the

Dutch East India Company—who happened to be

Orangemen and so opposed to the republican idea

—

rather than to any pronounced republican leanings ;

yet none can doubt that the example of France was

a strong factor in the action taken by these early

settlers along the foot of the Langebergen. In the

Gordon Versaameling in Holland, that collection of

interesting objects collected by Colonel Gordon, who

took his life after General Janssens’ surrender, there

is a picture, which has been reproduced by Dr. Godee-
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Molsbergen, showing this old Drostdy house with

its primitive prison opposite .

1 Made in days before

giant oak trees shaded the building, it is surrounded

by fields of wavmg corn. If we travel through the

mile-long village of old-world houses, we find that

after passing the stately church upon the left hand

the road suddenly turns to the right to cross the

Cornlands river. It was at this spot, from some

rising ground beside the bridge, that the artist of a

century and a half ago took his stand and depicted

the old highway crossing the river beside a foot bridge.

In his picture it ascends the slope to pass the Drostdy

and the prison, as it does to this day, and dipping over

the hill passes with its history on its way to the Groot

Vaders Bosch and Mossel Bay and on to the distant

forests of the Outeniquas’ land.

1 Reizen in S.A. in de Hollandse Tijd (Linschoten-Vereeniging) uitgegeven

door Dr. E. C. Godee-Molsbergen, Tvreede Deel, Plaat 1 : Titelplaat, Drostdy,

Swellendam.
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CHAPTER V.

THE NORTHERN HIGHWAY.

One of the difficulties in connection with the high-

way north is that, unlike the eastward route, it is not

one that early became a fixed route—fixed, that is, by

a single main road. In consequence the road we

to-day follow through Malmesbury and Piquetberg

and on via Grey’s Pass (the old Piekeniers Kloof)

along the banks of the Oliphants River to Clanwilliam

and thence by Garies to O’okiep is not entirely the

route the early traveller used to Namaqualand, although

in the most picturesque portions it is the route of the

earliest explorers of the seventeenth century in search

of the Namaquas.

But Olof Bergh (1682), and three years later Simon

van der Stel, kept where possible to the coast belt

west of the mountain chain in their northward journeys,

and for many years the main tracks to the north

followed the example set by them.

The European hunter, the Company’s cattle traders,

and the farmer, all followed the explorer, and the

highway has followed them. It is due to this fact

that the early route to Namaqualand went past the

117
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Piquetbergen over the Verloren Vallei and Company’s

Drift of Jackals River in the North Sandveld near

Graafwater Station and thence to Heerenlogement.

North of this lay the Konaquasberg, which the traveller

might escape by going eastward to cross the Oliphants

River at the Company’s Drift near Klaver and so along

the river-banks by Vredendal and Bakkeley Plaats to

Koekenaap, or he might brave these mountains and

cross the river at Ebenezer. The Oliphants in this

portion of its course was called by the Hottentots

Tharakama (Ruige or Rugged River). To the early

explorers, too, we owe the fact that at least two ancient

waggon-roads (still in use though not now main roads)

are found to go north from Koekenaap through the

Hardeveld, one by Louisfontein, the other by Mier-

fontem (once Meerhoffs Kasteel fontein) to the

Kamiesberg and Springbok. These are, in fact, the

old northern highways, in part now lost in sand,

but in some parts still used and even renovated. One

route was used as late as 1816 by the Rev. Barnabas

Shaw on his way to establish the mission station of

Lehefontein in the Kamiesberg, but as a continuous

highway has been long forgotten. It was the founding

of Clanwilliam (1810), the reconstruction of the Pie-

keniers Kloof as Grey’s Pass (1848), and the erection

of a bridge, until lately the only one across the Oh-

phants River, at Citrusdal, that fixed for us our present

highway to the north. South of the Berg River the

coast belt between sea and mountain range is broad,





The Company’s Wagon Road, behind Blaauwberg Hill, was the
road from The Castle to Saldanha Bay.

(Note the deep depression in the sand).

Mr. J. Maas, J.P., of Maasrust, before the famous
Rock Cave Heerenlogement.
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and many northern routes from the Cape were used1

;

but, however these might spread fanwise beyond the

Blaauwberg and Tygerberg, they all made their egress

from the Cape Flats by the Koeberg route behind

the Blaauwberg or past the Zout Pan (Riet Vlei) along

the Diep River, as our road to Malmesbury does to-day.

The Piekeniers Kloof has from the earliest times

been approached not only via Piquetberg but also by

a continuation of the route through the Paarl Valley,

which passed the Roodezand (Tulbagh) Kloof, but

1 Two of these deserve brief mention, though neither has survived the passing

years

:

A. The Compagnies Wagen Pad (the Company’s waggon road) to Groene Kloof

and Saldanha Bay. This followed either bank of the Diep River, but was most
used along its eastern bank by Yzer Plaats, now portion of the Maitland Commonage,
and through Jan Biesjes Kraal (Milnerton) around the Riet Vlei it proceeded across

the veld, where the Blaauwberg battle was fought, behind the hill of Blaauwberg to

the Groote Post near Groene Kloof, and on by Schrijvers Hoek at the south comer
of Saldanha Bay to the Compagnies Oude Post at the foot of the Postbergen as shown
in Map 1 74 (1 1 ), Cape Archives. Although a mere sand track which closely followed

our present Koeberg Road to Milnerton, it may still be traced along the banks of the

Diep River at Heatherton and north of Riet Vlei, again on the slopes of the farm

Blaauwberg behind Blaauwberg Hill (which figures as Jan Mostards Farm on the

maps prepared for General Baird), it may be traced for some miles as several

deep impressions through the sandy soil. These impressions occupy a width of

over a hundred yards, as the track was being constantly changed, and they are so

deep as to resemble dry river-beds. This portion was traversed by the British

troops when descending to the battlefield in 1806. It is found again at Groene
Kloof, and probably still further along its northern course to Schrijvers Hoek. There
had been traffic between the Fort Good Hope and Saldanha since 1 653.

B. The Highway to Roodezand in the land of Waveren (now Tulbagh) which

was used by the traveller early in the eighteenth century as an alternative route to

that through Paarl. This route left route A at Riet Vlei, and, following the Diep
River by Bommels Hoek and Vissers Hok, ran high on the hillsides above the Diep
River to the Paardeberg. As far as Malmesbury it ran close by and parallel to

our present Koeberg Road. From the Paardeberg to Riebeeck Kasteel, which it

crossed at Botmans Kloof, it ran down to the Sonquas Drift, across the Berg River,

and thence to Roodezand Kloof. This waggon road and butchers’ cattle track has

long since been hidden by the plough, but is seen upon the diagrams of the early

grants it crossed, and is still traceable at the farm Goede Ontmoeting (0. C. F. 1 , 382,

Grant of 1701 to the children of A. van Brakel) near Van Schuurs Drift. It may
again be traced at Botmans Kloof. The trail for this route was laid by the exploring

expeditions of 1660-1663. It is probable that Van Meerhoff used this kloof, and

certain that De Cretzer did in descending to the banks of the Berg River from the

slopes of Riebeeck Kasteel.
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instead of entering it continued north through the

district of the Four and Twenty Rivers along the

western foot of the Cardouw Mountains and Oliphants

River Range. This route is now fixed by the road

past Saron through Porterville to join the main road

from Piquetberg at the Rest which lies at the entrance

to Grey’s Pass.

Because this is a main route northward to Namaqua-

land which we use to-day, because it follows the

explorations of the earliest explorers, and because it

passes through most romantic scenery along the valley

of the Oliphants, it will here be considered as the

Northern Highway.

To the Rest at Grey’s Pass.

We have seen that Wintervogel returned from the

first northern expedition in 1655 with the report of

the first meeting between Hollanders and Bushmen,

having reached the Malmesbury or Darling district.

It was not until four years later that the second ex-

pedition by this route was sent, although journeys

along the coast to Saldanha Bay had frequently been

made. Christian Janssen of Hoesum had been a

soldier of Muller’s party in 1655, and was now a

corpoial : he was chosen as leader and was absent

from the Fort for five weeks. The journey was made

in summer (February, 1659), and it causes little wonder

to read that the travellers suffered much from thirst.

Their object was to reach the Namaquas, of whom
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the Hottentot Eva had related wonderful stories

;

they met a tribe called the Charicquiriguas, who tried

to prevent them from searching further for the Nama-

quas. There is one item in Van Hoesum’s story

that strikes the imagination ; they came to a great

river which ebbed and flowed. The Great Berg

river is still a tidal river for several miles above its

mouth. Time had turned full circle, and here after

162 years the Netherlanders arriving from the south

had come to meet the Portuguese Da Gama from the

north at the “ River Samtiagua which is a stone’s

throw across the mouth.”

Duiing the two years which followed Van Hoesum’s

journey
1
the route northward was opened up, and such

familiar landmarks as Riebeeck Kasteel and the

Ohphants River find place upon the map.

The settlement had now been established for nine

years, and rumours of the strangers living in the Table

Valley had penetrated amongst the more distant tribes

of Hottentots ; even the Hessequas who lived near

Swellendam had news of them. In September, 1660,

Sousoa, a chief of the Chainouquas living in the

Caledon, Stanford and Danger Point district paid the

Commander a visit. He arrived with a retinue and

some sheep and cows for barter
; with him that

1 Van Hoesum’s expedition left the Fort on 4th February, 1659, and went by
way of the “ groofe zoutpan

”—that is, past Riet Vlei. Their general direction

was N.E. and this took them to the banks of the Berg River, which they followed

until 24th February. They had difficulty in approaching its mouth on account

of the sand-dunes, which their pack-oxen crossed with difficulty. On 24th February

Pieter Janse, who kept the journal, writes :
“ Wij sagen dat daer eer. ebbe en vloet

was in het revier” (Landries van Pieter Janse, 1659, Vol. 37, Joumalen en Dag-
registers, 1659-1792, Cape Archives).
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“ filthy princess his son’s wife ” (Smeerige princesse,

sijn soons vrouw), riding upon a great ox. The
party was brought to the Fort from the Watch House

Keert de Koe on the Salt River, by one of the guards.

There followed celebrations at the Fort, the visitors

being treated to beer and the wines of Spain and

France, with music on the claversingel (the harpsi-

chord) in the Commander’s room, while his retinue was

entertained in the courtyard with bread and brandy
“ so that they sang lustily and danced and leaped.”

Sousoa told the Commander of a tribe to the north-

ward who possessed gold and had “ white stones like

diamonds ”
; he spoke of them as the Chobona or

Choboqua. Van Riebeeck was much pleased by this

visit ; the expeditions to the east and north-east and

to Saldanha Bay had so far found no trace of the

mythical cities, and here towards the famed country

of the Namaquas it was decided that the great river

beyond which they lay was to be found. It was in

these circumstances that in the following month the

expedition that found the Oliphants River left the

Fort. Jan Danckaert, who had travelled in Italy,

*'
a good engineer and geometrician,” was leader.

Of the twelve volunteers who accompanied Danck-

aert there is one whose name should live in the story

of our highways. Shortly after the return of Gabbema

from the Paarl Valley there had arrived in the Princes

Royael a man who was to play a strange part m the

opening drama of South Africa. Because of his

indomitable pluck and restless braggadocio, perhaps
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because he reveals himself so openly in the journals he

has left us and because of the tragic fate that we know

lay in store for him, he stands pre-eminent amongst

the explorers who ventured inland from Van Rie-

beeck’s Fort. We do not know—shall probably never

know—how Pieter van Meerhoff, a Dane of Copen-

hagen, came to be a soldier of the Dutch Company’s

service. He was a man of some education who some-

where and by some means had gained experience in

the treatment of wounds. He ranked as “ onder-

barbier ” or surgeon’s dresser, and it is to be presumed

could pill or venisect, give a clyster to or cut the hair

of his patients. He had within him, however, the

stuff that makes a leader of men. There are two

sentences in his journal which throw a great flood of

light upon his mentality : “I went ahead, as I usually

did,” and “ In the meanwhile I made the men eat

something.” His story in South Africa is the story of

the highway to Clanwilliam. Six times he was to

traverse this route before he died in 1667, upon

Antongil beach in Madagascar, murdered by the

natives. He describes his line of march so clearly that

we can trace his steps to-day and gave his name, which

has so long been forgotten, to a mountain on his route.

It may be that in days to come, when South Africans

unite in giving honour to our early explorers, they will

speak of “ the Castle Meerhoff ” once again.

Another member of this expedition was George

Frederick Wreede, a young German student who had

made a study of the Hottentot language, and prepared
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a vocabulary of Latin, Dutch and Hottentot words

He subsequently became Commander of Mauritius,

where he was drowned in 1672.

On the 6th of December, Danckaert writing from
“ beside a spring of water ” to Van Riebeeck, sent

back two of the party, one of whom was Wreede,

because they “ were not stalwart enough ” (niet cloecq

genoegh) to go farther. Another of the twelve is

Johannes Dorhagen, who “ has the Latin tongue,” and

we know from Wreede’s vocabulary that he too knew

that language. It is obvious that Van Riebeeck

considered that a people employing this or a derivative

language might be met with in the cities of Cotado

and Davagal and far Monomotapa.

The party left on 12th November, 1660, and

approached the “ Tygersbergh ” by the “ two pans
”

(twee pannen). This probably refers to the Tyger

and Witte Tyger Vleis. They crossed the Tygerberg

and passed the kraal of Gogosoa, the fat Captain, under

Klapmuts Hill. From “ Clapmus ” they reached the

Great Berg River under the Paarl Mountains. Ap-

parently they did not follow the river far, but crossed

it and followed the base of the range of mountains

that extends to the Cardouw Mountains (now called

the Twenty-Four River Mountains) and the Oliphants

River Range. The going was bad, they filled ditches

to make way for the pack-oxen, and in places it was

so sandy that to prevent themselves from sinking to

the knees in mole-holes they followed the paths made

by the rhinoceros. They were travelling northwards
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in the lee of the range where now is the village of

Porterville. Danckaert writes :
“ Believe this place

to be the kingdom of the moles ; so plentiful are the

holes that one must follow these rhinoceros paths or

fall knee-deep in the sandy soil.” It is noteworthy

that half a century later that henchman of W. A. van

der Stel, the Landdrost Starrenburg, was on a cattle-

trading expedition beyond the Twenty Four Rivers,

and after passing a place which he says had been called

“ the old Elzenbosch ” he complains bitterly of the

mole-hills and mole-holes which have undermined the

land. This place is now called Essenbosch, and is

near Porterville. At this time the leader reports that

he was no longer master and had to close his eyes to

quarrels amongst the men, leading them on with

cheering words. For nine days they searched along

the mountains for a passage over, and then met a party

of twenty Bushmen who showed them a suitable path

by which they crossed and descended on the far side

to the banks of a large river which flowed north. On
the slopes of the mountains beyond it they saw a herd

of two to three hundred elephants, and so they named

the river the “ Oliphants Rivier.”

For many years now the range here has been crossed

by two passes, the old and disused Cardouw Kloof

and the Piekeniers Kloof (Grey’s Pass). There is,

as will be seen, evidence in the journals of those who

followed to show that it was at the site of the Piekeniers

Kloof that Danckaert crossed, and that when we use

Grey’s Pass to-day we are approaching the Oliphants
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River where it was approached by its discoverers in

1660. Since they in turn learned of this pass from

the natives, it is a fair assumption that it was used by

them long before the white man’s coming. They

were astounded at the height of the mountains of the

Oliphants River and Cederbergen, “ the least as high

as Table Mountain.” These peaks and the huge

flat pile which dominates the Cederberg and is still

called the Tafelberg, they speak of as “ the other

Table Mountains.” 1

They marched northward along the river, “ as-

suredly the Great River which stands marked upon

the map,” says Danckaert, who believed that he had

reached the Orange River, of which rumours had

reached the Fort. Somewhere in the neighbourhood

of Clanwilliam the return journey was begun, and

Danckaert reached the Fort on 20th January, 1661,

via the Berg River, on the route between the Tygerberg

and Riet Vlei. The journey was not regarded as a

success, and it was hoped that under the leadership

of Corporal Pieter Cruythoff the expedition which left

ten days later would be more fortunate. Van Meer-

hoff was again a member, this time as second in

1 ‘

‘ Ende omtrent dertigh mijlen vorder sagen wij aen de taeffelbergen die screen-

ed aen den hemel vast te staan, ende daelende van den laesten bergh in een valey,

daer ons de oogen verschrickten in ’t nederdaelen van wegen de periculeuse paden

die wij affquamen, ende sijn daer blijven rusten heel machteloos bij een cleyn

reviertjen.” (Aenteyckeningh gehouden bij Jan Danckaert wegen de gedaene

lantreyse 10 Nov. 1660 to 20 Jan. 1661).

“About thirty miles further we beheld the Table Mountains which seemed
to be fixed to the heavens. From the last mountain we descended into the valley,

where our eyes were terrified in descending the dangerous paths we had to travel.

We rested, completely at a loss, by a small river.” (Notes made by Jan Danckaert

on his late journey, 10 Nov., 1660, to Jan. 1661 ; Day Journal, 20 Jan., 1661).
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command, and the party of twelve took with them

two Hottentots as interpreters, Donckman and Heij-

bergha, alias Hans van Neurenbergh. So once again

the tail of the Tygersberg was crossed, and “ this

night we rested at a brak water, having marched four

miles.” Van Meerhoff kept the journal. He
appears to have been a keen hunter, and there are

entries in his journal which show that he attended to

his medical duties. When over the Tygerberg he

writes next day, “ this day I, Pieter van Meerhoff,

shot a haartebeest ”
; and twice he “ let blood ” for

minor maladies. They encountered on the second

day four Hottentots from Oedosoas Kraal who said

they were going to the Fort. Van Meerhoff took the

opportunity of hastily writing a note to Van Riebeeck,

which was delivered. It was included by Van

Riebeeck in his journal, and has been published by

Dr. Godee-Molsbergen as an excellent example of the

Dutch written by a foreigner in the Dutch East India

Company’s service .

1

To His Honour Mr. Jan van Riebeeck.

We inform Your Honour that by God’s

grace we are about six miles from the Fort and

inform Your Honour that our pack-oxen begin

1 Aen mein Edellen Heer Jan van Riebeeck.

Wie iaten V Edelheyt weten, dat wie sein Got loff omtrent de 6 meil ran ’t

fort off, wie V E weten dat ons ossen beginnen heur wel to skicken, anders

niet, dan wie bevelen sein Edelheyt met sein Eedelle frou ende keinder

onder den Alderhoogsten bescherminge, den 31 January, 1661.

(was geteychent) Pieter van Meerhoff.

(Kol. Arch.. No. 3973 f. 180.)
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to shape well. Nothing further, except that

we consign Your Honour’s lady and children to

the protection of the All-Highest, this 30th day

of January, 1661

.

(Signed) Peter van Meerhoff.

Next day Oedasoa in person came to them with two

sheep. “We would have traded with him,” writes

Van Meerhoff, “ but he insisted upon five copper bars

and a stick of tobacco, and we would not give so

much.” 1

Their general direction from the Tygerberg was

N.E. and N.N.E., and they appear to have passed

between the Paardeberg and Paarlberg. In the blue

northern haze, like some lonely pyramid, they saw the

mountain Riebeeck Kasteel and directed their steps

thither. Its southern slopes are crested by a rising

ridge which runs directly northward. They followed

this ridge, and, crossing it, turned eastward by Botmans

Kloof, which lies south of the Village of Riebeeck

Kasteel to the banks of the Berg River. They were

setting the trail, though they knew it not, for the path

by which slaughter cattle from Tulbagh and the Karoo

were for generations to be driven to the Cape. They

saw on one day four ostriches and much game,

including nine “ muijlessels,” the term “ mule-

1
Journaelse aenteychininge, gehouden bij den onderchiruryijn Pieter van

Meerhoff 1660. Primo February Anno 1661. Des morgens is Oedasoa bij ons

gecomen met 2 schapen om te verrijlen ; wij souden een gereult hebben maer hij

woude 5 staff cooper hebben met nogh een stuck taback en wij wouden sooveel

met geven.
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donkey ” applying to the quagga, as “ wild horse
”

does to the zebra.

On 3rd February, 1661, the day Riebeeck Kasteel

was climbed, it was named in honour of the Com-

mander, “ the which is a mountain seven or eight

(Dutch) miles in circumference so named by us.

Here we remain resting by a pretty rivulet on the

mountain side ; the neighbourhood abounds in all

kinds of game—to wit, lions, rhinoceroses, zebras,

ostriches and hartebeestes—by reason of the fact that

there is always good grazing and sweet water. This

mountain is easily recognized and can be seen from

the Cape. Round about it is reasonably good farming

land in the opinion of Pieter Cruythoff.”
1 From the

eastern slopes of Riebeeck Kasteel they took this

easterly course, and they noticed at this time that

Table Mountain was disappearing to the south below

the skyline. On the far slopes Van Meerhoff worked

his will amongst the lions, hartebeest and zebras. No
one can read his journal without envying the hunter

the opportunities of those days ; but let us not envy

the under-surgeon overmuch, for there are worse fates

than dying on Antongil Beach. He lived to marry

the Hottentot Krotoa, the Eva of Van Riebeeck’s

household, who, princess though she was, became in

1 Idem:
“

't welck is een bergh bij ons soo genaamt 7 of 8 mijlen rondt eende

daer blijven rusten aen een moije revier spruytende wijt dit geberchte ; aen desen

bergh onthout allerhande gedierte, te weten leeuwen, renosters, paerden vogelstruysen

eende hartebeesten met menichten om dat daer altijd goet gras en schoen water is,

dit geberchte is heel kenbaer en kan even gesien worden van de Caep, om d:t geberchte

is redelijcq goet boulandt nae het seggen van Pieter Cruythoff." (Dagregister.

Vol. 1661, Kaapse Archief.)

l*
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later years a notorious character and died in exile on

Robben Island, but who, because she had been

baptized, was given a public funeral within the Castle

walls.

Their eastward turn brought them to the Great

Berg River before it joins the Klein Berg from Tulbagh

Kloof, and these rivers “ by God’s love they passed

without trouble.” They were therefore now upon

the far or north bank of the Klein Berg River, and

Van MeerhofFs subsequent remarks prove that they

were m the neighbourhood of the spot where to-day

the bridge beyond Porterville Road Station crosses the

river on the farm Molenaars Drift on the road to

Porterville. He says that the latter river flowed out

from the mountains to the north-northwest. It

was full of hippopotami, and on its banks they met

eight Bushmen (Soaquas), who insisted that the

Namaquas further north would assuredly kill them.

They were asked through the Hottentot interpreters

to show the Europeans the way to the Namaqua

country, but neither the proffered beads nor the

tobacco could induce them. This made the Hotten-

tots themselves lose their courage, and, like the Bush-

men, they complained that they would all be killed

if they went on. Van Meerhoff adds this significant

sentence
—

“ I gave them good courage and promised

them they need nothing fear ; we packed imme-

diately and went N.N.E. to the side of a great pro-

jecting corner of the mountain range named the

Blocxberg.” If to-day we stand on the higher land
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just beyond the Klein River Bridge and look N.N.E.

we see the church of the little Mission Station of

Saron with the great projecting mass of the Saronsberg

towering above the village. This mountain slopes

down to a projecting corner now called locally De
Hoek or Leeuwen Hoek, four-and-a-half to five miles

from us. It was to this projecting “ hoek ” that they

steered upon the farm Leeuwen Hoek, and Meerhoff’s

Blocxberg is the Hoek of Saronsberg Mountain.

Now, the Twenty Four Rivers, which take their

short but many-channelled courses to the Berg River,

have their source behind, and curve around the

Leeuwen Hoek of Saronberg ; and if the Blocxberg

is the Hoek we should expect some reference to the

Four and Twenty Rivers. It is found in his next

sentence, for he crossed them, as the highway does

to-day :
“ Having marched one-and-a-half miles (ap-

proximately six English miles), we have arrived at a

marshy river (moras) flowing from the north side of

the aforesaid Blocxberg.”
1

1 Frederick de Smit, the journalist of Van MeerhofFs fourth journey to the

Oliphants River in 1662, makes reference to the Twenty-Four Rivers in terms even

more emphatic, for after crossing the Klein Berg River and travelling N.E. he writes

that they “ passed over 17 or 18 big and little stony-bedded rivers which run into

the Great Berg River.” (Vol. 37, Journalen en Dagregisters, Cape Archives.)

Servaas de Bruin (Geogr.-Hist. Wdb., Vol. I., p. 517) states that the Blocksberg

is the name of certain mountains in Mecklenburg and Prussia which played an im-
portant part in the superstitions of the country people (“ in het volks bijgeloof ”).

At the Blocksberg witches and wizards celebrated their Sabbat with the Evil One,
delivering themselves to his power.

Christian Stridtheckh (De Sagis XL) : "In our own Country the Mountains
of the Bructeri which some call Meliboeus in the duchy of Brunswick is known and
notorious as the haunt of witches. In the common tongue this mountain is called

the Blocksberg or Heweberg, as Ortelius notes in his Thesaurus Geogrpahicus ”

(Summer’s History oj Witchcraft and Demonology).
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Hidden away and forgotten in the pages of a Blue

Book1
for the year 1881, there is a report (made by

Mr. Hector Shaw through the Railway Engineer for

the Colony to the Hon. the Commissioner for Crown

Lands and Public Works) of a survey of this route at

a time when the Old Cape Government was deciding

between the merits of a railway extension beyond

Porterville Road Station through Saron and Porterville

to “ the Hotel ” at the foot of Grey’s Pass and an

extension of the line from Malmesbury to Piquetberg.

The latter scheme was eventually decided upon.

Mr. Shaw remarks that he either rode or walked the

line of the intended forty-seven miles of railway, and

it is curious to see how closely he followed the tiacks

of the party of 1661, which lay a mile or more to the

right or east of the present road past Saron through

Porterville to The Rest at the foot of Grey’s Pass.

“ The crossing of the Twenty Four Rivers, which is

about a mile in width, studded with islands,” he writes,

“ will be the most formidable piece of work on this

route,” and he adds details as to the type of bridge

he thinks most suitable.

After passing Blocxberg they were joined next day

by one of the Bushmen whom they had met at the

Klein Berg River. He was now willing to show them

a pass across the range by which they and their pack-

oxen could cross, but two days later they were still at

the western foot of the Cardouw and Ohphants River

1 Annexures to the Votes and Proceedings of the House of Assembly, 1881,

Vol. 2.
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Range, gcvng north “ along the rhinoceros paths.”

“
It would have been hard for us,” he says, “ had we

not found them, for here are nothing but thorn trees

and kreupel bos.” They were crossing what are

now the farms of Steenwerp, Gelukswaard, Houd

Constant, Essenbosch, Malkops Valley and Pieters

Klip. That day he did venesection for Barent Wander,

who complained of severe headache,
1 and on the day

following—the twelfth day from the Fort—he, with

four of his party and the Hottentot Hans, crossed over

the mountain range and looked down upon the

Oliphants River for the second time. Again Van

Meerhoff gives directions, probably intended for the

use of any party that should come after him, and his

details enable us to identify with certainty the place

at which he crossed on this and his previous journey

with Danckaert, in spite of the fact that the only place-

name he gives has long since been forgotten. He
says they came to “ the Castle Meerhoff, a round

mountain lying upon the mountain range like a castle,

easily recognized and to be seen at a distance of forty

or more miles. At the mountain foot are four or five

fresh springs, around which the huts of Bushmen were

collected. A musket shot to the northern side of this

mountain was a suitable spot at which to cross the

range to the Oliphants River, and this was where they

had crossed on the former journey in 1660.

A motor trip from Cape Town which was made

with the object of identifying this place was under-

1 ** Heb ick Barent Wander ader gelaten, die van groote hooftpijn klaechde.”
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taken with the preconceived idea that it would prove

to be at the old and now quite disused pass called

Cardouw Kloof, a passage used by the botanist Thun-

berg in 1774 and by Sir John Barrow in 1798. As

far as the modern road permits, the route followed by

the Meerhoff party was followed. The flats were

crossed on the asphalted highway built by Montagu,

but instead of travelling through Paarl the party took

the road from Durbanville which passes behind the

Paarlberg, and so reached and crossed the Berg River

at Wellington. From Wellington theie follows the

long ribbon of twenty switchback miles through

Hermon and Porterville Road Station to the Klein

Berg Bridge. In passing Vogel Vlei siding, where

the road runs beside the railway line, a magnificent

view of the eastern slopes of Riebeeck Kasteel is

obtained, and it is seen that the Van Meerhoff party

appears to have descended Botmans Kloof and crossed

the Berg River before the meeting with the “ Soaquas
’’

on the Klein Berg, at or near what has been for genera-

tions the Sonquas drift, upon the farm still retaining

that name. Between Wellington and Hermon little

of interest offers, yet ever on the right hand towers

that magnificent range which is Van Riebeeck’s “ vaste

geberghte,” and a good view of Bain’s Kloof above

Wellington is obtained. It is as the car ascends to

the higher ground beyond the Klein Berg River bridge

beyond Porterville Road Station that Van Meerhoff’s

“ projecting corner of the Blocxberg ” come fully into

view and can be identified with The Hoek of the





Along the Oliphants River, looking South.

Grey’s Pass Heights above the Rest to which Pieter van Meerhoff
GAVE HIS NAME IN 1660.
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towering and projecting Saronberg. Running north

as far as the eye can see extends the Cardouw and

Oiiphants River range. At some point approximately

sixty English miles
1 from the Klein Berg River he had

crossed the mountain. We passed Porterville and at

thirty miles we were opposite the old Cardouw Kloof.

It became obvious that he had not crossed here ; the

range at this point is low, reminding one of the depres-

sion in which Sir Lowry Pass crosses the Hottentots

Holland Range, but it offers no such landmark to the

eye as “ The Castle Meerhoff.” A wintry sun was

westering, and glowing purple shades were clothing

the range, when at fifty miles from the Klein River

Bridge the car approached the little Hotel called The

Rest at the foot of Grey’s Pass. Above The Rest,

at the summit of Grey’s Pass, there is a round mountain

lying upon the mountain range like a castle, easily

recognized and seen for forty miles.

A musket shot to the northern side lies the com-

mencement of the Old Piekeniers Pass, unused since

1849, when Grey’s Pass was built. The old building

used by the convicts who made the modern pass is

still in use as a farmhouse, and is supplied by one of

the several springs at the mountain foot. The land-

mark to which Van Meerhoff gave his name is now

known upon the map as Grey’s Pass Heights, and lies

to the south side of the road at the summit of the pass.

1 The milage given by Van Meerhoff between 7th February, 1661, when he was

on the banks of the Klein Berg River, and 1 1 th February when he crossed the

mountains, is sixteen Dutch miles.
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There is one piece of additional evidence which goes

to prove that Van Meerhoff crossed the range by what

afterwards became the Piekeniers Kloof Pass. He
states that he “ took his course S.E. over the mountain

”

and when he reached the Oliphants river had marched
“ two long miles.” The Piekeniers Kloof Pass takes

this direction to its junction with the present Grey’s

Pass on the mountain summit, and is six English miles

in length. Its course down to the Oliphants River

bank blends with the modern pass. Its ascent is well

seen in the illustration given in the volume of Lichten-

stein’s travels of 1801. The view from above The Rest

is well worth the 125 miles’ run from Cape Town.

To the south the line of the Oliphants River and Car-

douw Range form a bow-shaped barrier limited fifty

miles away by the projecting Saronberg (Blocxberg),

which hides the Tulbagh Kloof from our view. This

bow-like curve of the range was noted by Van Meerhoff

while he was travelling northwards along its foot. On
the day on which he acted as surgeon to Barent Wander

he entered in his journal :
“ Still onward, our course

N. along the range ; this range here begins gradually

to curve towards the west.”
1 The curve is most

noticeable above Pieters Klip, and is observable from

Eendekuil Station or even across the valley fiom

Piquetberg. The road we have come by appears an

undulating and sinuous ribbon, forming a somewhat

1 Joumaelse aenteycheninge, gehouden bij den onder chirurgijn Pieter ran

Meerhoff, 1660.

lOe dito. weer voortgevaeren ons coers al N. langhs het geberchte, hetselve

geberchte begint hier met een cromme bocht allenskens naer het west te trecken."
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loose string to the bow formed by the vast range*

Across the thirty miles of valley to the west are the

mountains of Piquetberg, with the houses of that

little village showing like white specks upon its lower

slopes. It is easy now to see the use of the old

eighteenth-century cannon which lies half-buried

beside the road at The Rest and still shows the marks

of the Dutch East India Company engraved upon it.

It was once mounted high upon the mountain side,

and its smoke could be seen if not its roar heard by

the guard upon Piquetberg, where there is another gun.

It was by this means that signals from the Castle in

Table Bay were passed far north, more than a century

ago, to warn the burgher of the coming of an English

fleet. At our feet lies The Rest, hidden amongst tall

gum-trees. It has been a favoured halting-place for

seventy years,
1 and is built upon the old farm

Piekeniers Kloof, whose homestead lies near one of

the springs a few hundred yards from the disused

convict station. This farm was a lone place under

the Dutch Company’s rule, and in 1 837 it was granted

by Sir Benjamin D’Urban to Barend Andries Mouton

on a perpetual quitrent. Upon the grant is an

excellent diagram by the surveyor T. Knobel, which

shows the course of the Old Piekeniers Pass. The

grant reserves the grazing rights over 200 morgen

1 The report of the Central Road Board signed by W. de Smidt, Secretary,

on 23rd April, 1855 (Government Gazette), states that the Board was as yet undecided

if the Kardouw or the Piquiniers (sic) Mountain Pass would be rebuilt for easy

access to Clanwilliam. The report of the completion and the naming of the latter

“ Grey’s Pass ”
is contained in the Government Gazette for 20th January, 1859,

after the Central Road Board had ceased to function by the Act of 1858.
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around two of the springs near the old toll house at

the summit of the pass beneath the large kopje to which

Van Meerhoff gave his name.

Along the Banks of the Oliphants River.

Having crossed the kloof, Pieter van Meerhoff was

upon the river bank below Modderfontein in the

neighbourhood of the bridge which to-day spans the

Oliphants River opposite Citrusdal. He had with

him four whites of his party and the Hottentot Hans,

for the leader Pieter Cruythoff had remained with the

pack-oxen at the springs which may still be seen near

the old Convict Station below The Rest. It is of

interest to follow Van Meerhoff’s further advance with

some detail, for he was to be the first of white men to

meet with the famed Namaquas. There upon the

river bank he sat smoking with, and questing for

information from, three Bushmen whom they had met

in the Pass and who recognized him from his former

journey with Danckaert. His men fished, and in

half-an-hour, he tells us, had caught as many fine carp

(schoone carpers) as they could carry. Four years

before, when Gabbema and his party had arrived on

the banks of the Great Berg River at Paarl, their first

day was spent in fishing, they caught what they

describe as “ barmers ” (barbel), very tasty though

somewhat full of bones like the snoek of Holland.”

The Bushmen told Van Meerhoff that his most likely

route to the Namaquas was northwards along the

western bank of the river.
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When, after crossing Grey’s Pass to-day, we journey

the thirty-four miles that he between Citrusdal and

Clanwilliam, we travel north along the far or eastern

bank of the Oliphants and for the first twenty-five

miles we can with ease follow Van Meerhoff’s route

upon the opposite bank during the three days which

followed. They journeyed by short stages, resting

the pack-oxen which Cruythoff had now brought over

the mountain to them. They caught more fish and

met more wandering Bushmen, to whom they gave

bread and tobacco. By these they were told the

invariable tale that the Namaquas would certainly find

some means to kill them all.
“ We said we had little

fear of that,” writes poor Van Meerhoff, who could

have had no foreboding of what was one day to befall

him upon Antongil beach. When about five English

miles up the river, somewhere beyond the Boontjes

Bridge, where is now a smithy and telegraph office,

Van Meerhoff had an adventure : he saw a drifting

tree-trunk stranded on the river bank, “ and I, Pieter

Meerhoff, having taken my musket and walked beside

the river to shoot a bird, did see coming from out the

water a terrible live monster with three heads like unto

cats’ heads and three long tails, the like beast being

unknown by name to me.” Some fifteen miles on-

wards or approximately twenty English miles beyond

Citrusdal he notes that they came to a morass-like

rivulet flowing from out the mountains from the west

into the Oliphants River, and here they rested. This

was at Elands Kloof Annex No. 3, beyond Marcus
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Kraal, which must not be confused with the Elands

Kloof S.E. of Citrusdal on an almost impassable road

to Ceres. Van Meerhoff was not a stranger to this

beautiful spot, where to-day some prosperous farm-

steads surrounded by orange groves lie upon the banks

of the Elands Kloof river, which flows from the west

out of the mountains and joins the Oliphants. On
the previous journey he had been left near here by

Danckaert in charge of five of the party who were ill,

and had remained here for three weeks until met by

Danckaert on his return. On his next journey—in

April, 1661, only a few weeks later—he reports his

return to this spot in almost the same words he

employs on this occasion :
“ We parted from the

Souquas and marched towards a marshy river sprouting

west from the mountains and discharging itself into

the Oliphants River, where we rested.”

He states that the mountains beyond this rest-

place close in towards the river on each side. They

do in fact close in as though to crush the river and

our present road, which runs beside it. The going

became difficult, and they ascended the heights fiom

which they had seen the fires of the Namaquas burning

when he was with Danckaert’s party. Here, at

approximately twenty-five miles beyond Citrusdal,

Van Meerhoff left the banks of the Oliphants River

and the route we now use to Clanwilliam, and travelled

north-west amongst the mountains “ because north-

ward,” he says, “
I would go no further, knowing
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well that nothing of consequence would be found there,

for we could see naught but great mountains, and I

wist well that on the west lay the plains (vlack landt),

having espied them from a high peak.”

It was the lofty peaks of the Cederberg, which he

saw to the north, that had baffled Danckaert, and it

was from the hills that fringe the low-lying field-

cornetcy of the South Sandveld that two days later Van

Meerhoff met with the Namaquas. He may have

looked down upon the flats through which the railway

runs to-day between Verloren Vlei Station and Graaf-

water. The manner of their meeting was thus.

They had travelled north-west from the river for some

twenty-eight miles, following the elephant paths

through the valleys until they could see no more

mountains between the west and north, and they came

upon deserted kraals empty for some weeks but still

showing traces of the Namaquas’ cattle—both oxen

and sheep. Towards evening they saw a fire to the

W.S.W., and with the two “ Hottentoos ” he climbed a

hill to get its bearings. “ When halfway up Doncke-

man began to shout, ‘ Mr. Pieter, Namaqua,’ and

I saw above me some three-and-twenty figures stand-

ing on the rocks gazing towards us. I went still

higher, and my Hottentoos were so affrighted that

they made to take the shoen from off their feet

the better to run back. They cried, “ Namaqua,

Boeba kros moscoqua ” (Namaqua ! shields of ox-

hide ! Danger !) I used my glass to see if it were
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so. I saw that they were armed with dry hides

(drooge huyden) and had (prepared) skins hanging

from their left arms, bow and arrows upon their

shoulders, and in each hand a spear. I gave my
Hottentoos good words, telling them that they need

fear nothing, and that the Namaquas would do us no

harm. I promised them somewhat if they stood by

me, saying that an they would not I would tell the

Master when I returned to the Cape. Harldy a word

could they utter through fear when I spoke thus. At

length they accompanied me, and on reaching the

heights we could not perceive whence they had dis-

appeared amongst the boulders. I directed our

Hottentoos to call out that if they would come to us

we would give them tobacco and beads and copper,

but they gave no reply. I waited an half-hour upon

the mountain side, hoping they would return. Longer

I durst not wait, for the night fell and it became very

dark, ere I returned to our people. We hope they

will return upon the morrow and come amongst us.”

19th. “We have thought it well that we remain

here this forenoon, hoping, as was said, that they

would come to us. About the tenth hour we per-

ceived them where they had been the evening before.

They held off a little, so we called to them to come to

us and we would work them no harm. At length

seven of them came within a musket-shot of us, the

rest remaining in the thicket. I directed our Hotten-

toos to go to meet them. The Namaquas sat on one

side of a marsh and our Hottentoos upon the other, and
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they shouted to each other long before they durst come

to us. At length they came. Then I, Pieter van

Meerhoff, took a pipe of tobacco in my mouth and

went to meet them to see if they knew aught of tobacco.

Arriving there, came one of them who took the pipe

from out my mouth and began to smoke, he having

been with the Cape Hottentoos. I accompanied them

to the place where they camped. I let Donckeman

ask if they were captains because they were arrayed

so costly, as is told hereafter at greater length .

1

Donckeman asked one of the least which one was

king of the Namaquas. He made to show me, but

it was evident, for the king was a man of giant stature,

greater even than Cattibou, the tallest slave who works

at the Company’s barn (Groote Schuur).

“ We gave them some bread, and they ate thereof

lustily ; and when they had eaten I gave to each a

new pipe of tobacco. They tried to smoke, but for

the most part could not ; the king blew the smoke

from him instead of drawing it in. I took his pipe

and showed him four or five times how to draw it.

He began to learn ; they all learned while we were

here, as well the women as the men, so that there has

come a madness for tobacco among them.

1 In a series of additional notes (Memorie van haer gelegentheden ende maniere

van deeding) Van Meerhoff compares the customs and clothing of the Namaquas

with those of the Hottentot tribes with which he was familiar. He notes a peculiarity

of their dress (voor haer schamelheyt hebben ljder een ljvoren plaet hangen) which

is noted years later by the physician Ten Rhijne. “ Alteram Namacquaes constituent,

hunc sibi peculiarem in vestitu servantes ritum : quod ubi vulpino, caprinove (corio),

hi ex elephantino dente contextes (Camstelhs) pudenda tegant, vix penetrabihbus

aliis tutiores in bello sentis (Schediasma de Promontorio Bonae Spei).
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“ We showed our goods to the king, the which

pleased him much, but most the bars and the tobacco.

I gave him a hatband of France with some French

beads, and to his son I gave a gilded chain which he

accepted with courtesy. The king invited us to his

home, which lay half a day’s journey away. We
asked that one or two of his people remain with us

to direct us on the right way thither, whereupon he

assented and allowed them to remain. He has gone

to the rest of his people, who stayed in the thicket,

and now two, sent back by him together with their

cattle, remain with us until the morrow.”

Van Meerhoff remained for three days as the guest

of the Namaqua chief, who was named Akembe and

whose kraal was found in a sandy valley after a short

journey S.W. over stony hills and several sand-dunes.

The party pitched their camp between two big rocks

close to the kraal, and they were entertained with the

customary dances after the usual presents had been

exchanged. It is interesting to note that Akembe,

when asked to visit the Fort at the Cape, replied that

he must first give battle to or make peace with Oedasoa,

that Cochoqua chief who had traded with Van Meerhoff

when they were beyond the Tygerberg ; interesting,

too, to note that on their return to the banks of the

Oliphants River they had to break camp during the

night to march around a veld fire which the Namaquas

had lit the day before. They had fired the mountains,

says Van Meerhoff, in order to drive their cattle through

with greater ease, and this burned so fiercely that the
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Europeans had to march a long hour to pass it. This

was a veld fire made for the purpose of pasturing the

cattle on the tender grass which appeared in the

burned area after the rains. In Van Riebeeck’s

journal there are references to the fires of the Saldanhers

seen across the Cape Flats when they moved south

with their herds to the Cape Peninsula. It was for

such fires, not the cooking fires of Namaqua encamp-

ments, that the Hottentots who were with Danckaert

on the previous journey were on the look-out, and it

would appear that the European farmers of South

Africa learned this wasteful and destructive method

of obtaining pasture from the original inhabitants.

Van Meerhoff returned to the banks of the Oliphants

River about twenty-eight miles north of Citrusdal, and

they crossed and re-crossed the liver on their south-

ward journey, once at “ the place where the elephants

cross it.” For two days they rested their pack-oxen

beside the river, and on the fifth day after leaving

Akembie were below Grey’s Pass. They crossed the

mountain and from the summit saw far to the S.S.W.

the Riebeeck Kasteel, now a familiar landmark to them.

They slept that night at the S.W. corner of the “Casteel

Meerhoff ” below the Rest, in the kloof now called

Baviaan Kloof, and by 3rd March were under the

Saronberg (Blocxberg).

After crossing the Little and Great Berg Rivers

and ascending the slopes of Riebeeck Kasteel, they

saw the flat top of Table Mountain rising in the

south-southwest. At the Mosselbanks River they left

M
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their pack-oxen—poor beasts, “ they could go no

more ”—and past the guard-house Keert de Koe on

the Salt River they arrived at Van Riebeeck’s Fort

on 11th March, 1661, after an absence of six weeks.

For only three weeks was the valley of the Oliphants

River left to the wandering Sonqua : by the end of

March its hills were re-echoing the voices of Van

Meerhoff and eight companions. This time he went

north into the waterless country beyond the great fish-

hoek curve which the River makes to reach the sea.

He discovered the hitherto unknown tribe of Chan-

guriqua Hottentots from whom the Griquas are

descended, but was unable to find Akembie’s kraals.

As all natives do with white strangers, the Bushmen

said what they thought would be pleasing to the white

man’s ear. They would in the rainy season bring

both honey and ivory, of which they had abundance,

to the Table Valley. They said they traded these

commodities with the Cobonas, who may have been

the Bantu, but to Van Meerhoff were the inhabitants

of the mythical cities beyond the great river on whose

banks lay Vigite Magna. They said that the Cobonas

traded these in turn with the Portuguese. This was

the first expedition that Van Meerhoff had led,
1 and

1 A point of some interest in connection with this journey is the fact that Van
Meerhoff kept his own journal, and a careful comparison between it and the one he

kept when under Pieter Cruythoff the month before shows that he carefully followed

his previous route to the spot at which he had parted from the Namaquas. If his

route beyond Elands Kloof Annex No. 3 be plotted out, it would appear that he left

the banks of the Oliphants River four-and-a-half English miles beyond when on

the farm Hendrick van der Watts Gat and went north-west up the kloof and over

Elandsfontein to Jackals Valley, and that it was on the western slopes of Lamberts

Hoek Berg (now a triangulation station) and the Schimmelberg that the whites

first made contact with the Namaquas.
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knowing his indefatigable energy we are not surprised

that before they turned, after a fruitless search for

Akembie, they had worn out their clothes.

Three times had Van Meerhoff now travelled to

the Oliphants River, but he was to go yet thrice again.

Of all the early pathfinders his name deserves most to

be associated with this route, and the heights above

Grey’s Pass might well have restored to them the

name he gave them.

In November, 1661, he accompanied Sergeant

Pieter Everaert on his fourth journey across the

Piekenier’s Kloof, with which he must now have been

quite familiar. He went as second in command. It

was upon this journey that Pieter Roman was killed

by an elephant somewhere along the foot of the

mountains near the site of the village of Porterville.

But of all the destinies that the Three Spinning Sisters

were weaving for the early pathfinders of the Clan-

wilham route, that which lay in store for the man who

entered Roman’s death in the journal of Everaert’s

expedition was to be the most tragic and hopeless.

“ One of our companions named Pieter Roman,’’ wrote

Cornells de Cretser, “ was not only overtaken but so

pitifully mangled that he came to burial within two

hours.’’ This De Cretser who kept the journal was

to climb to high honour in the Company’s service,

and would probably have become Commander at the

Cape. He became Fiscal under Van Quaelberg in

1666, and three years later was Secunde. Nine years
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after his northern journey the sickly Pieter Hackius

was Commander, and De Cretser took a leading part

in the management of the infant settlement.

On the night of 11th April, 1671, he was dining

ashore with the Captain of an Indiaman which had

come into the Bay, when a quarrel ensued, and in a

moment of passion De Cretser ran his rapier through

the heart of his guest. He was not apprehended, but

escaped to Holland, where the Directors exonerated him

and reinstated him as Secunde at the Cape. On the

return voyage his ship was captured by a Moorish

pirate, and De Cretser was sold to slavery in Algiers

and vanished from the ken of Christian men.

Everaert ’s party followed the Oliphants River far

north and met the Great Changuriquas who had been

the discovery of Van Meerhoff’s previous journey, but

found that the Namaquas had gone noith on account

of the drought. Everaert with two men travelled

north from the river, probably into the Van Rhyn’s

Dorp district, towards Nieuwerust, but were compelled

to return through lack of water. His companions were

a Hottentot interpreter from the Fort and a captain of

the Chariguriquas. On his return to the banks of the

Oliphants River, where Van Meerhoff, De Cretser and

the rest of his men awaited him, Everaert was struck by

the fact that the river ebbed and flowed, and from the

noise which was heard at night he suspected that they

were near a sea, which shows that he was at or about

Koekenaap. He accordingly followed it further, ac-
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companied by three men. They travelled south-west

for seven hours and found that It discharged itself

into a sea, cutting off before it did so a strip of land,

which consequently lay between it and the sea. He
estimated that the river retained its saltish taste for

four hours’ journey above this spot. To Everaert,

therefore, belongs the credit of the discovery of the

mouth of the Oliphants River, which opens to the

Atlantic by two branches enclosing Gull Island. He
was, however, under the impression that it opened

into an inland sea, and reported to that effect to Van

Riebeeck on his return.

By October, 1662, Van Meerhoff was for the fifth

time upon the banks of the Oliphants River, again

with Pieter Cruythoff as leader. Johannes Dorhagen

—

he of the Latin tongue—was also a member of this

expedition. Dirk Meyer, Laurens Hofman, Dirk

Wessels and his brother Jan, with six others, completed

the party. The journal was kept by Frederick de

Smit, and in it are two references to the death of Pieter

Roman. The party followed the route of the previous

expeditions. On the ninth day of the journey they

crossed the numerous spruits of the Four and Twenty

Rivers, and two hours later “ came to the place where

we lost one of our people, Pietter Rooman, in the

previous year, 1661, who was killed by an elephant, as

appears in the journal of Cornells de Cretser.”

On the fifteenth day they crossed the “ Grootte

Cloof ” (which the context shows is the Piekeniers
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Kloof) to the Oliphants River. Here they learned

from some Bushmen that they had found at the

foot of the mountains the dead body of the elephant

“ which had injured Pieter Roman, as is told in the

Journal of Cornelis de Cretser.” The Bushmen

stated that the elephant was wounded in many places,

and they were wearing bracelets which they had made

from its tusks. These bracelets were bartered from

the Bushmen by the Hottentots who accompanied the

expedition from the Fort as interpreters.

The fifth journey north of Van Meerhoff and second

of Pieter Cruythoff was the most arduous and most

successful of all. They appear to have advanced

further north than any of the preceding expeditions

had done. They reached a point on the Oliphants

River where it was very broad, and where it ebbed

and flowed. They heard the loud booming of the

sea, but no mention is made that they reached it.

Cruythoff then went north in the direction of Nieuwe-

rust, leaving some of the party upon the river. They

met and traded with the Klein Namaquas, and it was

not until 1st February, 1663, after an absence of more

than three months, that they were back at the fort.

The journey is remarkable, too, because instead of

pack-oxen a waggon loaded with victuals and goods

for barter and drawn by six oxen accompanied the

party.

At the foot of Piekeniers Kloof the waggon was

unloaded and taken to pieces. These energetic

pioneers then took goods and waggon over the moun-
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tain, and for the first time in history wheel-tracks were

made along the banks of the Oliphants River. At

Elands Kloof, their well-known halting spot, which

they had now named ’t Rondeboschen, they took the

waggon to pieces and buried it.

Before the completion of this journey and during

the year 1662 Van Riebeeck sent to Holland a map

—

No. 849 (76) in the Cape Archives—which is here

reproduced, showing the country explored by the

expeditions of the two previous years. It is an

interesting mixture of fact and fancy, and it could be

wished that the skilful Pieter Potter (whose name

appears upon the Muster Roll of the Fort at Cabo de

Boa Esperance in 1661 but is absent from it in 1662)

had been a member of the expeditions as map-maker,

for the bearings are very incorrect. The dotted line

shows the route followed from the Fort, and the two

small indentations in the line correspond with the

bearings given in Van Meerhoff’s journal at Riebeeck

Kasteel and Blocxberg respectively. The sudden

zigzag in the line towards the east is their route over

Piekeniers Kloof to the western bank of the Oliphants

River. The lowest legend reads, “ The place where

m February, 1661, the Corporal of the Cadets with

his companions met with the Namaquas.”

This refers to Van Meerhoff’s meeting during

Pieter Cruythoff’s first journey, for Pieter Cruythoff

was Corporal of Cadets in the Muster Roll of 1660.

In the roll of 1 st March, 1 66 1 , his name does not appear,

for he and his party were not back at the Fort until
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1 1th March. The site of the meeting does not, how-

ever correspond with the text of Van Meerhoff’s

journal, which plans it well to the west of the river on

the edge of the Sandveld. The middle legend reads,

“ The place where the Sergeant found a sea opening

into the Oliphants River with two side streams (spruits)

ending in the same.” The upper legend reads, “ The
farthermost place which the Sergeant and two men
reached, and over which they could not advance on

account of lack of water, thirst and saltness, on

18th December, 1661. These refer to Everaert.

In 1661, however, Van Riebeeck had sent an even less

complete map—No. 848 (75) in the Cape Archives

—

of which only the essential portion is here reproduced.

This map shows definitely the route followed by

Van Meerhoff on his third journey when he commanded

the party. His track over Grey’s Pass is shown as

a bend to the south-east as in the subsequent map

sent. B is the spot at which he parted from the

Namaquas when on his second journey. D marks

the place at which a noise like thunder was heard from

the northward. This occurrence is noted in his

journal ; he states that about midnight they heard

three or four cannon shots about sixteen or eighteen

miles (Dutch) to the northward and that he presumed

they came from near the seashore or from some strong-

holds (Vastegheden). It will be observed that the

cartographer has most incorrectly made the Oliphants

curve seaward towards the east instead of towards

the west.
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C is Van Meerhoff’s farthest north upon this,

his third journey ; he estimates it as distant from

the Fort seventy-five Flemish or fifty-two-and-a-half

Dutch miles. Mention has been made of Mierfontein

or Meerhoffs Kasteel upon the old waggon road from

Koekenaap which best deserves to be considered the

c

Historical Map (Cape Archives) No. 849 (75), illustrating van Meerhoff s

wanderings along the Oliphants River.

old northern highway, and for reasons given later it

would appear that Van Meerhoff’s farthest north is

no other than Mierfontein.
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Beyond the northernmost points upon both these

maps, in country as yet unexplored, lies the mythical

city Vigite Magna upon the banks of a great river of

the same name. This was obviously their immediate

goal, but Cortada and Vallonta weie understood to

await those who were bold, and, far to the north and

east, the famed and unattainable Monomotapa and the

gold of Prester John.

To the “ Copper Mountain of the Amacquas.”

Beyond Clanwilham the highway follows the

Ohphants River for twenty miles and leaves it for

five or six until the Doom River is approached. It

is in places scarped out of the steep cliff, and hangs

above a river that has now become broad and flows

somewhat sullenly upon its northern course. Clan-

wilham with its white-walled reed-thatched houses

retains an air of secluded restfulness which is attractive,

but it has not the old-world charm of Swellendam.

It lies beneath the towering Cederbergen, and from

its outskirts can be seen the massive and majestic

Tafelberg of Danckaert’s journal. In 1808 its site

was a farm called Jan Dessel’s Vlei, which was bought

from S. van Reenen for 6,000 rix-dollars by the Earl

of Caledon ; but the little village did not receive a

name until 1814, when Sir John Cradock called it

Clanwilham in honour of a relative. In 1820 it

received a number of British settlers of Irish and Scot-

tish extraction, whose descendants have intermarried
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with those of the original Dutch settlers and helped

to people the north-western districts. Ten miles

beyond the township the Cardouw Pass, an early

route to Hantam (Calvinia) can be traced upon the

hillside on the right. This was the early route to

the Hantam, used before the Pakhuis Pass was built.

On its steep incline the cavalcade of General De Mist,

who was accompanied by his daughter and by Lichten-

stein, passed in 1801.

At sixteen miles the weir which now harnesses the

Oliphants River is passed below the cliff-scarped road ;

and the peaks of Heerenlogementsberg, and north of

it the Konaquasberg, appear to the westward across

the river. No view of the old route to the north is

obtained from the present high road, but the sight of

these peaks serves to remind the modern road user

that before and long after Clanwilliam was established

a toilsome journey through the Sandveld was once

compulsory for the traveller to the “ Koperberg,” and

we may here digress to follow this ancient route in its

northern course from the Piquetbergen. (See Map
of Northern Highway.)

In general terms it may be stated that its course

has been followed in later years by the railway between

Piquetberg and Klaver. It crossed the Verloren

Vallei (the “ Sand or Zeekoeien River ” of Olof Bergh

in 1 682 and the Quaecoma of Landdrost Starrenburg’s

journey of 1705) at Wittedrift. Thence, through a

gap m the elongated Sand Mountain, it crossed the

Lange Vallei to the west of Sandberg Station. Lange
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Vallei which discharges into a large “ vlei ” near

Leipoldtsville is the Oliphants Jagt of Simon van der

Stel’s Namaqualand journey in 1685 and is called by

Starrenburg, when he was upon his cattle trading

expedition twenty years later, “ the River Tythouw

which discharges not into the sea but into a salt pan.’’

It has been suggested to the writer by Dr. J. A.

Engelbrecht of Stellenbosch University, whose opinion

on the origin of Hottentot names carries authority,

that Tythouw may be derived from the Hottentot

words “
! hai,” to hunt on horseback and “ koa-b,”

the elephant, so that the name Elephants Chase given

this valley by Van der Stels journalist appears to have

been a literal translation of its original name.

From the Lange Vallei the old route proceeded

north through a country of eternal sand beside the

Wolvenberg, a hill within view of Graafwater, to cross

the Jakhals River at Compagnies Drift. The first

European who is known to have traversed this district

was Ensign Olof Bergh on his expedition of 1682 to

find the Copper Mountain of the “ Amacquas.” It

is possible to demonstrate with certainty that he

crossed the Jakhals River at or very near Compagnies

Drift on November 8th, 1682, despite the fact that

his journal, kept by three helmsmen (stuijluijden),

does not mention these landmarks by name. It is

Starrenburg who first names the Wolvenberg which

he says was called Theima Koethama by the Hottentots,

for he like the Governor van der Stel here followed

the route of Bergh.





The Forgotten Highway beneath the Paardeberg on the Bokkeveld
Karoo.

A Few of the Names carved in Heerenlogement.
Andrew Geddes Bain (1852) appears below that of Ensign Rhenius (1721).

J. Tindall was the Wesleyan Missionary of Namaqualand fame.
A portion of Yaillant’s name is seen.
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From Compagnies Drift it ran N.E. by E. past a

low series of “ kopjes ” crowned by rocks now called

Klipheuvel upon the farm Roode Klipheuvel. This

rocky outcrop is an unexpected landmark upon the

undulating Sandveld but is noteworthy as the “ tiny

mountain ” (bergje) of Van der Stel’s journal which

they named the Uilenberg on 14th September, 1685,

because of the large number of owls they saw there.

Still proceeding N.E. by E. the old route led to a

spring below Klipfonteinberg now upon the farm

Groot Klipfontein of Mr. J. Maas, J.P. The farm

Post Office established here has been officially named

Maasrust and the former name appears likely to fall

into disuse. It should be recorded therefore that this

spring is the Berghfontein of Olof Bergh’s journal and

upon the rock which overhangs it he carved his name

and the date. “About midday,” runs the journal

for November 9th, 1682, “we arrived at a stony

mountain and a spring of good fresh water. We
named it Berghfontein. There was good grazing here

so we unyoked our oxen, having advanced about 3

miles (Dutch) N.E. by E. Our men have shot a

haartebeest, the second of our journey.” Van der

Stel followed Bergh and the journal calls the moun-

tain Klipfonteinberg and mentions the remarkable

echo (September 14th, 1685), which is obtained from

its rocky “ krantzes
” “ the like of which one was

confident had not been heard before, for at the sounding

of the trumpet it gave a multitude of echoes.” Starren-

burg followed and names the spring Olofs Fontein.
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In 1712 Captain Kaje Jesse Slotsboo, who at that

time sat with Captain Bergh on the Council of Policy,

was in the N. Sandveld with an armed force in conse-

quence of rumours which had reached the Castle that

Namaquas had crossed the Ohphants River and

invaded the district. He arrived at the spring and

added his name below that of Bergh. It is note-

worthy that Slotsboo usually signed his name below

that of Olof Bergh on the minutes of the Council.

The Resolution Book for 1712 is still preserved, his

name is absent on the minutes for October 25th and

November 8th and a blank space between Bergh’s

name and the next to sign still awaits Slotsboo’s

signature. He had, however, signed below Olof

Bergh in a more lasting form during his absence.

Ensign J. T. Rhenius was mentioned in a former

chapter, followed in 1 724, and he too added his name

upon the rock.

From Klipfontein, which was Thokoe or Tho’s

Mountain to the Hottentots because a chief named

Tho was there killed by a lion, the route proceeded

for six miles to the spring below Heerenlogementsberg.

Above this spring is the famous cave (Gentleman’s

Lodging) mentioned in the works of le Vaillant. The

earliest names inscribed upon its walls are those of

K. J. Slotsboo and Caspar Hem in 1712. The tree

mentioned by Vaillant (1783) and by the Reverend

Barnabus Shaw (1816) grows in a rock crevice of its

walls and still survives in 1927. It is a species of

white barked Melkboom (Sideroxylon inerme) of great
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age, whose branches spread to the sunlight through

a chimney in the rocky roof. The cave with its

inscriptions by Slotsboo, Rhenius, Le Vaillant, Barna-

bus Shaw, the Reverends J. and H. Tindall, Andrew

Geddes Bain, and many others, should be regarded

as a precious heritage. It is in a district still difficult

of access because of the ever present sand, but this

difficulty is being overcome by the modern motor car

with balloon tyres which is now beginning to move

freely through the N. Sandveld. The cave will be

visited as a place of interest by South Africans yet

unborn, but it is to-day used as a kraal for goats. It

is indeed a worthy object for the protection of the

National Society for the Preservation of Historic

Places.

Below Heerenlogement the early route divided,

that which ran directly northward followed the western

slopes of the Kanaquasberg. The trail to the east,

as has been stated, crossed the Oliphants River after

its junction with the Great Doom River. This

route was for years known as the “ smousers pad
”

or “ traders road,” but it originated from the journey

of 1682 made by Olof Bergh.

This then, was the early route northwards through

the Sandveld, never fixed as a single track through a

country that consists of scrub covered, reddish sand.

It was to be expected that, where men might take a

hundred paths which all led northwards, a shorter

common route would materialise. It did and still

exists as a sand tract (not included upon the map of
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the Northern Highway which illustrates this book)

which takes a course nearer the mountains and farther

from the sea coast. From Het Kruis at the northern

extremity of the Piquetberg it runs via Brandenberg,

Uitkomst and Graafwater to Ratelklip and Heeren-

logement. Ratelklip is a rock bound “ kopje ” near

Ratelfontein Siding beyond Graafwater, at its base it

was customary for the early travellers to dig wells in

search of water. In the year 1761 the Sieur Hendrik

Hop, Captain of Burgher Cavalry of Stellenbosch,

made a journey with sixteen Europeans and three

wagons to far beyond the Orange River. He was

accompanied amongst others by Carel Frederick

Brink the land surveyor, and by J. A. Auge, the

gardener and botanist who in his old age and blindness

was met by Lichtenstein near Swellendam. It is a

compliment to the skill of Hendrik Hop in finding

easy gradients for his wagons that railway engineers

a century and a half later plotted the line between

Het Kruis through Brandenburg, Graafwater and

Ratelfontein to Klaver to follow almost in his footsteps,

and from the railway train we may explore his route

to-day.

It will be noted that in making a long digression

to describe the old route through the Sandveld we

left the modern road from Clanwilliam to the north

as it approached the junction of the Oliphants and

Great Doom Rivers. Whether we follow the route

of Bergh, or van der Stel, or the shorter one of

Hendrik Hop through the Sandveld, their routes too.
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converge to this junction of the rivers, for here was

the ancient “ Compagnies Drift” at first on Melkboom

and later at Birdfield, now Klaver. After crossing

the Doom River the modern hard road passes Klaver,

now a railway terminus, to curve around the Wind

Hoek and Maskamma Mountains, a flat-topped pile

whose caves and krantzes proved a refuge to the

lingering and hunted Bushmen a century ago. Thence

by tree-embowered Atties to uninviting sun-seared

Van Rhyn’s Dorp (fifty-six miles from Clanwilliam)

upon a river whose Hottentot name, Troe-Troe,

means “ turn again.” It is perhaps the monotonous

and dreary run between Van Rhyn’s Dorp and Nieuwe-

rust to Ganes that has prevented the northern route

from becoming a tourist’s highway ; but if it were

generally known that beyond in the Kamiesberg there

awaited scenery that is picturesque, and that Namaqua-

land is not a desert but, like its new-found gem, a

thing of beauty, this highway would become at least

as popular as the Knysna route. Beyond Van Rhyn’s

Dorp for many miles we fringe the desert that is part

of Bushmanland, and the road winds through scorched

and salty vale and plain across the Zout Rivier, whose

bitter water crystallizes in the heat waves and leaves

a river-bed like snow. This was the country that

turned Everaerts back in 1661 with the report that

nothing was to be found save salt and sand and thirst.

By Vlaminkberg and the Bushman’s Grave to Nieuwe-

rust—perched upon a hillside that once was Ant-

Bear’s Hole (Erd Vark Gat)—and across the Zwart
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Doom River to Ganes on its bosky tributary of the

Groene River
1

it is from Van Rhyn’s Dorp a run of

just one hundred miles. O’okiep is sixty miles beyond.

Before arriving at Bowesdorp the road passes not far

from Leliefontein, where in 1816 the Rev. Barnabas

Shaw with his own hand turned the sod for the

vegetable garden of his newly-founded mission station.
2

This beautiful oasis is on a site granted by Governor

Van Plettenberg in 1771 to Hermanus Engelbrecht,

and derives its name from the “ Lily of the Nile
”

(Lantideschia aethiopica) which grew in the waters of

its spring.
3

Bowesdorp, on the western bastions of the lofty

Kamiesberg, is approached through verdant Ouss (a

name which means a Spring). Oh for a letter of our

alphabet which would enable one to convey the liquid

dental click with which a smiling native woman (whose

slanting eyes and steatopyga proclaimed her Hottentot

1 The Groen River in the neighbourhood of Garies is called the Great Doorn-

bosch River in Van der Stel's Journal. On 3rd October, 1683, the expedition left

its banks, giving their camping place the name Keert Weder “because former

travellers turned back in this neighbourhood by reason that the mountains before us

were unscalable, and on the other hand the road was unknown to them, for this

nation would give them no directions,” Olof Bergh speaks of it as the “ Groene

doombosch revier.” J. T. Rhenius crossed it in 1721 and 1724, and calls it in 1724
“ the Tweede Doom Rivier—which on the former journey we named the Groene
Rivier.”

Garies is on the Queek River, the name is derived from Th’aries meaning queek

grass. Kamies from Th’amies meaning a congeries or collection (“ bij makaar

maaken ”).

2 “ Several of the natives stood and gazed at me with astonishment, especially

when they saw my jacket thrown off and the spade in my hand. When the seeds

began to spring up, the plants were narrowly watched in their growth ; and they

exclaimed on seeing us eat some of the lettuce, “ Mynheer en Juffrouw kan op-

slaag eten.” (Shaw’s Memorials of South Africa, p. 73.)

3 South African Methodist Place Names (by the Rev. Charles Pettman), p. 3.





Mountain side near Springbok in which van der Stel’s miners made
EXCAVATIONS.

Kokerboom in Namaqualand.
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blood) said to the passing motorists, “ Die plaas is

Ouss !

”

The air is keen, even though the day be hot, while

crossing the Kamiesberg, and after crossing the

Koussie or Buffels River (in 1 806 the colonial boundary)

there is more climbing to be done at Burke’s Pass,

once the Bushman stronghold, but soon Mesklip is
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Tracing of letters cut by Van der Stel’s miners outside an excavation near Springbok.

passed and the north road continues to the village of

Springbok, with O’okiep five miles beyond.

Springbok is the site of the Koperberg discovered

in 1685 by Simon van der Stel. The mine upon the

hillside near the village is the place at which his

miners made their first assay.

About seven miles eastward a good road takes the

traveller to the foot of a hill, in which a second cutting
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was made. A small cave was left after the specimens

of copper ore were removed, and on the face above

the miner carved in deep letters the year and what

appears to have been his private mark.

Some twenty-five miles to the west of the village,

near the banks of the Buffels River, is a large farm

whose homestead is near a pleasant spring. For

years a cattle station of the Cape Copper Company,

it is remarkable for a solitary granite dome, which, it

Rock engraving made by van der Stel’s miners inside the excavated cave.

is said, marks the spot where in 1682 Olof Bergh,

who had failed to find the Koperberg but had reached

the “ land of the Amacquas,” turned back. It is to

this day called Keerom. The dome is mentioned in

the journal of Van der Stel in 1685 :
“ We proceeded

N.N.E. in company for one-and-a-half miles till we

had the mountain at which the Ensign Olof Bergh

in the year 1682 was compelled to turn again (daar de
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Vaandrig Olaf Berg in ’t jaar 1682 wederom moest

keeren). The mountain is unbelievably high, and

nothing more than a solid steep rock, to all appearance

unclimbable.”

A very careful perusal of Olof Bergh’s two un-

published journals of 1682 and 1683 unfortunately

does not confirm this. All that can be said with

certainty is that he mentions no such landmark at

his point of return, and that, while in 1 682 he reached

the Groene River, in 1683 he journeyed only one day’s

stage beyond this spot. It is probable that the

Governor was wrong in thinking that his lieutenant

had advanced so far north.

We who travel the northern road to-day have for-

gotten Pieter van Meerhoff and what we owe this

pathfinder of 1660, but when in 1685 Simon van der

Stel with an imposing retinue set out from the Castle

upon his expedition to Namaqaland memories of the

Danish under-surgeon had not yet faded from the

minds of men.

It is not necessary to tell in any detail of Van der

Stel’s well-known journey. Only in places beyond

Koekenaap is his route now defined by a hard road.

It was carefully mapped by his chart-makers, and has

been laid down carefully upon modern maps, but to

this day the exact route he followed still offers inter-

esting problems for research as regards both places

and place-names. By 20th September, 1685, he was

at Bakkeley Plaats, a place still retaining that name

upon the banks of the Oliphants River beyond Klaver.
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Four days later his expedition came to a hill to which

the name “ Meerhoff’s Kasteel ” had been given.

The journalist of his expedition wrote :

‘
* Wednesday,

26th September, 1685 : Arrived below Meerhoff’s

Castle, a hill so called after one who traversed this

district long ago. In the same is a great cave like

an archway made by nature. His Excellency climbed

the hill and found that it extended fifteen (English)

miles with a high back, on the one side a vein of

pure white alabaster, on the other red and white,

brown and white, grey and white as well as pure

white marble stone.”
1

Van Meerhoff did not give this hill his name, for,

as we have shown, he had called the Grey’s Pass

Heights by the name “ Het Casteel Meerhoff ” as he

approached the Oliphants River. It is possible that

Olof Bergh, who had travelled this route in 1682,

three years before Van der Stel, had named it. He
mentions it, saying that there was little water in the

spring there, that it was brak, and that he found poor

pasture for his cattle.
2

It seems probable that Van
1
Dagregister van de voyagie gedaan naar het Amaquasland onder het beleid van

den Ed heer Simon van der Stel, commandeur van de Boa esperanca 1685-1686 :

“ Woensdag den 26 dito. “ En quamen toen onder Meerhofs Kasteel, Zynde
een berg zoo genaamt na een persoon, die deze landstreek mede heeft bereised. In

de zelve is een groote spelonk, zijnde poorts gewijze door de natuur alzoo gemaakt.

De Ed Heer Commandeur klom boven op dezelve, en bevont dat de berg zich wel

5 mijlen in de lengte uitstrekte, met een hooge rug hebbende aan de eene kant een

gang van schoon wit albast en aan de andere kant rood en wit marmersteen, bruin

en wit, ook graauw en wit als mede geheel wit.”

The site is marked Meerhof Casteel and numbered 22 on the map—No. 851 (78),

Cape Archives—of Van der Stefs journey, and is also on the map of Olof Bergh’s

northern journey three years before. No. 850 (77).

2 Journal of the expedition made by the Hon. Ensign Oeloff, Bergh (sic) Sar-

geants Christoffel Henningh and Hans Jurian Elingh, kept by the mariners Reynier,

Daniel and Roderick Hermansz in the year 1682. (Journalen en Dagregisters, 1 659—

1792, Vol. 37, Cape Archives.)



Cave at Meerhoff’s Kasteel.
The figure in white points to the rock engraving made bv Ensign J. T. Rbenius

in 1724.

The Cave in quartz outcrop on “ Het Kasteel Meerhoff ”

AT MlERFONTEIN, NEAR NlEUWERUST.
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Meerhoff upon his third journey, when he ventured

into the unknown in the Van Rhyn’s Dorp area from

the safety of the Ohphants River banks, had there

found his farthest north.

There is an interesting and not improbable reason

why Bergh, who would certainly know of the official

journals kept by Van Meerhoff, should have named it

after him. In reading the journals of the expeditions

made to find the Namaquas between 1660 and 1663,

the reader is impressed with the fact that each party

followed closely the tracks of the preceding one. The

route northward became stereotyped : the Tygerberg,

Riebeeck Kasteel, the Berg River, the Klein Berg

River, the crossing of the mountain range by the kloof

to the Oliphants River, the long trek northwards along

its banks—all these occur in each successive journal.

It had become the custom to follow the Oliphants

River until it made its great turn to the west, and from

its banks to strike north in search of the Namaquas.

The point of departure appears to have been in the

neighbourhood of Koekenaap or Vredendal. By 1663

the surgeon had travelled far north from its banks on

three occasions, and the Casteel Meerhoff at Grey’s

Pass, to which he had given his name, now lay far

south along a well-known route. As early as 1661

he had returned with a map which showed his farthest

north at C in a line north of Koekenaap. In 1663

he went north for the last time as second in command

(and journalist) of a party led by Jonas de la Guerre.

On 16th November, 1663, this party left the banks of
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the Oliphants River, and after two days they came

under a marble mountain (een marmer bergh), where

they drank from a spring of water charged with salt

or saltpetre. By 14th December, they are back at

this mountain of marble after exploring the waterless

north. Van Meerhoff spells it
“ marmereberg ” on

the return journey, speaks of the salty water, but

makes no mention of the Cave. Two days later they

were back on the banks of the Oliphants River, which

for them meant safety. Mierfontein is an unusual

mountain, and there can be little doubt that this

Marble Mountain is Mierfontein and was known to

Bergh as Van Meerhoff s northernmost point in 1661

and so named in his honour.

Mierfontein, long hidden under the name Mier-

hoofd Kasteel (Ants’-head Castle), is near Nieuwerust

upon the old route north from Koekenaap. Its spring

made an inviting halting-place upon the northward

trek. It is to-day best reached from Nieuwerust,

and it was identified while van der Stels route was

being investigated.

By a hard road that runs some fifteen miles west

from Nieuwerust the traveller arrives at a shallow

treeless stony valley. On the farther slope is a mud-

walled, iron-roofed house, the homestead of Mier-

fontein. On the nearer slope is an abruptly-ending

hill its crest marked by a broad outcrop of white and

variegated quartz. This outcrop could be traced for

many miles. Similar ridges cresting hills are called
44

hogsbacks ” in the Canadian Rockies, and here Van
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The Forgotten Highway. A portion of an early route to the Orange River and Klaarwater.
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der Stel’s journalist had called it a high-back
”

two-and-a-half centuries ago. The porch-like cave

faces a westering sun, and at its entrace, the journal

states, is a spring of brak but drinkable water (enigzins

brak doch goed om te gebruiken).

We walked across the treeless valley in the kindly

sunshine where once Olof Bergh’s oxen and those of

Van der Stel pastured, it is still “scanty of grass and

very stony ” as it was in 1685. On a flat surface of

rock to the left of the cave-entrance is the date 8th

October, 1724, cut in three-inch letters.

To the left and above it, at a height of six feet, is

cut I T R H E N I J S (J. T. Rhenius). Here, then,

Rhenius, who left the castle on 5th September, 1724,

had come by Groene Kloof and Piquetberg and Heer-

enlogement, and here, he tells us, he found the name

of Van der Stel and the date 1685 carved
1

; but this

has now disappeared, for the cave has been enlarged

to enclose the spring. It is because he made his

cutting at the cave-entrance that Rhenius’ name and

date survive.

1 “Hier vine! men de naemen van d’E heer van der Stel van den Jare 1685

ingekapt ” (Journal of Ensign Rhenius, 1 724).



CHAPTER VI.

TULBAGH KLOOF TO KAROO POORT.

“ Till now that I was arrived at the very door of the desert.”

Burchell, 1811 .

On a bright forenoon late in April of the year 1805

a solitary rider was making his way through the

Tulbagh Kloof. He rode, not along the highway we

use to-day, but on a primitive road which for the most

part lay close to the bank of the Little Berg River,

and which may still be seen to cross and re-cross the

river-bed. This was the “ new way for carriages,”

for the old kloof some four miles north across the

mountains had now fallen into disuse. The preceding

decade had been an eventful one for the Colony.

Lord Macartney, Sir George Yonge and General

Dundas had each in turn ruled and returned to

England, the last only three years before, and the

striped flag of the Batavian Republic had succeeded

to the crossed emblems of St. Andrew and St. George,

which in 1796 had taken the place of the Dutch East

India Company’s rule. Commissary-General De

Mist had visited the Cape, toured the inland districts,

and made the wise and fatherly laws of which many

remain with us to this day. In 1803 he sailed for

Holland, leaving as Governor the able and honourable

—
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but anxious—General Janssens. The disturbances

in Swellendam and Graaff-Reinet, which had arisen

through discontent with the Company’s rule, had

subsided, and everywhere, except upon the Kafir

border, was peace. But Trafalgar and Waterloo were

still to come, and the might of Napoleon still hung

over Europe like some menacing shadow, while at the

Cape was an uneasy feeling that the last word had

not been said and that the English might come yet again.

Within a year our rider was to be present with the

Waldeck Battalion at the Battle of Blauwberg Strand,

and, with General Janssens, to leave for ever a country

both had learned to love.

But it was not of high politics that the solitary

horseman was thinking that April noontide, although

he had some knowledge of the inner counsels of the

Government, and, since leaving Cape Town two days

previously, had spent a night over the fireside with

General Janssens himself. The Governor was then

staying at the little farm Mastrecht, at Tygerberg,

which we pass on the valley on the road to Durbanville.

They had sat with the works of Kolben, who had been

at the Cape just a hundred years previously, before them,

and the Governor had expressed the opinion that the

manners and customs of the Hottentots as described

by Kolben were probably correct for the period, but

that they were a people rapidly changing with contact

with the whites, and that a description of them as they

were at the present time would read as strangely to

people a hundred years later as did Kolben ’s to them.
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Dr. Henry Lichtenstein was a botanist, as were all

physicians a century ago, and it was of the beauty of

the Hypoxis, the Oxalis and the Moraea that he

thought as he rode on his solitary journey. “Little

firstlings of the flowery generation,” he calls them.

In Roodezands Kloof, he tells us, all the tall shrubs

which shade the banks of the Little Berg River were

in full bloom, and he particularizes Capraria lanceolata

and undulata, with Cluytia alaternoides and tormentosa

—just names to us, perhaps, unless they awaken our

interest and imagination, but even if we profess to

botany we may, knowing the pass, follow him and

know that he has arrived at that portion of the kloof

where the walls converge upon the river banks beyond

the old toll house, where “ among the interstices of

the rocks that enclose the kloof shot forth Lachenalia,

Amaryllis and Massonia. Some of them were already

in flower, and the stems of the larger liliaceous plants

had already grown to some height. Lichtenstein,

who afterwards became Professor of Natural History

at Berlin, was tutor to General Janssens’ son and had

recently been surgeon-major to the Hottentot battalion

—that forerunner of the Cape Corps—at the yellow

barracks which still hides beneath the trees at Wynberg

Camp. He was now, at the Governor’s suggestion,

on his way to the village of Roodezand, which had

only that year been renamed Tulbagh, in order to take

part in a journey with the Landdrost Van der Graaff

to the Orange River and Kuruman. The journey

was, in the event, not one of great adventure. They
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returned with a report on the condition of the bastard

Hottentots along the Orange River who have since

become well known as the Hereros, and some additional

information was obtained about the Briquas, the

Bantu race of Bechuanaland visited in 1801 by order

of Lord Macartney by Truter and Sommerville. For

Lichtenstein its most dramatic incident was perhaps

the death of a Hottentot servant who was killed beside

him by a poisoned arrow of a hidden Bushman. This

occurred near the Little Fish River, close to Sutherland,

on a return journey from Tulbagh which he had made

in order to inoculate the inhabitants of the Roggeveld

against smallpox. But the clean-shaven, young and

energetic German professor lost no opportunity of

adding to his knowledge of the country and its botanical

riches, or of studying “ the Africans,” both white and

black, and it is of interest to follow him and through his

eyes see the countryside as it was a century and more

ago.

Early in the afternoon he rode into the little village

of Tulbagh, which consisted of the drostdy and some

twenty white-walled thatched houses along the Kerk

Straat. Here he was welcomed by an old acquaint-

ance, Mr. Van der Graaff, who was a nephew of the

former Governor Van der Graaff, and it was not until

ten days later that the small party of five set out from

Tulbagh. It was composed of the Landdrost, his

cousin M. Winterbach, Mr. Van der Bijl of the Paarl,

Dr. Lichtenstein, and a native of Breslau, Mr. Mong,
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who was the court messenger or Bode attached to

the Landdrost.

There are three exits from the Tulbagh Vadey to

the north. One of these, the Witzenberg Pass behind

Tulbagh, was made in 1780 by Field Cornet Pienaar
;

it leads over the Witzenberg V*akte and Schurfdeberg

to pleasant Ceres, and is almost unknown. The re-

maining two are Michell’s Pass to Ceres and the Hex

River Pass by Worcester. All were in use a century

ago, but only the Hex was passable for waggons all

the year round. Michell’s Pass, through which the

Breede River runs from Ceres, was then known as

Mostert’s Hoek. In the latter half of the eighteenth

century, Mr. Jan Mostert—in all probability a descen-

dant of the Wouter Cornells Mostert who accompanied

Gabbema in 1657, and who led a commando to punish

the cattle-lifting Gonnema at the Bushman’s Rock

—

had lived at Wolven Kloof, that pleasant old farm-

house beneath lofty oaks and beside a water-wheel

near Grey’s Bridge at the foot of Michell’s Pass. The

farmers, even in those days, used the gap to reach the

high basin which encloses Ceres, but were compelled

to take their waggons to pieces and load the wheels

and the body, as well as their goods, upon oxen, which

slowly made the ascent. About 1765 Mr. Mostert

at his own expense built a road which in parts may still

be traced up the kloof as a cutting along the river banks.

It was a commendable effort ; but because, like that

of Roodezand, it crossed and re-crossed the bed of the

torrent as occasion demanded, it was not always
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passable for wheeled traffic. Near the top of the pass,

where the river flows between two high cliffs, one of

which is now tunnelled by the line to Ceres, Mr.

Mostert found that it was no longer possible to hug

the river banks, and he made his road to run, much as

the present one does, along a rocky terrace high on

the mountain side. This road, which we still use,

and which is now accompanied by the railway line,

was not engineered until 1846, when it was com-

pleted by Andrew Geddes Bain.

It was by Mostert ’s Hoek road that Lichtenstein’s

party travelled. There had, however, been heavy

rain some days before their departure from Tulbagh,

and they had taken the precaution to send their baggage

waggons ahead of them by the Hex River Pass. They

found the Breede River so full that it was with the

greatest difficulty their horses could cross the boulder-

strewn river-bed during the ascent.

The traveller who has climbed Michell’s Pass and

descended to the plain below finds himself in the vast

basin in which restful little Ceres lies. This is the

Warm Bokkeveld. To the south are the mountains

of Mostert Hoek, over which he has come from the

Tulbagh Valley. To the east are the Parnassian peaks

of the Hex, with Matroosberg—the sailor’s mountain

—

dominating the rest. He may remember that on his

way north by tram he has passed on its eastern side

under this very peak at De Dooms ; but so huge is

the range, its eastern flank so precipitous, that there

is no direct road from Ceres that will lead him there.
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To the west lies the rock-strewn Schurfdeberg, its

slopes marked by the zigzag of the Gidouw Pass to the

Witzenberg and Tulbagh. To the north the circle

is completed by the outlying hills of the Cold Bokke-

veld, which are crossed at Theronsberg by a route

that has for nearly two centuries led to that desert

gate of the Bokkeveld Karoo well named Karoo Poort.

In Lichtenstein’s time the vast basm which is now

the fruit-producing centre of bounteous Ceres con-

tained only eleven farms, and it was to one of these,

the farm of the Civic Justice Francis van der Merwe,

on the present site of Ceres, that the party directed

their steps. Here, although it was May, they were

served with grapes “ and saw standing near some

very fine orange-trees, and a fig-tree the stem of which

measured more than a foot in diameter. Our host

assured us, however, that there were many in the same

district much thicker. One in particular he mentioned,

belonging to a neighbour at no great distance, which

could not measure less than three feet in diameter.

Afterwards in talking with Mr. Van der Riet, the land-

drost of Stellenbosch, about this extraordinary tree,

he said he had measured it himself and found it

eleven Rhenish feet in circumference.” Here, too,

they were shown a tame quagga feeding in the meadows

with the horses. This quagga was never broken to

the saddle, but had become sufficiently tame to allow

himself to be stroked by strangers, and Mr. van der

Merwe intended crossing him with a mare.
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Two days later the journey was resumed, and the

next halting-place was at Lakenvallei, a farm adjacent

to Leeuwfontein which is passed by the high road

from Ceres to Karoo Poort at the north-eastern corner

of the Ceres basin. Leeuwfontein is a thatched

and gabled old mansion built in 1770. It was then

the home of the Theron family, whose name still

survives in Theronsberg, the mountain crossed by

the road beyond the farm. A quarter of a century

ago, when the result of the Boer War was still un-

decided, Mrs. Trotter, who was gathering information

about old Cape farmsteads visited this farm by bicycle

from Ceres, and an illustration of the Therons arms,

on the gable, is to be found in her book. Lakenvallei

lies four miles from Leeuwfontein, off the high road

and near the source of the Breede River. On the

approach to Leeuwfontein a small stream called the

Bussenka is crossed ; it makes a wide circuit of the

basin, and as the Dwars River it flows through Ceres

to become the Breede River in Michell’s Pass. It is

a little difficult for the traveller making his first journey

along this highroad to realize that he is at this spot

passing the upper reaches of the great river which he

has perhaps crossed earlier in the day at the foot of

Bain’s Kloof in the Tulbagh Valley. In 1805 Laken-

vallei was owned by a Van der Merwe who was com-

monly called Peter Laekenvallei. Here the party,

as persons in the employ of the Government, were

entertained in a sumptuous manner. “We celebrated

here,” says Lichtenstein, “ the eve of a wedding.
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Lakenvallei’s youngest daughter, a girl of seventeen,

was to set off the next morning accompanied by her

bridegroom and a large company of brothers, sisters

and other relations, for Tulbagh, at the same hour that

we were to proceed northwards, to complete the

marriage contract, according to all the proper forms,

before the Commissary of the place. Formerly the

ceremony could only be performed in Cape Town.

From every part of the colony thither they must

come. Thus, as Mr. Barrow justly remarks, many

a long and tedious journey was undertaken to do an

act which had so many things adverse to it. In

consequence of the new organization of the Colony,

the contract could now be made at the principal place

of the district before the landdrost and the civil

magistrate. This approaching marriage and our

journey together had drawn a large concourse of the

neighbours to the house, who all considered our

journey to the Briquas as a very dangerous undertaking.

Their parting wish was, universally, that they might

see us return again alive.”

As one approaches the mountain pass over Therons-

berg from Ceres, the curiously castellated appearance

of the range is very striking, and it is interesting to

note how they appeared to the Teutonic mind of

Lichtenstein, who writes :
“ Here the district, which

had been till now quite level, began to be more hilly ;

vast masses of rock rise one above the other. Many

of these mountains, the flats of which are formed by

direct angle when viewed from below, have the perfect
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appearance of fortifications, and remind the German

traveller strongly of the fortresses of Konigstein and

Ehrenbreitstein

The route they had followed from the exit of

Mostert’s Hoek did not become a fixed one by the

making of a hard road until Michell’s Pass, built

during the years 1846 to 1848, at a cost of £21 ,000, by

Andrew Geddes Bain, was opened on the 1 st December,

1848, by Sir Harry Smith. On that occasion an

imposing cavalcade, led by the Governor and Mr.

Montagu and other prominent citizens of Cape Town,

and attended by the farmers of the Bokkeveld and

Tulbagh, made its way to the top of the pass and

descended to the plain below, when the pass was

formally declared open and named in honour of

Colonel C. Michell, who had been Surveyor-General

of the Colony for twenty years. Mr. Montagu, in

his report to the Central Road Board shortly before,

had written that a road through Karoo Poort would

reduce the time for a bullock waggon between Beaufort

West and Cape Town from twenty to twelve days.

A hard road was therefore built by way of Theronsberg

and Hottentot Kloof through Karoo Poort, and,

passing through Platfontein and the Moordenaars

Karoo, became the stage-coach road in the days of the

Diamond Fields rush.

It is after descending the sheer mountain side

beyond Theronsberg, and after passing the only

building, a trader’s store, that marks the site of the

old “ uitspanplaats,” Hottentots Kloof, that we are
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able for the first time to see, some ten miles ahead of

us, the cleft in the Witteberg which is the gateway of

the Karoo. The country is less fertile than in the

Ceres basin, for we are in the Cold Bokkeveld, high

among the hills, where snow falls each winter and

apples grow crisp and sweet. It is a district which

differs as entirely from the Ceres district to the south

as it does from the low Bokkeveld Karoo lying only

a few miles north through Karoo Poort, where snow

is unknown, and rain a rarely-sent gift from heaven.

Through the cleft the infant Doom River, arising from

the giant valleys of Matroosberg, finds its way north-

ward and eventually joins the Oliphants River north

of Clanwilliam. Away upon the right, a mile or more

from the highway and sheltered from the south-east

wind under the lee of a hill, lie the werf and buildings

of Uitkomst (Prospect), which in Lichtenstein’s day

belonged to the Veld Cornet Bruyere, and there they

met their waggons. Lichtenstein had stayed at

Uitkomst two years before, for it had been a halting-

place of that imposing retinue which accompanied

Commissary-General De Mist and Miss Augusta de

Mist when they were returning from their expedition

to the Hantam (Calvinia) and the Roggeveld Plateau.

They had come down from the Roggeveld by the

Komsberg, and had passed by way of Platfontem

through Karoo Poort from the north. It is not

surprising, therefore, that our traveller does not on

this occasion describe Karoo Poort, for he had pictured

it on his former journey under the name Bokkeveld’s
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Poort. It is so-called upon his map, and this accounts

for a peculiar error which will be found upon the

maps of both Arrowsmith and Weller, published some

twenty years later. For the particulars of the more

remote parts of the Colony these geographers depended

upon the details supplied by Lichtenstein and Burchell,

in addition to the travellers Barrow and Thomson and

the missionary Campbell ; and in these two maps two

poorts leading to the Bokkeveld Karoo, named Bokke-

veld’s Poort and Karoo Poort, are shown, for Burchell,

who arrived at the entrance to Karoo Poort by a

different route from that of Lichtenstein, had shown

two such poorts upon the map he published with his

book of travels. Writing two years before, when he

accompanied De Mist, Lichtenstein says : “At day-

break we came to a narrow pass, called the Bokkeveld ’s

Poort, at the first entrance to the mountains which

separate the Karoo from the Bokkeveld. We arrived

there just at the moment when the rising sun began

to gild the lofty summits of the mountains, while the

twilight was still glimmering in the depths of the

ravine. The return of the morning light threw

magic shadows upon the naked rugged rocks and on

the green bushes that bordered the deep torrent. Our

minds were particularly attuned to feeling the whole

effect of the scene. The night had been spent in

watching and travelling from Platfontein over a dreary

desert, and now, as if by enchantment, we found

ourselves in the mild twilight of this contracted valley,

the living vegetation of which formed so fine a contrast
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with the dry, barren, and almost, as it appeared,

boundless plain which we had quitted, while the

contrast was no less striking between the sharp points

presented by the profile of the mountains before us

and the curvated heads of the slate hills, over which

we had so recently passed.

Narrow as was the pass at its entrance, we soon

found a wider valley spread out before us, from which

the road gradually ascended. The ridges of lofty

towering hills rose to the right and left, while, looking

upward, the eye was carried into dark and broken

chasms. High above, enjoying the first warm rays

of the morning sun, was a little red antelope feeding

at the very edge of a prominent piece of rock ; but,

frightened at the sound of the African whip, re-

echoed from every part, it quickly fled into the valley

on the other side.”

At the farmstead within the poort, then occupied

by Bruyere, the owner of Uitkomst, they found a very

fine orchard and cornfield, and—what charmed them

after their journey across the treeless Roggeveld—

a

little spinney of old oaks and lofty poplars beside

a fine clear stream of excellent water. This little

stream, which is a lead from the Doom River, still

feeds the spinney and poplars, and, passing before the

farm-house, supplies a mile-long row of ancient fig-

trees which line the roadside through the pass. The

farmstead is still a Government Farm, let out on lease,

and a clause provides that the lessee shall provide, if

requested, for travellers upon payment.
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I have seldom,” continues Lichtenstein, “ seen

a spot more silent and sequestered without being

confined and gloomy ; it was the place of all others

for one who was altogether weary of the world and of

living among mankind to return to.” He perhaps

did not know of midsummer days when the hot south-

east wind blowing across the Bokkeveld Karoo enters

Karoo Poort like the blast from an open furnace-door

and the dust cloud hides the strip of blue that shows

above the rock-bound cliffs, but in truth Karoo Poort

has a charm that is its own. It pierces that barrier

which further east is cut by Cogman’s Kloof to Monta-

gu, and still more easterly by Seven Weeks Poort. In

grandeur and in length Karoo Poort cannot compare

with this, the wonder kloof of the Colony and prince

of passes, but perhaps its charm lies in this, that it is

a true gate to the desert. The change in aspect and

in vegetation when once through that mile-long gate

is dramatic : at the southern entrance in the Cold

Bokkeveld, the vegetation is not unlike that of Ceres,

with the rhenosterbos (Elytropappus rhinocerotis) much

in evidence ; at the northern exit the traveller descends

by a gentle incline to the lower-lying Bokkeveld Karoo,

and the vijge, the brakbos, the milk bush and the

ganna are in summer the only stunted shrubs that

welcome him to a new world which by spring will be

a blaze of colour. The road and river wind through

the pass under enormous cliffs ol red sandstone which

lie in strata, some of which have been thrown into

enormous arches by contraction in cooling. The
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river banks are lined by the graceful karee tree (Rhus

viminale) and by the true willow (Salix). It is always

possible to distinguish Rhus from Salix, for the former

retains a darker shade of green.

Only six years after Lichtenstein travelled through

Karoo Poort, there appeared at its southern entrance

that lovable but tenderfoot traveller W. J. Burchell,

whose description of the pass is charming. Burchell

arrived there on 1 3th July, 1811, having left Cape Town
just three weeks before. His waggon with its contents

and the oxen which drew it had cost him £600 sterling,

he was accompanied by Hottentots only, and of these

Phillip Willems and Stoffel Speelman were ex-soldiers

of the Hottentot battalion from Wynberg. The

former was his driver and had travelled across the

Gariep or Orange River before. Burchell intended

to visit the Klaarwater Mission and Kuruman and

Lithakoo (Takoon), and possibly to make his way

thence to the Portuguese coastal settlement in Angola.

He had, however, to turn back from what is now

Bechuanaland when near the Molopo at the so-called

Lake Chue (Heuning Vlei) on the dry Mashowing

because of lack of water and difficulty in getting

followers.

It has been the writer s fortune to trace the actual

route followed by this interesting traveller in various

parts of the Union and in some extremely lonely

portions of the Great and Little Karoo. Some years

ago, while on a shooting trip beyond Morokwen upon

the edge of the Kalahari and along the dry Molopo, it
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fell to his lot to spend a day alone upon a sloping hill-

side of the Pepani Laagte keeping alight a signal fire.

This fire was intended as a signal to a member of the

party who had been lost for two days. It was during

the reflections of that lonely day that he realized

that he was then quite near the spot which a century

ago had been Burchell’s farthest north, and here in

this waterless desert, still far from civilization, was

perhaps the most lonely place of all.

This is how Burchell left Cape Town : “At length

about noon,” he writes, “ everything being ready for

starting, Phillip mounted his seat and, taking in his

hand the great whip, the emblem of his office, made

the street (Strand Street) echo with one of his loudest

claps, at the same moment with an animated voice

calling out to the oxen, ‘ Loop !

’ The waggon moved

steadily away. I watched its progress till, passing the

Castle, it turned out of sight, little supposing at that

moment that it would ever pass that Castle again, or

that, out of the whole party that were now to accom-

pany it, I should be the only person to return with it.”

So he too travelled by Pampoen Kraal, which is

our Durbanville, and behind the Paarlberg to cross

the Berg at Burgher’s Drift on a route which once

Jan van Harwarden’s party had followed. On the

sixth day he passed through the “ Red Sand Pass
”

(Roodezands Kloof) and stayed at Tulbagh, where, in

the absence of Landdrost Van der Graaff he was

assisted by the secretary, Mr. Munnik, who, as was

customary at that time, registered his papers, issued
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orders to the veld cornets of the remote districts that

they afford the traveller all reasonable assistance, and

bound Speelman in his service, as this formality had

not been gone through at Cape Town. Unlike

Lichtenstein, Burchell approached Karoo Poort by

way of the Hex River Pass and Verkeerde VIei, which

implies that when at the top of the Hex he turned

due west through that picturesque little poort called

Klein Straat, near Klein Straat Station. (Sec Map
of Forgotten Highway). This westerly turn he omits

from his map, and the omission makes his error m
regard to Karoo Poort and Bokkeveld Poort easy to

understand.

Of Klein Straat, the remains of which may still be

traced behind the farm of that name, he says : “By
moonlight we passed through a singular defile in a

ridge of rocky hills. It was very narrow and stony,

and the perpendicular wall-like sides which enclosed

the road on either hand, favoured by the uncertain

light of the moon, gave to the place a considerable

degree of resemblance to a large street ; and the sound

of the wheels rattling over the rocky ground, as on a

pavement, and reverberated from these walls, still

further assisted the imagination. It is, therefore, not

surprising that this defile should have obtained the

name of De Straat. It is, perhaps less than the

eighth of a mile in length. We continued travelling

over a level sandy and open country passing close by

a lake called Verkeerde Valley (Contrary Lake). This

is an extensive sheet of water said to owe its name to
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the circumstances of the rivulet, which issues fiom it,

running in a direction contrary to the other streams

of that part of the country. It abounds in water

fowl, chiefly ducks, geese and coots. At ten o’clock

after a journey of thirty miles we arrived at Pieter

Jacobs’ farm.”

This route to the Bokkeveld Karoo by the Hex

River Pass, which is still an interesting approach by

motor car, was not an unusual one a century ago and

was the route followed by the Official Commission for

Cattle Census of 1804.
1

It is not possible, however,

to take a car or cart through Klein Straat, which has

now fallen into decay : the modern traveller must after

passing Klein Straat Station and farm travel for some

miles towards Touws River before turning west on a

road which will take him to Hottentot Kloof and

Karoo Poort.

Burchell relied during this portion of his journey

upon “ voorspans ” of oxen supplied by farmers along

the route at the requisition of Mr. Munnik. His

own oxen he sent by Mosterts’ Hoek to meet him at

Kai oo Poort entrance. It is from his pen that we

get the best description of Karoo Poort as it was a

century ago, and owing to a little vignette made by

him it is even possible to identify the spot near the

1 In the “ Reis van de Commissie van Veeteelt 1804 ” we find “ At de Draaij

(Jacob Beck) the routes to Graaf Reynet, Nieuwe Veld, Karro and Roggeveld, divide.”
“ The Constapel is a mountain (berg) which begins between the Verkeerde Valley

and Buffels River at Touwsberg.” “The habitation of Pieter Jacobs is named
Bokke Rivier, lying beyond the Hex River Mountain at Verkeerde Valley.” This

commission arrived at Laken Vlei, owned by Pieter Lakenvalley, on 5th October,

1804, and travelling through Karro Poort visited the farms of the Roggeveld via the

Forgotten Highway.
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entrance at which he made his camp. “ We arrived

at the southern entrance of Karroo Poort,” he writes

on 13th July, 1811, “ where we unyoked the oxen and

took up our station under the shelter of two large

bushy trees of Karree Hout near a small stream of

water. On the banks of this rivulet grow some large

trees of the same kind, forming, by the peculiar soft-

ness of their foliage, very picturesque ornaments to

the landscape. The soil was clothed with low bushes

of Atriplex albicans and Galinia africana. The latter

produces a remarkable effect on the legs of cattle that

graze amongst it by staining of them a green colour.

All our oxen, but more particularly the white ones,

exhibited this singular appearance.

“ A range of mountains of moderate height separ-

ates the Great Karro from the inhabited parts of the

Colony, lying to the southward. Another range, of

much greater elevation, bound sit on its northern side,

and in this the Pass to the Roggeveld mountain is

situated. That division lying nearest the Roggeveld

Karro is partly inhabited, during four or five months

in the winter season, by the boors of that country, who

then remove with their families and cattle to certain

temporary huts, called Leg-plaats (which may be

translated Cattle place). From these they remove

back again to the Roggeveld at the end of October.

In like manner the other division is denominated the

Bokkeveld Karro. The Karro Pass conducts the

traveller by a winding defile through the range of
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Witteberg, or the Wittebergen (White Mountains) and

ushers him into the Bokkeveld Karro.

“ The strata of the mountains here, on each side,

are inclined in opposite positions and curiously curved

in undulating lines. The word ‘ Karro ’ belongs to

the Hottentot language and signifies dry, or and.

In order to give our oxen more time for grazing,

we remained here till sunset. In the meantime I

took a stroll into the Pass and climbed up the rocks

on the right to examine the productions of the moun-

tains ; of which, notwithstanding the earth was

excessively dry and parched, there was a great variety.

Out of these I selected as many as thirty plants not

collected before. Among these rocks the Pelargonium

renifolium was found growing to the height of two feet,

and a frutescent Othonna four feet high enlivened the

rugged declivity with its large yellow flowers. The

list of genera here given may serve to show the botanical

character of this spot, as contrasted with the country

in the following part of the journey northward. Be-

yond this a very lemarkable change takes place in its

vegetable production. Four of the strongest and most

characteristic features of Cape botany, the Ericae,

the Diosmai and the Proteaceous and Restiaceous

tribes, entirely disappear : nor did I meet with any

of them again until two years afterwards when I re-

entered the same botanical parallel at Kommedakka

and Zwartwater Poort, lying in the same latitude as

the Karro Pass but at six degrees of longitude more to

the eastward. The heath mentioned in this list was,
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I believe, Erica Plun^neti. This elegant tribe had

attended me the whole way from Cape Town, till now

that I was arrived at the very door of the desert, beyond

which the scorching heat rendered it impossible for

them to exist ; and it seemed as if this handsome species

had accompanied me till the last moment to take a long

farewell in the name of the whole family.”

One gathers that Karoo Poort is little changed

since Burchell’s day ; the karee trees along the river

bank are probably less numerous, for each year sees

some of the century-old and gnarled trunks swept away

by the flooding Doom River, and never a young tree

appears to take its place.

This Poort was in the heyday of its fortunes in the

days of the Diamond Fields rush ;
though little used

and almost neglected now, it was then a very hub of

life, and witnessed the stage-coaches filled year after

year with seekers on their way to wealth and health

or disillusion and death. Then came the railway,

and Karoo Poort was robbed of its importance ; but

the motor car is to bring it to its own again, for it will

transmit the great national road which the Commission

of 1925 has proposed to run from Cape Town by

Bain’s Kloof, Ceres and Karoo Poort on via Sutherland

and Carnarvon to Johannesburg and the north.



Rocks at the Summit of Verlaten Kloof, below which Burchell
FOUND A SOLITARY FLOWER IN 1811.

VlNKEKUIL, “ THE HABITATION OF THE FlELD CORNET Mr. VlSSCHER ’

( Burchell , 1811 ),





CHAPTER VII.

THE FORGOTTEN HIGHWAY.

Between Karoo Poort beyond Ceres and Verlaten

Kloof—that “ Pass to the Roggeveld ” of the early

travellers which now conducts us to Sutherland—there

is a long-forgotten highway which was once part of

the great road to the north-east. It began as the

route across the Bokkeveld Karoo used by farmers

from the Warme Bokkeveld (Ceres Basin), who,

between 1750 and 1800, were establishing “ legplaatse
”

and even permanent farms over the Koedoesberg along

the foot of the Roggeveld Range. Long before there

was a Kimberley, a Fraserburg, or even a Beaufort

West, the continuation of this old road beyond Ver-

laten Kloof became the usual route to the Gariep or

Orange River, to Kuruman and the Klaarwater Mission

and beyond to Litako (Takoon). It was the fore-

runner of the modern high road which accompanies

the rail across the Great Karoo to Kimberley, and by

chance the early and the later keep almost parallel,

although sometimes a hundred miles apart. Some

fifty miles of lonely veld separates Karoo Poort from

191
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Verlaten Kloof, but many miles of the forgotten high-

way are used to-day by farmers passing from farm to

farm and by the trek boer. Long portions of it, as

at the Gousbloem Hooghte and the Windheuvel

—

where in 1801 the tiaveller Lichtenstein found a

waggon that had been part of the lost Cowan expedi-

tion—are overgrown by scrub and quite unused. It

is difficult at first to realize that the grooved and worn

track over this hill marks the route of what was once

an important and travelled highway. Portions of it

across the flat Bokkeveld Karoo to the Hangkhp are

as good as any modern road, and may, if the projected

scheme for a national road is carried out, become the

highway to Verlaten Kloof, and to Sutherland, once

again.

Sutherland is a pleasant little town of the Roggeveld

several thousand feet above sea level. Its wide streets

are lined with pepper trees, and each of its iron-roofed

houses is surrounded by a pleasant garden fed by

water drawn from windmills of galvanized iron.

Twenty years ago many counterparts of Sutherland

could be found along the Grand Trunk across the

North Dakota plains, but Sutherland is not a cow

town, and is sixty miles from the railway. It exists

on sheep, and is the metropolis of the Roggeveld

Karoo. All strangers there are commercial travellers

who arrive by car from railhead at Ceres, or perhaps

from Matjesfontein, only sixty miles away. In a

Sutherland side street there is or was an inviting low-





Beside the Forgotten Highway. Magdelena’s Headstone of 1792 ,
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ceilinged paraffin-lit bar presided over by a gentleman

with a duster. This duster had cleaned no Augean

stables of Whitehall, but was used legitimately to wipe

the tinkling glasses, and on busy nights the pleasant

frothy lees that flowed across the wooden bar-top and

spilled upon the un-sawdusted floor—and on nights

that were both hot and busy it sometimes wiped a

beaded brow. The bar room is a little local Mecca,

perhaps a lesser club where local reputations are made

and unmade.

One hot night in January there came a weary

motorist to Sutherland who braved its portals. It

had been a successful but a long and weary day. The

forgotten highway could be traced beyond Verlaten

Kloof by Jakhals Vlei and Kuilenberg to the Riet

River, where it blended with the present road to

Fraserburg. Thence it had crossed Quaggasfontein,

and, leaving Fraserburg far, far on the right, had run

to the Zak River at De Kerk, where in 1799 the

missionary Kitcherer had founded his unsuccessful

mission. Here could be found the poort of which

there is an old print in Lichtenstein’s volumes, and

here a century ago had been the boundary of the

Colony—but it had been very hot. The gentleman

with the duster said that he didn’t mind if he had one

too ; it was a very hot evening, he said—and the

duster did its duty number three.

“ On the road long? ” he asked.

“ Only four days,” said the weary motorist.
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The Gentleman with the Duster made a little

grunting noise in his throat, perhaps it expressed pity

or maybe indicated contempt, for he had acquaintances

who had been on the road for years and years.

“ Soft goods ?
” said he.

“
I beg your pardon? ” said the weary motorist,

to whom the remark had appeared a little personal.

“Hardware?” queried the Gentleman with the

Duster.

“ Oh ! I see,” returned the motorist. “ No, I

was just looking for a road.”

“ Lookin’ fer a road?
”

“ Yes, just looking for a road,” responded the

motorist a little bit defiantly.

“ There’s talk of a new road coming up from

Ceres,” said the Gentleman with the Duster, “ past

the Windheuvel, they said.”

Past the Windheuvel, thought the motorist. He

saw the great national road to the north winding

through Karoo Poort and across the Bokkeveld Karoo.

It would pass Magdalena’s Grave and under the

shadow of the Hanging Rock. It would climb the

Marigold Heights and—after a hundred years—go

homing by the Windheuvel to the pass to the Rogge-

veld as a lover goes back to his lost love. Perhaps

they would make it that way and not by Platfontein,

as the Parliamentary Commission of 1925 had sug-

gested.





Hangklip upon the Bokkeveld Karoo.

The Forgotten Highway takes an arrow flight to the Hang Rock.
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And the Hang Rock ? The Hang Rock that in

1801 looked down upon the youthful Borcherds—he

was with the Commissioners Truter and Somerville

and the artist Samuel Darnells and became the loved

C.C. and R.M. of Cape Town—all agog at viewing

the world and treasuring the “ fine honey cake in

my little Geneva box, so capitally baked at Stellenbosch

and enjoyed at Litako.” What would the Hang Rock

think of the flying tourists and the low-built racing cars

with unclosed cut-outs that would in efforts to break

the record north disturb its century of sleep ?

“ You say you was looking for a road ? ” questioned

the Gentleman with the Duster, doubtfully.

Now there are things about roads that cannot be

said to a gentleman whose pouchy eyes regard one

distrustfully over a well-filled glass. Roads beckon,

they call you. They say “ Come hither, come hither ;

just over the next hill-rise lie romance and history,

just a little onward if you would know the story I can

tell. But the road had never called—would never

call—to the Gentleman with the Duster.

“Yes,” said the weary one, patiently, “just an

old road that was used and then forgotten.”

The Gentleman with the Duster is not an unkind

man. He made a little throaty noise that was all

pity.

“ Well, here’s good hunting,” he said, as with head

back-tilted he drank his evening meal.
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And all through the fifty miles of sun-seared

scrubby veld and over hills where jackals howl the

disused highway was waiting in the white moonlight

of that hot January night, with every mile a tale

to tell.

If you will glance at an Arrowsmith’s or Weller’s

map of South Africa of about 1830, you will find

towards the northern limit of the Bokkeveld Karoo

the name Hang Rock. The name intrigues, reminding

one of that Hangklip across False Bay which was

Punta Espinosa (Thorny Cape) to the early Portuguese.

Of what importance was this hanging rock that it

should find a place on a standard map scaled forty miles

to one inch, and why Hang Rock in English with

names like Gousbloem Hooghte (Marigold Height)

and Ongeluks (Misfortune) River close to it ? With

glasses from the northern exit of that desert gate that

is Karoo Poort you may see across some thirty miles

of shimmering veld a fingerhke projection of the

Koedoesberg which ends in a small mountain that

overhangs ; here is the very counterpart of the Hang-

klip of False Bay, you will say, perhaps not knowing

that more than a century ago the traveller Lichtenstein

wrote :
“ The height becomes after some time per-

pendicular and towards the summit even projects

forward, so that the name Hangklip has been given

to it. The same name is borne by a much more

considerable rock of similar figure at the S.E. side of

False Bay.”
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Upon the Bokkeveld Karoo over which your

glasses sweep rain may, but does not always, fall once

a year. The ten-mile orchard of vines and figs of

the Inverdoorn Estate (Spes Bona) are fed by the melted

snows of Matroosberg, the giant of the Hex some

twenty miles away. On the estate is an outcrop of

Dwyka which forms a miniature Lion’s Head and

Signal Hill in the field of your glasses ; its highest

point not 300 feet above the flat Karoo. It is locally

called Fontemkop, but can be identified as the Paarde-

berg. Now Lichtenstein travelled through Karoo

Poort ; he mentions camping beneath the Paardeberg,

“ near which is a small spring and an ‘ Ausspanplatze
’

(outspan) which bears the name Pretorius Kraal.

There is beyond Spes Bona a lonely stone-built hovel,

still used as a ‘ legplaats,’ called Pretorius Kraal, and

in the bed of the dry Doom River beside it a meagre

spring of unattractive water—unattractive even in this

dry Karoo.”

The forgotten highway runs from Karoo Poort

across Spes Bona beneath the Paardeberg, and takes

an arrow flight across the Bokkeveld Karoo to the

Hang Rock when the hills begin. Except for sandy

patches in the beds of the Doom and Groote River

you may ride upon it as smoothly as in Adderley Street.

Here came the botanist, Thunberg, in 1 774, returning

from the Roggeveld “ by Gousbloem Kloof, through

the dryest of all the Carrows to a rivulet which runs

before a mountain called Paardeberg, which was small

and solitary .” It is upon this very track that that
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lovable traveller, Burchell, takes us in 1811 upon his

northward two-year journey with his waggon and his

faithful Hottentots. He tells us how the Hottentot

women of the party marched gaily those four days

from Karoo Poort across the Bokkeveld Karoo “ giving

to Speelman’s wife an account of their village at Klaar-

water,” where the driver’s spouse had never been.

“ At 9 o’clock at night we reached the foot of a moun-

tain called the Hangklip (Hang Rock), when we released

our oxen and were ourselves glad to rest for the night.”

It is as you climb from the bed or ancient strath of

the Groot River that the Hang Rock comes clearly

into view. Beneath it there is an area of scrub-

denuded ground which marks the ancient outspan-

place. It is obvious now why the Hang Rock has

found a place on Weller’s map. This deserted spot

had once been an important landmark on this Karoo ;

towards it longing eyes had gazed and tired oxen

strained ; to the farmer of the Roggeveld it meant

that he had reached the foothills of the range, and

the hot and waterless Karoo was passed. Obvious

now why standard maps a century ago depicted the

Hang Rock in English, for the cartographer had taken

it from Burchell’s map of 1810.

Looking south from the 400 feet of sloping rotting

shale that forms the Hang Rock, a panorama of the

mountains which form the southern limit of the Bokke-

veld Karoo is seen. The Bonteberg and the Hex,

with Matroosberg towering over all ; the Witter-

bergen, in which with glasses can be seen the northern
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exit of Karroo Poort, and farther west the ramparts

of the Zwartrug. Westerly, beyond these far-off

mountains, the still farther peaks of the Cederbergen

above Clanwdliam dominated by that “ other Table

Mountain ” of Dankaert’s journal of 1661.

It was from the rising ground on Bisan’s Gat just

beyond the Hang Rock that Burchell looked down

with such pride on his small caravan next day. “ The

Hangklip in the second distance constituted the only

object, and by its projecting and overhanging crag

naturally gave a name to a spot where nothing pre-

sents itself that could suggest an appellation. In these

solitary wilds no moving being was to be seen, no

sound to be heard. Inclining my view to the foot

of the hill, I contemplated our waggons with a species

of satisfaction peculiar to our circumstances. It was

a busy scene, a little society within itself, in every

movement of which I was interested. Every in-

dividual and every animal comprising it seemed the

more warmly to participate in my goodwill the farther

we removed from the civilized world.” The For-

gotten Highway leads through hilly country beyond this

spot ; it is interesting to notice how it took the direct

route while the one we follow makes small detours to

avoid the steep inclines. It passes Yuksfontein,

where is a shepherd’s hut and a dry karee-tree beside

a waterhole. Probably there is a modest farmstead

hidden in these hills, but none is in view from the

road. It runs beside dry sluits where dying, rotting

karee-trees stand naked to the sun. It is said that
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the graceful karee (Rhus) is to die out ; one may travel

here for miles and never see a young tree growing

—

only the ancient fathers of a century ago and the dry

trunks of still older ones that long since have

died.

The road takes you to where the track crossed the

dry and tree-lined Yuks River. On the slant of the

farther bank is a solitary stone hut backed by a rising

slope up which the Forgotten Highway disappears

amongst the farther hills. It passes ten paces from

the hut, and the bare trodden ground speaks of another

ancient “ uitspan-plaats.” Heat waves dance over

the dry river bed as you cross to the spreading karee-

trees ; only the baying of a watchful dog breaks the

silence of that hot soiitude. The sole citizen of Thuys

Kraal was occupied in branding the skin of a goat,

but receives the white men with due consideration.

To the strangers he appears just a nigger ; how should

they know he is a travelled man who has seen the

world as far as Ceres, “where the tram comes”?
“ Yes,” says Jan Johnson, “ this is Thuys Kraal.”

His sentence tells you that this is Burchell s Tys Kraal,

at the foot of the Gousbloem Hooghte ; but no car

to-day may climb the Marigold Heights to Windheuvel

along the Forgotten Highway that Burchell and

Lichtenstein have trod. You may, however, get

round by Amandelbloem and Urias Gat—that same
“ Urias Gat ” which is mentioned by Lichtenstein

in a report on a “ visit to the Roggeveld ” to General

Janssens which is to-day a treasure in our Cape
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Archives but which has never yet been published.

It is, however, worth while to leave the car and climb

the hill behind Thuys Kraal along the Forgotten

Highway, to see the Marigold Heights
; the very name

invites you, but unless it is September no yellow-

corollaed Arctotes await you here, but only the parched

and black-stemmed “ vygie ” and the brakbos on a

hill with weathered furrows like the kindly lines on

an aged mother’s face—and everywhere the yellow-

brown-ochre clay of a karoo that a South African must

love.

From the Windheuvel the Old Highway sloped

down to the valley of the Tanqua, and at Vinkekuil,

where a thatched white-walled homestead blisters in

the sun, it blends with the modern high road to Ver-

laten Kloof. The homestead is surrounded by an

oasis of pleasant orchards laid out a century and a half

ago, and is locally called Tuinplaats ; to Burchell it

was “ the habitation of the Field Cornet Mr. Visser,”

from whom, as was customary a century ago, he

obtained the extra oxen to take his waggons up the

kloof. Verlaten or the Abandoned Kloof is a great

gash in the abrupt wall of the Roggeveld Range. It

conducts to the plain below a trickling stream that

becomes the Tanqua. Man has turned this gash to

his uses, and, up a gradient that is appalling, some

early and heroic burgher took his waggon though this

kloof and led the way for what is now to be the national

northern route.
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The Forgotten Highway has a forgotten grave.

At the roadside in the shadow of the Paardeberg, and

veiled by the nodding cotton-podded “ tontelbos,”

there stands a foot-high headstone ; it is of coarse

unchiselled sandstone taken from a sandstone outcrop

twenty feet away. In rough unfinished letters it has

cut upon it
“ Magdalina Maria Jooste, Housewife of

J. Jooste, in the year of Christ 1 792.” It seems fitting

that this forgotten headstone should lie beside a

highway now forgotten too.
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